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OHIJ'l'ER I 
Stat.ement. 9! .!:b!. Problem. lIThe Oatholic Ohurch has been established by 
Jesus Ohrist. as Mother and Teacher of aationa, so that all who in the course of 
centuries come to her lovine embrace, may find salvation as vell as the fullness 
of a more exoellent life. To this Ohuroh ••• her most holy Founder bas en-
trusted the double task of begetting sona unto herself, and of eduoating and 
governing those whom she begets, guiding with maternal providence the life both 
of indiViduals and of' peoplese The lotty dii:;'Uity of this life, she l".II1S always 
held in the highest respect and guarded with _tobful oare_"l 
It is, therefore, in the field of eduoation that. the Ohurch most Itclearly' 
and definitely' acts in the fullest possible measure to realize her own con-
ception of her nature and her mssion. Primarily and essentially in her action 
among men, she is ••• a teaching organisation. 'Going, teach ye all natio08. I 
oraiat said to the Apostles. The wordB are not an admonition, they are an 
imperative oommand.-2 
This teaching oommission waa given in the first oentury and it is equally' 
binding today, but the forma whioh this commission have taken have differed 
1Pope John lXIII, Mater .!iMagistra, trans., William J. Gibbous, S.J. 
(New York, 1961), p. 9. 
2m.chael Wi111U18 and Julia Kernan. The Catholio Ohurch in Action (new 
York, 1935). p. 281. - -
1. 
from age to age 6Dd from oountry to oount.ry. The Oatholio Ohurch in Amerioa 
tod.., i8 engaged in innumerable activities which would be termed eduoational; 
grade sohools, parochial and centralized high sohools, Oonfraternity of 
Ohristian Doctrine classe •• Oane. Oonterencel, Sunday lermons. leminary training, 
boarding sohools, special education claases for exceptional ohildren, col1egel, 
universities, Christian Family Movement, Summer Sohoole for Catholio Aotion, 
Interracial Oouncils, The Grall, parieh oensus. oatechetioal activities in 
areas not served by a proximate parish school, newspapers, magazines, books, 
tilms, and TV presentations. Each program has a speoific job to do, differeut 
problema to solve, and each tries to fulfill a special need in the education 
of the members ot the Ohuroh in order that they may participate in the ".full-
ness of a more exoellent lite.,,3 
Oatholics, as well 1.8 other Amerioana. toda, seem to be hard-pressed to 
seek answers to a DUmber of very vital questions centering partioular~ around 
the area of private and publio school eduoation of Catholics. The questions 
oome from. the clergy and lay members of the Ohuroh, and friendl and foes out-
side the Churoh. Ohallenge il being ,i ... en to seek answers to questiona such 
as these. (l) Are Oatholio Ichooll going to decline in quality and propor-
tionate oapacity &s the eoonomio burden of private education increasel year by 
year? (2) ~t are the ruture religious prospects for Catholio students 
attending public .ohools whioh are more and more legal~ committed to .ecular 
values? (3) 'Catholios are ask1ns themselves whether Oatholio sOhools are 
3pope John XXIII, p. 9. 
really doing a good job in either the area of intellectual or religious educa-
tion. • • • 'I'hey are asking the1tl8eb' •• 'W'hether Catholio schools are turning out 
mimic armies of bourgeoise.-4 (4) Do Cat.holics partioularly evidence a mental 
stupor related to a "subconaoioua fear that intellectual autonomy and intellec-
tual freedom it implie. are lomehow alien to the t good' Oatholic. ItS as implied 
in reoent .tudi •• dODe in the Detroit ~ea by a r •••• rch team from the 
University of l"'J.eh1gan.? (5) "Who r.ally knou, in &:IJ:3' teatabl. manner, that 
the CatholiC high 8chool give ... better all .... rouud preparation tor cltizeuhip 
than doe. the non-Catholic high 8chool?,,6 (6) "Doe. Oatholio high .chool 
education make Oatholic.,,7 
Thi •• tudy vill focu. on an area limited in .cope, but it i. hoped that 
it will be of value in olarifying SOll8 ot the impressions and vague gen.ral-
ities which have sub.tituted for verifiable tact. with regard to Catholio and 
publio .chool eduoation &. it relate. to Catholic youth. 
To 'begin, we ukl What is it that the Ohurch teaches? Pope John nIII 
explains: "Although Holy Church ha8 the speoial talc of aanotifying souls and 
of making trAM sharer. of heavenly blesaings, ahe 18 alao solicitous for the 
requirement. of men in their daily liVEUlt not merely thoe. relating to food and 
BUstenanoe. but also to their oomt'ort and advancement in varioua kind. of good. 
LimcM,an Catholio (Detroit), September Zl, 1962. Let~Ere to the Editor, 
p. 4. 
SpatheI' F. X. Oanfield, M1chien Catholic (Detroit) f September 1, 1962, 
p. 8. 
6JOSeph H. Fichter, B.J., 'Catholics and High School,- America, evIl 
(September IS, 1962), 718. 
? ... ,,\.!J. L. Mal~ne, S.J., -Does catholic High School Education l-lake Oatholic.? 
NviM. LVIII, \Aut"U.t 1961). 2'>'i-2'>8. (For abbreviations. see ADDendix I) 
4. 
and in varying oircumstances of time. we Therefore, religion is not to be con-
sidered a. a compartmentalized segment of a mants life. as Sunday morning 
worship only, but religious commitment must permeate a man's whole life. It 
implie. influence. in allot his activities: work, play, politics, and family 
11fe.9 
In the past, however t muoh of the em.pbaSilll in the Church' 8 teachings 
stres •• d theological and philosophical doctrine, little stress vas placed 
upon tohe sooial doctrines untoil reoently as noted in the encyclical Mater .!.! 
AboVe all, we affirm tobat the 800ial teaching proolailned by the 
Oatholio Ohurch cannot be separated tram her tradt tional teaching re-
garding man'a life. 
Wherefore, it ia our earnest ~1sh that ~ore and more attention be 
given to this branch of learning. Firat of all, we urge that attention 
be given to such studi.s in Catholic schools on all level. • • • More-
over, we desire that SOCial study of this .ort be inoluded among the 
religious material. used to instruct and inspire the lay apostolate, 
either in parishes or in a.aociatione. :r.t thia d1f£Uaion of knowl.d:;e 
be accomplished by every m.odern _awlU that is, in journals, whether 
daily or periodical; in doctrinal books. both for tohe learned and the 
general reader; and finally, by means of radio and television. lO 
However, this eduoational function ia not 801e~ the obligation of' formal 
teaching organizations within the Ohurch itself; it ia also the obligation of 
the parents to see to the -religiOUS and moral eduoation of their ohildren .a 
well as to their civio and bodi~ tralniD~. They may not take an attitude of 
...... 
Bpope John XXIII. p. 10. 
9T~ 58th Annual 11eeting of the National Catholio Education Assooiation 
in 1961 was devoted to the topiC, ~he Objeotives of Ohristian Education in 
Oontemporar.y Society_" 
lOPope John XXIII. p. 69. 
s. 
indifference towards this obligation nor may they transfer it whol~ to 
others. lll But, in a complex society .uch as we have in Amerioa today, just 
how effectively can religious truths or social doctrine be transmitted either 
by the parents or by the Ohurch?12 Rational human living demands unity of 
purposel can there be a real unity of purpose of a religious nature in a 
society whiob. seems to segment&liz.e living into the different ca:tegori€:s of 
work, reoreation, polit.ios, eduoation, or .family lite? Because each segment 
seem. detached and independent, the question ia--just how muoh interrelation 
is there between religion and these activities' 
It is the purpose ot this thesis, then, to examine some of the oi*racter-
istios; that is, background, attitudes, and practioes, of a group of high 
sohool sophomores who bave had a Catholio sohool orpub11c sohool eduoation. 
What do catholio students with more or les8 Catholio eduoation believe. and 
how do they olaim they act or would act when faced with eoonomic, sooial, and 
politioal force. 1n their dai17 lives? What are their general oharacteristics, 
how are they Similar, in what ways are they different? 
From what type of a family does this st.udent oome? What. is the education-
al and ethnio background ot.: his parent. .. 'lillh&.t i8 the fat-her' 8 occupation1 
What are the parenta' religious a£:f1l1ationa? Is t.his an a.ctive oommitment. 
on the part of the parent.a? 
llW1111&IQ and .Kernan. p. 20.2. 
l2John L. thomaa, ~hJ.t fiFamil¥ Value. in a Pluralistic Society,ff A2§ll. 
XXIII, (Spring 1962), 3~O. 
6. 
Wi th regard to the student himself f what ue his attitudes f opinions, and 
beliefs concerning politioal candidates, freedom. of speech, teachings of the 
Church, marria.ge and family life, Protestants, Jews, 11egroes? Does he identify 
more closely with his family or with his friends at this age? ",'hat is h1s atti 
tude toward the future? In addition, what are his stated action patterns at 
the present time? How often does he attend Maes during the summer? HOlf often 
does he pray? How much money does he spend. in a week? Does he earn part of it 
himself? What types of newspapers and periodicals does he read? In which 
religious organiza.tions is he active? 
,li'1na.lly, and 01' greatest interest to this study, is there any correlation 
between the faotors of background, attitudes, and actions, and the type of edu-
cation which the student has received? Does a student who has attended Catho 
sOhools differ from one who has attended public schools? If there are differ-
ences, how are they expressed? 
Defini tion ~ Terms. An att1 tude ~ be defined as "an acquired, or 
learned and established, tendency to react toward or against something or some-
b04."l~ Since most authorities agree that it is something which is "learned.1t 
then it is acquired during the maturation of the ohild. A child grows :Pvai 
and mentallYJ he acquires physical habits or reactions to certain stimuli. 1Jfen-
tally, too II the ohild learns by .veryd~ association with others which ideas or 
situations hie parents, tea.ohers, and peers evaluate as desirable or which they 
rejeot as harmful or ueelees. He thus aoquires a prejudice or tolerance toward 
certain races and nationalities, he becomes predisposed to certain evaluations 
of economic activities and the political scene. He often reacts to oertain 
l'Hel'll'y Pratt Fairohild, ed •• Diotionary ~ Soo1ology (New York, 1944), pJ. 
sit.uations in a. .peci.fio l'!l&lU:ler because his elder. haTe done so and he baa 
le&rll8d t.o do the .ame. Thi. 18 not to say that he muat a.ct in a partioular 
manner in a specific 'ituation, only that be baa a learned predi.position to do 
80. 
Opiniona--8tat.em.nts expresling an analYSis of an idea--ditter trom atti-
tudes in that they are baaed 1 •• 1 on impressiona and more on a jud~~nt whioh 
the mind forms of persona or thing.. Thh LmpUes tbat an idea bas been thought 
out yet 11 open to dispute. 
Beliefs are still stronger state. or habit. of m1Jld_8the acoeptance of 
~ giTen proposition &8 true. Such acoeptance 1s .8sential~ intellectual, 
althou~h it. may be .trongl,y oolored 'by Gmotiion •• 14 
lilYen though it 1& possible to learn much about a manta at,tit.ude., opiniona, 
and belief., still his actiona auat. alao be ev&luated. An individual may ex-
pre •• orally one mantal comm1t.ment and act. in a maz:m.er which indicate. another. 
For .xa.ple, if a per.on express.s the belier that God expects men tio worship 
Him every Sunday, .. would be inclined to believe this person is orthodox in hill 
acceptance of this Chri.t.ian t.eaching. But if' we find later that he doe. not 
attAnc1 Mals eTery .. eJr., we rill WOMer if he ia decei Ting himself or lyblg or 
aelf-contradictor,y in behavior. It i. qUite possible that he may be oommitted 
to one ",erbal response patt.ern, and too anot.her quite conflicting action pattern, 
as has been demonat.rated by Gannon in his interesting studT of juvenile offend-
ers who cla1Jl te be Oatholics. 1S 
14Ibid., p. 23. 
-1$Thomas Michael Gannon, S.J., "Religious Control and Delinquent Bel:'.av1or: 
An Ana~8i. of the Religiou. Orientation of a Group of Deli~uent OatholicBoys, 
Unpubl18hed ~fast.rt s ThesiS (Loyola University, tJhica:;o, 1961), p. 108. 
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The term .OatholicW in itself implies a unity which i. religious, moral, 
ar~d even sooial. in the minds of mar!J' people. So, to be a -Cat.holic teenager" 
in a large midwest city is a conveuient sterot.yped category with ma~ implied 
generalizations as to background and attitude which we cannot simply take £01" 
granted in this st.udy. 
Sophomores seem to represent a stage of the maturation process which is 
most crucial. 'l'r.&ey are beginning to outgrow some of their early training and 
influences. they asSOCiate with people outside their own families with greater 
frequency and acquire new outlooks on life. Students of this age often come in 
contact with different and divergent values frosn individuals or any of the .. s 
media. and they are old enough and mature enough to be able to judge the appar-
ent merits or disadvantages of various concepts. They do not accept eve~hing 
their parents and teachers have told t.hem, and sometimes they are at.tracted by 
the novelty or ttxcitement of a new value, and not by ita logio 01" reasonableness 
A l~ear-old 18 fast approach1~ adult privileges and responsibilities, but 
his experience and judgment is often quite limited. 
The s~udy will be restrioted to Oatholics who have had their education fram 
grades three to ten in e1ther tbe Oatholic or public sohool system. In ~ 
comparisons whioh are made Oe1.w8n studem. in the two school systems. t.he in-
teution of the writer is not to draw partioular attention to the school syetem, 
but to the Oatholic students. A publlc-sohool sophomore who is a Oatholic has 
had m&D3 lniluenoes be.ide, his 1'ormal eduoation; hi. family f peer group, and 
religion toeaobers, for exuple. He is not just a produot ot the sohool whioh 
he attends; there :i.s far more to the question than this and a statement _de by 
Kane in his ohapter on the "School Question" is worth quoting here. "The 
9· 
relationship of public and private education is a oomplex problem and lts 80lu-
tion 18 equally complex. Even an approach to a solution 18 almo8t hopelessly 
oompl1oated by invldious .tatements that private education is divisive, unAneri-
~an and undemocratio t and the counter charge that all public education is god-
... 888. The contributions of both public and private education to American lite 
bave been tremendoWi and proponents of each should be prepared to grant the 
i1Chievements of the other. There i. room for both in a democratiC country and 
pne test of American democracy will be the survival of both aystema. w16 
The.e last several paragrapba hint at some ot t.he pittalla and complloatiolll 
~oh endanger any attempt to explain or show a direot oauaal relationship be-
!iween attit.udes or action patterna and type of tormal education. The area is 
r.OO UDeXplored, the variable. too numeroWl. For these reasons a d.scriptive 
survey .. I cholen. DelCriptive aurveYI which aim to "provide an accurate e.ti-
nate ot the magnitude ot some phenomenon in the populatlon,,17 are .omet1mes 
>elittled in the field ot soclal r.searoh. Explanator,y or oausal studies have 
!DUch more statWi in the suboulture ot the sociologist.. It 18 not within the 
_cope ot this paper to argue the merits ot the two types of surveys, but the 
p.eed for factual data in this area is so great that it is hoped this may lead 
~O more studies in depth at a later date. ~n defend. this type or research: 
~Out of the finding. of such survey, often comes the basi. for the formulation 
~f fruitful bJpothese. about phenomena, or at least for some reduction in 
16John J. Kane, Oatholic-Protestant. Conflict. in Amerioa (New York, 1955), 
p.~. -
17Herbert Hiram. ~, Sune, Desie S Analls1. (GlellOoe, 1955), p. 160. 
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~heorizing about a phenomenon •••• The desoript.1ve ••• survey oan be oon-
eivec1 of as an inquiry into the unifomity or regularity ot 80me phenomenon. 
t permits a better deoilion as to the wildom of undertaking an explanatorj' 
nquiry at all. H18 
SUl'Ve, .2!!b!. Uterature. Religion in the scholastic tradition is conaid-
red .. -the sum of truths and dutie' binding man to God, or personal belief and 
Jorship in relation to God. Religion include. creed, oult and code.-19 The 
~ooiology of religion is then -the empirical study of the expression ot reli-
tous experience, religious oonceptions and religiOUS attitudes in the tormation 
nd emergence of 8001al relationships, both in terms of the particular forms of 
religious groups, and beyond their confines, in more seoular sooial 1nstitutkIDs 
.. nd relations, including the reverse influence of sooial forms, religiOUS and 
iecular, upon religious expression, attitude and oelie£.-20 
J:mpirioally, the SOCiology of religion has been somewhat neglected over the 
Last oentury. This 18 not to say that there has not been an awareness 01' the 
~robl.m within sociological ciroles.. wach, writing in 19W+, implies this when 
18 states: -Soholars tend to forget that, hovever far-reaching the influence 
~.f' social motives on religion bas undoubtedly been, the influences emanating 
Prom religion and reaoting on the sooial structure have been equally great. 
~ thorough exaadnation ot the ettect. of religion on the sooial lite of mankind 
18Xbld., pp. 77-78. 
19Bernard WUellner, S.J., Diciionarl!! Scholastic PhilosopAl (Milwaukee, 
956), p. 1142. 
2Orhomas F. O'Dea, "The Sociology of Religion,lt !Q§!, XY (June 1954). 88. 
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and of the influence of r.ligion on the cohesion of groups, on the development 
and differentiation of social attitudes and patterns, and on the growth and de-
cline of social institut.ions is like}.:!2 Xield results .2! .!:h!. utmost 1:!£.QL-
tanoe. ,,21 (The italics added.) 
Glock, writing as recently &8 1958. tried to explain this lag or blind spot 
in the fast expanding field ot sooiology: 
American sociologist. in the main may be predisposed to perceiv. religion 
as no longer .xeroi.ing a crucial influence on social life and, ther.fore, 
to dismi.s it as a suitable subjeot for inquiry. _ • But has the .ecular-
ization process been oompleted? The implicit postulate of our discussion 
1s that it haa not. In fact, we bave viewed the opposite conclusion as 
essentially a rationalization of the basic failure to develop an adequate 
frame of reference for studying the role of religion in contemporarJ 
society_ Without it. it is difficult to know how to go about tracing the 
wafs in which religious ideas are .till influencing and being influenced 
by the nature and course of 800ial life.22 
He suggests that IIlOre attention should be given to the interaction between re-
11gion and other soci.tal institutions. He oonoludes that -studies along the Ie 
lines are like~ to come into vogue on~ if and when sociologists begin to think 
of r.ligious ideas as having JnOre than a historical r.lationship to the dominant 
valu.s ot the general 800iety.,,2) 
Yinger 8ugt'tlsts fourteen area. 1'01' r ..... rch open now to the interest..d 
sooi .. l .clenti.t. Mo.t of the ar .... neediDa olarification involve questions 
as to the reoiproc .. l influence of religion and other broad in.titutionalized 
areas of our modern industri .. l soci.ty, suoh as religion and the social 
2lJoachill W&oh, !a Soc1010gz.!! Rel1&ion (Chlcago, 191!4}t p. 13. 
22Robert X. Merton, Leonard Broom, and L. J. Cottrell, Jr., eds., Sociology 
Today: Problems aJ¥S prosR!cts (New York, 1956). p. 175. 
2)ill.!!_, pp. 176-7. 
struct.ure, t'or e,;cample, t.he i.milt; religion and eduoation; rel1gion aIld acience 
reli~lol1 and politioal values; religion and economic intere3t.al re1410n and 
soc1&l at.ra:t.ttioat.ionj reUt:"lon and ... media.24 
Uti: • • lJl!tell&t,!~ JAde}: l.!. i'er~~)(u.~l.k!t.~r&tu,r:e can: be UNa as a0n:..8 
msuure of treada, it. ahould be noted t.hat, in ton. lear 1950 there •• not. oae 
artlole l11wei under t.he S001010., ot R.tllg1on while ill 1960 t.here writ au 
titles talllug 1nt.o ~ia aatogorl. 
Wheo aerhe.:rcl lAfnakl pubU.hed hi. tinding. on.!!!! Rel1iioul f'apt.or25 in t.M 
tall ot 1961, he ~ a broad oontribut.ion to t.he underdeveloped areas that. wac~ 
Glock, and linpr wre e.oo.nt.uatin~. t.el'l8ki sought to disoover 8or:;e of the re-
oiprocal 1nflueno •• of the Oe:thol1o, white }Toteetam., negro f-roteat.ant. and 
Jewish orientAtion. upon tile Monomic, political, aM Doclal lnst.1t.utioW!1 01' 
Detroit, the fifth luge." oitl 1n t.he na:t.1on. 
IUa tift bu10 tln41o.g8 oan be 8U1!lU11U'ized as follows: 1. n.eli~ion is not. 
declining but rather, rema1na v1,.oroua and lAf'luent1al 1n contemporary Asler10u 
,001e1.l_ 2. W1t.r .. 1n tl'!.e .foreseeable future moat, a1&M point to ,aina itl. &8.001-
00ll4po.r&ble in bport.ance to OU •• bot.h wit.h respetl" t.o its pot.fmoy and v1i.h 
reopeet. t.o 1the rflWlj;6i t or uunt., ot i t.a iW.'luenoe. t! .4. In et.udyin,g rell,loQ 
f;roupa t.he .U.tiBet-10ll Nt..en oOJlaW'l&l and &a8ooutS.c_l il"QUp cCW'JIlitment 1s 
very 111.pOl't.&nt b4Jcau •• OOlfllmlu.l 1nvolveunt appears \0 f'oa1.er and encourage a 
provincial v1ew of the 'WOrld while aHoc1ational aomm1:t.ment may TJlVe the O~)O$t1A 
• l • 
a4.1. r::.. Yl~r, "Ar .... :tor hl/Muoh in the S€:I<tiolog of Religion,· 
~ooiololll ~ Soo1&l fte •• arch. XLlI (July. 1958), J.iJ>-470. 
25Gerbard tenakl, !h!. aelii1~.!. Factor (1'8V York, 1961). 
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8fi'ect. 5. Religious orient.at.ions such as doct.rinal orthodoXl seem linked v11.h 
a compartmen1.alized view ot life, ¥.hile devot.ionaliam aeeme linked with the 
.pirit of capitalism and with a humani1.arian outlook when confronted with prob-
~eJll8 ot 800ial injuat1ce.26 
In other words, Lenski found that depending upon a man's religious attil-
ation, the probabilities increased or decreased that be would enjoy his ocou-
pation, favor the weltare state, 1.ake a liberal view on issues of freedom of 
.peeob. oppose racial integration in the schools. migrate to another community. 
~int.ain olose ties with his family, develop a oommitMent to the principle of 
ILntellectua.l autonomy, bave a large family, oOJlPlete a. given unit of eduoat.ion, 
~r rise in the class s1stem.27 Hia atuqy demonstrates empirically the complex 
nt.rdependance between relig10WJ, economic, political, soeial. and eduoatio:nal 
~nstitutions in a modern metropolitan area. 
Be found that Oatholics would be more disturbed (58 per cent) or unhappy 
han Protestant. (53 per cent) or Jewa (19 per cent) at the pro.pect of Negroes 
poving into their D8ighborhood. fhey also tended to express a preferenoe for 
rsegregatAld achools more otten than did Northern whit.e Protestant. or Jewa. The 
iUlie bet1lMt1 Ilorthern born Protestants and Catholic. was wider for those in the 
~iddle claa. and tho •• who bad a oollege education than for those in the working 
lass or thoae who bad completed high school or les. education.2S 
In 8tudying the relationship between religion and economic activit.ies, he 
26Ibid.t p. 295. 
211b1d., p. 289. 
28:rb1d., pp. 65. lL.8. 
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found that Protestants and. Jews were more vertioally mobile than Catholics, and 
also had a more positive attitude toward work.29 Lenaki suggests that there is 
ooore than the Protestant ethio involved in the positive attitude toward work. 
'l'om his study he conolude.: If Hot ivat ion is only 0118 of J.'II8J\Y personality trait. 
,hat influence the rise and tall of individuals and tamilie.. Our findings 
suggest that other personality characteristios such at values, beUers, and 
~bi1i ties are of greater iaportance. Sucoess may depend at much (or more) on 
~he devaluation of kinship, the belier in the exlstenoe of opportunity. or the 
~bility to think for one's sel£, as on sheer amb1tion •• 30 
With regard to the .8ill of Rights, .speoially fre.dom of speeoh, Leneki's 
~at.a indioate that middle class white Protestants are JIOst oommitted to freedom 
pi speech, the Jews next, Catholics third, and Negro Protestants least.)l 
In the area at family life, almost half of the Catholios and Jews in the 
Ftud,y were natives of Detroit but le.. than one-third of the white Protestants 
~nd only .even per cem. of' t.he legro Protestants vere natives of Detroit. He 
. o.ncludes that this f'actor may well oont.ribut.e to 'tohe different rates of mobl1-
ty for Catholics and white Protestant. sinoe taa1ly ties do not hold the up-
lia.rdly mobile Frotestants. and they are aore willing to migrate for economio 
dvanoement.32 
Asking tor!!!!.!2!! 1:s?ortant quality i'or a ohi1d to learn, he found "A 
29lbid., pp. 86, 103-104. 
30~ •• pp. 233, 323. 
:is. 
high valuation of intellectual autollomr (tlunking for oDeselt) linked with the 
upper-middle class and with the Jewiah and white Protestant groups.H)) aa~ho­
lics t re.ponses consistently valued obedience. or intellectual heteronoMY. as 
more important. u.nski reasons that thes. orientationa would be expected to 
have their effect on vertical mobility, creative intellectual research, and Oil 
our political system. 
In studying family size of the Detroit area group, the mean number of' 
crdldren ever born to members of the 1'arious groups were a8 follows: Negro 
Protestants, ).0; white Oatholios, 2.7; Jews, 2.2; and white Protestants, 1.9. 
:He partioularly notes the rapid growth in Detroit Oat.holic families in the 
1950's and the economio disadvantage ~his places upon the Catholics for vertioal 
mobility through college education.)4 
In an article in the American $ooiolo,io&l Revie,. of April, 15/62. Hayer and 
Sharp re-evaluated the responses of over 9.000 Detroit-area residents whioh had 
been colleoted in .everal phaaes of the Detroit Area Study. 'llOOl' found that 
Jeva. Eastern Orthodox, Mormons. Christian SCientists, and Protestant. in .Detroit 
all had a higher ranking with regard to inoome, occupation. eduoation, and staw 
than Roman Oatholics did. In fact, Roman Catholics came in tenth and laat place 
in the worldl1-aucoea8 ranking. In general. the authors use weber'. theory of 
the Protestant Ethic to explain the greater success 01' the non-Catholic groups. 
They explain the low .tanding of Roman Oa.tholio, thus: "The powerfully rein-
))Ibi~., p. 200. 
)4Ibid., pp. 214-217. 
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forced and traditional Roman Catholic Church tends to orient its members toward 
the hereafter. Successful perforuance in the market place and the acquisition 
of the symbols of edonomic achievement are o;f relatively little importance as 
an indication of the Catholic's status after death. n35 
An unanticipated finding made in an investigation on a national sample sur-
vey supported by a grant from the l~ation.al Institute of t'IEmtal Health, \.i .3. 
Public Health Service, would tend to quali.fy anski'st Sharp and 11ayer's find-
ings. This study revealed that Jews rated hi~hest in achievement motivation and 
Oatholics tend to be higher than Protestants. 'riley made an investigation of 
this unexpected result. checked religiosity by frequency of church attendance, 
and studied the Protestant denominations more cl08ely and found no explanation. 
'.L'hey conclude the difference is evidently attributable to religiOUS differences 
rather than region or generation. 
Our impression is t~Jlt the Protestant Ethic hypotheSiS when used to con-
trast aohievement-mottvated Protestants and Catholics has many new facets 
to be considered within certain 80cial conditi01l8. '1'he hypothesis does 
seem t.o work simply only at the upper 8tatus pOSitions of a. wll-integrated 
fairly prosperous, economic structure, in the established Northeastern 
parts of the United States. Perhaps this region is more typioal of the 
ll:uropean structure weber originally observed. Ohange in the tempo of 
Capitalism in America, change in the Calvinistic ideolo~y in Protestant 
group., changes in direction to Oatholic living in a highly mobile SOCiety 
may all contribute to making the Protestant Ethic less generally discern-
ible and outstanding as a way of life geared to achievement in modern 
America.3t 
A study by wag~r of Catholic and Protestant. college students found weber's 
Protestant :r.;thic pattern unconfirmed. wagner found that segments of Catholics, 
3SA. J. Mayer. liarry Sharp, -Religious Preferenoe and Worldly Success,-
~t XXVII (April 1962), 221. 
)6JOseph Veroff, Sheila reId, and Gerald Gurin, 'Achievement Motiva.tion 
and Religious Background," ABR, XXV!I (April 1962), 216-211. 
unknOwn as to size. seem to be folloWing the ,eneral American cultural pattern 
01' heightened. interest in modern technology and scientific training. He reaf-
firms the persiatence of a differential pattern of integration of Catholic. 1n 
~erican sooiety, but indicate. some Catholics have broken from that pattern. 
~HiS study offers the question: Bas this int.egration of Catholics into AMrican 
higher education lessened t.he sense of obligation toward Catholic tradition, or 
are Catholics beCOming 1Doreaa1ng~ seoularized, or botht)7 
Of cours., Lensk11 8 and ~r and Sharp' •• tudies are hampered by reatric-
tion to one city whioh M.J. or _y not be, typioal of American urban areas in 
general. 
After drawing m&ftJ broad oonolusions about Catholio, Protestant and Jewish 
orientat.ions in general, tenski devot.es 14 pages of his book t.o an evaluation of 
the differenoes between Catholios who have attended Catholio schools and Catho-
lics who bave attended publio schools. He asked: "How doe. training in the 
Catholio sohool system influence the career., behaVior, and values of its 
students? Does it increase or deorea.e their chance. for advancement in the job 
world? How does it influence the thOUghts and actions of its graduates in the 
realms of pol1tics and economics? What effeat doe. it. have on fud.ly lite, and 
on ohild rearing? Does it strengthen loyalty to the Catholia churoh and its 
normative atandardst.)8 
These questiona have very real importance to the Oatholio educational 
)7Helmut R. Wt.gner. Kathryn Doyle, and Victor Fisher. "ReligiOUS Background 
and Higher Education," !§i, XXIV (Deoember 1959), 856. 
)8Lenski, p. 23;. 
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system. On the whole, Catholic educators cannot ignore the findings he offers, 
although in a few caaes his methodology and conclusions are questionable, as in 
hiS method of establishing the religious groups, in defining Horthodoxy. and, 
particularly. in his somewhat belabored analysis at tinle.. These pOints will 
be discussed more completely as they correlate with the questiona and conclu-
siOns of this study_ 
Lenski found that 35 per cent of the Oatholics in his study had received 
more than half of their education in Catholic schoola and 65 per cent had 
received half or more than halt of their education in public achoolse It seemed 
to make only slight dUference a8 to the type ot' education received whether a 
Catholic was of a middle-class or working-class family_ Both class groups see~ 
to have sent their children to Catholio achoola with alMost the lame degree of 
frequency.39 Nationality background aeemed to have a far greater 1nt'luence on 
cOmll'l1t.Jnent to CatholiC education than dld 80cial class: 1f46 per cent 01' the 
Catholics of northwest European background reported a Catholic education, only 
28 per cent of the CatholiCS with a south or east ll.'Urcpean background" did so. 
lIe notes: "It appears that something of the lAtin anti-olerical tradition may 
st111 survlve •• 40 
With regard to eduoational at.tainmenta, the Oatholio. were a. likely to 
have had some ooll.~e eduoation &8 were the Protestants. More Protestants had 
a high aohool eduoation than did Oatholios, however. Dropout. before oompletion 
of a given unit of eduoation were far higher among Oatholics than among 
39Ib1d., pp. 240-241. 
40Ibid., pp. 241-242. 
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Protestants; 39 per cent of the Protestant.. and 52 per cent. of t.he Catholics did 
not complete the unit of education which was begun. He propo.e. that the rate 
ot Catholio dropouts ia part~ a result of competition enoountered in the publio 
schools becau •• the data show that lamong Catholics who had moat or all of their 
eduoation 11'1 parochial schools, only 45 per cent had dropped out of school with-
out. completing the unit which they had begun. By contraat, among Catholics who 
had all or most of their educat.ion in public 8chools, 55 per cent. were drop-
outa.-41 
teneki's tindings are disturbing in 10M areas and reassuring to Catholic 
eduoators in others. He found that among Detroiters who had reoeived more t.han 
balf of their education in a Cathol1c school. 86 per cent attended Mass at least 
once a week, while 67 per cent. of the Catholics who had reoeived OTer half of 
their eduoation in the public schools reported weekly Maa. attendanoe. In te.t-
ing for doctrinal orthodoll\Y. he found that 68 per cent of those who had received 
a Catholic eduoation were classified as dootrinal~ orthodox oompared with 56 
per cent of tho •• with a publio sohool .duoation.42 According to Leneki, 32 per 
oent of the whit. Protestants in hil study were 01a881tied as orthodox43 but, 
nevertheless, the higher percentage of 68 tor Catholics with a Catholic educa-
tion is disturbingly low acoording to Catholic atandards. This i8 particularly 
true in view of the fact that the qu •• tiona u8ed tor determining orthodoxy were 
relat.ive~ basic and simple eTen though teneki apologizes tor ·such a rlgorou~ 
41l!?!! •• pp. 235-239. 
Jalbid., p. 243. 
43Ibid., p. 52. 
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definition of orthodOxy.~ tater. in explaining the questionnaire used in the 
present study, IIlore attention will be given to these questions used to determine 
orthodoxy. 
Fifty-two per cent. of those who had reoeived a Catholic education ranked 
high uy lAnski's measure of devotionalism, compared with ~ per cent of those 
who had received a public school education: and 78 per cent of those with a 
Oatholic education believed that the Oatholic Ohurch 18 the on~ true churoh 
established by God and that other ohurches were established by men, while 61 per 
cent of the public school Oatholios shared this b61ie£.45 
Oatholics whc had received a Oatholic education were more likely to be in-
volved in the Catholic subcommunity, favor endog&mf (Catholics marrying Catho-
lics), and to faTor limiting one's close friends to other members of the same 
religious grOUp.46 
The study showed that Catholic imagee of Protestants t Jews t and Negroes are 
virtually unaffected by the type of school Oatholios attended. He studied a 
nUD~ber of controversial IIlOral issues and fo\lIl.d that. the two areas in which Oath-
olic schools seemed to t~T. the greatest influence concerned family life. as on 
questions of married couple. practicing birth oontrol, and on the morality of 
dlvorce.47 
44Ibid", p. Sl. 
451b1d., p. 244. 
L¢Ib1d., p. 245. 
J.(f Ib1d.. pp. 246-241. 
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IMnski notes, "It. did 8eem somewhat. st.range t.hat no difference vas founcl 
wit.h respect t.o Sunday business. For some years Cat.holic leaders in Detroit 
have been waging a vigorous bat.tle against. Sund~ business openings. Apparent.~ 
this is a subject which 18 not, or was not, dealt with to aqy great degree in 
Oatholic schools. One might bave expected, however, that those who had attendee 
catholic schoo18 would proTe more responsive to programs now being init.iated by 
Catholic leadera. But even this hypothesis is not supported by the data.4B 
There vas a very pronounced difterence in at.tit.udes toward work, part.iou-
larly among middle-class Catbolio men. 
Only 6 per oent of the middle-class Catholic males in our sample with a 
Catholic education bad a positive attitude toward work. By contrast, 28 
per cent of the middle-class Catholic males with a public education had a 
positive attitude. At the opposite extreme, 35 per cent of the men with 
a Catholic educat.ion had a negative attitude toward work, but only 17 per 
cent of those with a public education shared this view _ • • Among working-
olass Catholio men, the type of education received had much less effect on 
attitudes toward work •••• These findings pinpoint OM of the sources of 
the difference between Catholics and non-Catholic. in vertical mobility_ 
Evidently' Catholic schools do not generally develop in boys those attitude~ 
values, beliefs, and intellectual orientat1ona which make it posp~ble for 
a man to enjoy the more demanding jobs in the modern metropolia.49 
In the area of political behavior and atti,tudes, a Catholic school educa-
tion seemed to weaken party loyalties, and increase vot.er independence among 
Catholios. It also seems to increase respect tor constitutional government as 
indioated by a preferenoe for a president who follows the rules although he may 
not get things done too quickly. rather than a president wno i8 more efficient 
but does not follow t~A rules. SO 
48}bM •• p- 247. 
49Ibid., p. 248. 
SOIbid., p. 251. 
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Oatholic respondent. were asked whether ministers of other faiths should be 
permitted to preaoh publicl, things which are oontrar,r to Oatholic teaching. 
Forty-six per cent of the Oatholics with public school education were willing 
to allow th1a while 3S per cent of those with a Oatholic school education would 
grant this. 
This seem. tc indicate that in this one important respect, the further 
Oatholies advance in their educational system the f'urther they depart 
from the traditional American norm. With advancing education and with 
the eJq:.ansion of the Catholic educational system, acute tensions could 
develop in the future because of' the conflict between Catholic and non-
Catholic viewpoints on this matter. If .America 11 to mints.in a plura.l-
iatic SOCiety containing something more than a series of water-tight 
sceio-religious groups which merely tolerate the exbtenee of one another, 
it seems likely that there muatbe some modif'icat10n in the teachings of 
Catholic schocls and colleges at this p~1nt. This teaching can only 
generate confliot of a type whioh promise. ill for ~ religiou.~ divided 
so01ety.51 
This author agrees with Lenski that this is an area in which tension can 
generate, but it .honld be noted here that he did not ask ~ question of a 
oomparable nature to the other aocio-religious groups. It would have been at 
far greater value in appraising the situation if be had asked a question such 
as the following for non-Catholics: Do you think that the priests ot the 
Catholio Ohuroh should be allowed to teach publicly, as on the radio, things 
tl-...at are oontrary to the teaching. of many ether religious groups! For example, 
8r~uld they be allowed to teach pub11c~ that it is always a sin to practice 
artificial birth control, or should they not be allowed to do this? Or should 
they be allowed to teach that it is not wrong to dance, play cards t or even to 
drink moderately? 
23. 
In the area of family life and bonds of kin.hip, tho •• who had received a 
catholic education were a little more likely to value ties with relatives more 
than ties with friends than were those who had received 9. public eduoation. He 
also found that attendance at Oatholic SChools was correlated with a belier that 
it is more important for ohildren to learn to obey than to think i'or them-
selves.52 
There are ma.tl¥ times when Lel18k1' s analysis seems harsh, but in most oases 
he is justitied at least to the extent of basing his comments on the informatioa 
he obtained on his questionnaire. Howver. cOl'lUl1ents such a8 the following are 
not justified and seem to reTea1 a oertain bitterness in his analysis. part10u-
larly as he oOlTllUent. on Catholics. anaki lays: If We suspeot that those with 
Catholic educations postpone marriage longer than others, beoause of tear of 
overly large families, and hence on the average have fewer years ot marr:l.ed 
life. Howver, by the time they reaoh the end of the ohild-bearing period, we 
prediot that they vill have larger families tl~ those with a publio eduoat10~ 
It ..... to this writer that Lenaki has no basis whatever for the first sentenoe 
in that quotation. His own study, on the oontrary, points oonsistently to the 
greater importauce attaohed to marriage and family life among Oatholios whioh 
would be particularly true of those with a Catholio education. If marriage il 
viend aa a contraot broken only by the death of one partner. then the oaution 
in contracting suoh a marriage would pos.ibly result in later marriages than 
is true of segment. of sooiety where marriage m&¥ be viewed differently. 
52l bide, p. 252. 
53Ibld., p. 253. 
It is partioularly gratitying to see a growing interest in the sociology 
pi religion among Catholios, both lay and olerioal. There appears to be a grow-
ng acoeptanoe of the challenge Benson issued to all "religionists." Ret.riing 
~o the scientific study of religion in sooiety by the sooial sOientists, he said, 
~If religionists do not approve ot the struoture taking shape, it seems more 
~seful for them to take up the tools ot scientifio masons and share in the oon-
.truotion than to retreat and deqy that the building exists.nS4 
Fiohter, in his study of "The MarGinal Catholio," groups Catholics into 
Pour typeSt Nuclear, the most aotive partiCipants and most faithi'ul believers; 
rodal, normal "practioing" Catholics easily ldeuti.f'iable as parishioners; 
:iar1J:inal, ooni'oruling to a bare, arbitrary minimum of the patterns expected in 
lihe religiOUS inatitution; and Dormant., Catholios who have "given up" CatholioiSlnj 
:lut have not joinecl another denomination. By using MaSi attendance, reception oj 
~he Sacraments, and Catholic education of the children as a oriteria, he found 
~hat in the three white parishea of the southern oity studied, there are approx-
mately 11 per eent nuclear, 68 per cent Modal, 21 per oent marginal Catholics. 
fe concludes that the marginal Oatholic i8 largely a produot ot institutional 
nconsisteney in the folkway. and morea whioh have gradual~ acoumulated in 
eoreation, eoonomies, familial, and even political and eduoational instttution~ 
~nell.H. Benson, Religion in ContelD£oraq Culture: ! Study.2! Relh:im 
hrough Social Coiene. (New York. 19l)o). p. 4. 
SSJoseph H. Fiohter, B.J., "The ~.rginal Oatholie: An Institutional 
~pproaoh.n Social Forcel, XXXII (Deoember 1958), 170-112. 
~lOrk by Schuyler substantiates this 1.m.portance of the structural impact of 
institutions upon individuals.56 
Father Fichter is now working on the analysis of a survey of 2,216 Catholic 
adults; some attended public high Bohools, others, Catholio high sohool. Aoeord-
lng to his comments in a recent art.1cle, the public school products oons1stent.ly 
show up better t.han the Catholio school alumni in realization of the problems 
facing the Churoh on the parish level, social alertness and interest in inter-
national affairs, labor-management relations, oivic and conmrunity organizations, 
«cultural' activities, and increased interest in religious issues during the 
past ten years. Father Fichter oOJ:l'W8nts: 
Perhaps the public school graduate feels cheated in not having had suffi-
Cient religious training and had since been trying to make up for it. 
Perhaps the Oath~lic sohool graduate had his religious ouriosity Batisfied 
and has not Since been stimulated to take a greater interest in religion. 
Perhaps the oontent of the course. taught in the public sohool oovers a 
wider range of inl'ormation and interest. Perhaps the extra-ourricular 
activities of the student body have a more broadening eftect. Perhaps 
the background training and eduoational outlook of the public sohool 
teachers are more humane and social than tho.e of the Oatholic Ichool 
teaohers •••• or ••• is the Oatholic high sohool so preoccupied with 
preparing the student tor the hereatter that it negleots or belittles 
the 'here't57 
In t.his article the grade school education of the respondents is not given. 
It might be well to explore the type of grade school eduoation oombined with 
high sohool eduoation. 
However, researoh done by Sohindler on responses of 300 engaged couples 
56Joseph B. Schuyler, S.J. t -Religious Ber~vior in Northern Parish: A 
S"tudy in llotivs.ting Values,·!Q!.!it XIX. (June 1958), 14). 
57 Joseph H. F'1ohter, S.J., "Catholics and High School,' Amerioa, evIl 
(September 15, 1962), 719-721. 
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indicated that students who had all their eduoation in Oatholio sChools soored 
significantly higher in Oatholic attitudes and values than did Oatholics who 
had reoeived all their education in public school, or those who had attended 
Oatholic grade school and public high sChool.S8 
The responses of students in two Oatholic high schools in Chicago were 
studied for the presence or absenoe of moral adventence (reference to CatholiC 
moral principles) in their replies to a number of' questions, particularly in the 
area of racial prejudice. It was found that students of all-parochial grade 
sohool education gave the morally acceptable replies on the race questions more 
frequently than did those with all public school or those who had both public 
and parochial school background. However, stUdents who reported both parent. 
CatholiC, showed less moral advertence and higher prejudice than the children 
of mixed marriages or marriages where neither parent was Catholic.S9 
A .tud~ of children in nine Catbolic grade schools in New York on the 
relation between the extent of asaociation with Jewiah children and the attitude 
regarding them expressed b~ Catholio ohildren shoved the differenoe. in attitude 
to be high~ Significant between Oatholic Children having close personal rela-
tions with Jeva and those having either limited personal or minL~l relations 
with them. 'Extent of association ot Oatholic children with Jewa varied 
inveraelY with the frequenc~ of their unfavorable valuations of them • • • 
SBPaul T. Schindler, S.J. t MAn Evaluation of Factors i~lated to Attitudinal 
Internalization of the Oatholic Value System." Unpublished Master's Thesis 
(Loyola UniverSity, Chicago, 1962). 
S9Sister Ignatius Staley, IBVM., "An Inquiry into the Absence of Moral 
~dvertence in a Sample of Catholic Iligh School Students with Specific Focus upon 
lAcial Prejudice," Unpublished }.sterts Thesis (Loyola UniverSity, Chicago, 
1962), pp. 130, 147. 
Children who had the most contact with Jews manifested a liking for all groupe. 
While there was a preference for their own group, it was not exclusive of others 
those who had no Jewish friends exhibited the most pronounced 'in-group' atti-
tude. n60 The comments given by the students indicated very little application 
of Cat.holio teaohing regarding sooial relations; l110st of the responses reflected 
an at 'Ii i tude expressed in stereotypes frequently asoribed to Jews by non ... Jews in 
our Boclet,.. 
In this area of religious affiliation and prejudice ~t minority 
groups, Adorno &aye. "There seems to be no doubt that subjects who rejeot organ-
ized religion are les8 pre judieed on the average than those who, in one .'" or 
another, accept it. ,,61 :But he also notes that the scores for all the la:r~ 
denominations a.re close to the theoretical neuva! point • Adorno found no 
signifioant differenoe between Catholics and Protestants on his study of ethno-
centrism, both were 10.. 80 ..... er. "when the religious affiliation of the sub-
ject is considered in relation to that of his parents it appears that ethno-
centrism tends to be more pronounced in subjects whose parents presented a uni-
tied religious front than in cases where the religious influence of the parents 
.. inconsistent, partial.. or nonexistent ... 62 This finding agrees with Lenaki'. 
stud7 that the religious subcommunity has a higher relationship with poor group 
images than doe. membership in the Church as a formal as80ciat1on.6; 
6o.Uater Jeannine GrU8888r, O.S.F., Categorical. Valuations !! Jeu Among 
Catholic Pa.rochial School 9.hUdren (Washington, 19(0). pp.13, 143-144. 
6~lbeodore Adorno. Ellie Frenkel-Brunswick, Delli.l J. LeVinson, and R.l~evitt 
Sanford, ll!.!. Authoritarian Peraonal1tl (Ne. York, 1950). p. 209. 
62~., pp. 210, 220, 221. 
6;Lenaki, pp. 66-61. 
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DenIl¥ cha.llene,''8S the Catholic "ethic" of beir..g "in" but not "or" this 
world. He believes that "The ima&~ of the Catholic as a low achiever in intel-
lectual activities is apparently changing.n Re studied. third a.n4 fourth gen-
eration children who were Catholics and attended ,,"kl~y I'daaa. "Their parents 
are better educated than. were parents described in ea.rlier studies. and pre-
su:mably, as residents of cities which share a major ."tate university, they have 
a higher cultural level than did the parents of Catholic students investigated 
in previous atud1ee."64 Derul1' asked, "Do Catholic It\::.denh and non-Ca.tholio 
students attending the same public high schools differ Significantly in their 
a.cademic achievement?" He found that they definitely did DOt, whioh draw. 
attention again to the fL~ing8 of other studi.. which otfered the generaliza-
tion that intellectual aooomplishments of Catholios are neoessarily low because 
they are committed to an "other world ethioe n65 
Novicq, in an attitude study of fraternaJ. charity with Ca.tholic students 
attending Catholic schools and CatholiC student. attending public schools, found 
that pupils attending parocbial schools exoelled their nonparochial peers on 
each grade level studied, fifth, seventh, ninth, and twelfth grades. He did 
note, however. that the pa;roch1al school boy, "while always demonatrat1ng a 
8uperiorit7 in attitude scores over the nonparochial school boy, nevertheless, 
showed a slight decline, similar to that manifested by the nonparochial school 
64Terry Denny • "Achievement of Catholic Student. in Public High Schools t" 
Part I, !!!!. Catholic Educational aeview, LX (liJarch 1962), 148. 
65Denr..y, Part II (October 1962), 463. 
boys, at the ninth grade level." Be also noted that pupils of the upper socio-
economio lovel tended to score higher than those of the lower levels.66 
Gannon explored religious influences as a form of social control in the 
values and behavior of a group of 75 delinquei.1ts in Chicago. He found, "The 
large majority of relationships tested in this study have led to the conclusion 
that while external. religioua conf'ormity and reporte4 religious attitude. are 
consistent with Catholio beliefS and expeotationa, the internal religious com-
mitment is weak, ineffectual, and .0 exerts little Significant influence on the 
values the delinquents live by and the behavior they report." He note. that 
this inconsistency between religious values and behavior did not appear as in-
consistent to the delinquent. The questions seemed neatly compartmentalized to 
the delinquent-Gatholio values being presented on attitude queetiolls, but 
delinquent values applying in action pattern questions.67 
Greeley's most recent oontribution to the question of the place ot Catholics 
in Amerioan life is very interesting. He suggests that the image of the Catho-
110 as anti-intellectual, and economically handioapped by "an other-world 
~rspeotive" bas to be reeyaluated beoause there has been a drastio sooial 
!change in the lut decade and a half. He belieY8s this change "might be the 
result ot a transitional prooess whioh is accom~1ng the later stages of the 
1I.0cul turation processes of the Catholio immigrant groups." The.. findiDp are 
66ruwerend William N. NOyiok;y, MA. Study' of tha Attitudes of Fraternal 
~h.ari ty in Ca.tholic Children Differing in Y:.:ducational BackBT'ou.nd.," Unpu,bJ.:t:1J'h.ed 
Dootoral Dissertation (Fordham University, New York, 1959). 
67Gannon, pp, 99-102. 
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presented in the preliminary report of a recent NORC study Which found no con-
firmation for Lenski'B adaptation ot the Protestant Ethio theory.68 
Theoreti~ Coneiderat1o~. Socialisation 1s "the process of developing a 
personality, it refers to the W!q th.a.t people learn the habits, attitudes, 
social roles, Belt-conoeptions, group norms, and universes of discourse that 
enable them to interact with other people in their sooiet,. ... 69 Sooial Beien .. 
tistB have emphasized that the tamily pl"s the fundamental role L'1. this dis .. 
semination of knowledge. The second institutional structure whioh has a defi-
nite impaot upon the child is the educational system to Which he 18 exposed. 
The general educational aims of the public and parochial schools coincide on 
ma.rry poin'ts J s'till the Catholic sohool system retains a s'trong awareness of ita 
teaching oommission whioh involves the preserva.tion, interpreta.tion, and dis-
semination of the truths and duties binding man to God. But the school system 
is not the only source of education an4 socializa.tion of the child, for he is 
exposed more directly and intensely to primary groupe outside the school. These 
ve otten the reference groupe "who •• values and point8 of view 8erve as .. soca 
frame of reference (ozo world-outlook) for .. pa;rticulv person." 10 Bo one will 
~ that .. child ia eduoated by everything he 8ee8 and hears, hi8 family, 
frienda, books. magazines, 1'V, l.I1oVi .... -all have &. part in forming hi. peZ'80n-
ality and his &.t'titudes toward religion and the other baeic institutional 
68And:rn M. Greeley, "Anti-Intellectualism in CatholiC Collegest" .l.cSR, 
XXIII (Winter 1962), 365-368. 
69 John T. Zadrozny t Diotiona;rz .2!. SO,cial. SCience (Wa.shington t 1959), p. ~ 
10Ibid •• p. 280. 
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structures of our society. 
The social class structure in which the child moves has often been demon-
strated to have a direct impact upon hia personality. In fact t thia ..... con-
sidered the dominant factor by many important authorities in the field of social 
ization of the child. A. recently u 1954, Bossard indicates no reference to 
religion, religious training, or information about religious affiliation in his 
index, while cl .. s is dealt with in at least fifteen references. 71 
Social claes is usually defined by, or associated with, many coordinating 
factors a the occupational status of the father, his actual. income. the amount 
of education of the parents, the nationality, immigrant generation, number of 
children in the family. area in which he resides, recreational interests, and 
civic participation. 
Lenald 'a atud;y indicates that religious influences permeate in a very 
subtle but forceful ~ the areas of economia activity, political orientation, 
family life, educational. attainment. Be believes that this influence of reli-
gion ia equal in importance to the more obvious factor of soaial olus, and in 
a nUllbe%' of areas he points out that this religious orientation puts Catholios 
at a definite disadvantage in acquisitive American soaiety. Be distinguishes 
between tllO basio types of religious commitments I first, the socio-religious 
group which is subdivided into oolllrll'UD&l and associational involvement. Com-
tmunal involvement .. meuured in terms of the degree to which the primary-type 
~elatioll8 of an individual (i.e. t friends, relatives) 8.1"e limited to persons of 
his own religious group, and usociational invol yement was measured by atten-
dance at corporate worship services. Secondly, Lenald sought patterns of 
71James B.S. Bossard, !h!. Sociol0Q' S?! Child Development (New York, 1954). 
religious orientation which transcend socio-religious group linea. Under this 
oategory the tlfO to which he gi ve8 particular emphasis are doctrinal orthodoxy, 
an orientation which 8tres888 intellectual 8.88ent to prescribed doctrines, and 
devotiona.lism, which emphasizes the importance of private, or personal c·o_un-
ion with God.72 
Yet, in direct oPPOsition to the cleavage between a "Catholic" and'lmeri-
can" ~ of life which Lensld obaenes and concludes is gOlfing ever wider, 
there are several ver.y recent studies which would suggest tbat Catholics are 
becoming more "..&merican" and &1!"e becoming acculturated to the point where they 
are indistinguiahable in 80c1et,.. Neither prospect would probably appeal to 
the majority of Catholic educators. 
Limitationa gL the Studl' .... explained previously, the tiHt and basic 
limitation to this study is its form, it ia a descriptive and not a causal 
stud¥. Secondly, the study 18 restricted by the immaturity of high school 
sophomores, their lim! ted educatioDal, economic, political, religious, and 
social experience must be considered. Much of their own hidden potential is 
untried and unknown to them at this age and not discernible by methods employed 
in this study. Nost 16-Y8ar-014s have been restricted within a limited aocial, 
and even geographic. area. They bave not been exposed to the competitive labor 
market to &l\Y great degree. the influence of the family. the school, and the 
peer group of long standing etUl forma the dominant structure of their dai17 
liveS. They have had 11m! ted opportunity for real. independent analysis and 
jud~nt of ohallenging social situations. Even with this age group, however, 
we have already lost those first "dropouts" from both school systems, as _11 
72Lenski, Pp. 21-23. 
Catholic students Who attend public school aD4 refuse to attend religious 
tructions, (or whose parents do not successfully "insist on" their attend-
Allport believes the child is socialized into the sooial system and acoepts 
nd t&lces for granted. I!l&t1Y" religious beliefs and oustoma. However, it is dm-ing 
tthe stress of puberty that serious revers.s oocur in the e·~lut1on of the 
eligioua sentiment, at this period of development the youth 18 compelled to 
ranaform his re11gious attitude--indeed all his attitudes from second-hand fit-
inge to firat-hand fittings of his personaliV •••• He oan no longer let hia 
anta do his thinking for him. Although in some oases the traneition is 
luent and imperceptible, more often there is a period of rebellion. H 7~ He goee 
n to sq that it has been estimated that two-thirds of all children go through 
period of reaction and rebellion a.ga1nst parental and oul tm-al teachingJ the 
odal age 18 estimated to be about 16 years. 74 
Another limita.tion to the study is the fact that in some cases even the 
ooabular,y of the written questionnaire ~ cause difficulty for students Who 
e poor readers. Three pre-tests were made to clarify- the queetiona, and the 
evisiona whioh wre ne0888&1'y will be explained in Chapter II. 
In regard to the important variable, eooia! clus. dit'ficul ty was antici-
ted in establishing this tor the individual studenta. In the original pre-
est it was found that m08t aophomores did not know the inoome ot their parents, 
7~Gordon W. Allport, !rut Individual .!!!!!!!. ReliSon (New Yorle, 1950), p.28, 
74Ibid., p. ~2. 
-
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and many of them did not have a clear concept of their father's occupation, 
particularly if it 'ft,S in a large organization. They often used generalized 
eXl>l'essions which 'Iere too vague to be of value. These respondents rill neces-
sarily be eliminated from the study, and only two class categories will be used J 
l'~ddle and workin& cla.ss. Len.sk:1 subdivided his respondents into upper- and 
lower-middle and upper- and lower-working class. This W&aiI possible because he 
used income to further delineate class. 
Students to be included in the study rill represent the same general 
physical areas included in the LensJd study, the Detroit central oi ty and out-
lying suburban, county, and townahip a.reas. However, no Catholio students 
a.ttending centralized Catholic high schools will be included. Only those stu-
dents who ee attending Catholio parocbial high 80hools will be comJid.red be-
cause this group would have an availa.ble counterpart in tbe public schools. 
Th.e paroohial system does bave weekly religion 01u8es for tbose members of the 
parisb who are a.ttending publio high school. Since tbese religion classes 
afforded a means for reaChing a. wide range of Catholic students attending public 
schools. this method .. used. This, of course, ia a strong limitation, for it 
representa a Catholio group attending public school tbat ia more "orthodox" tban 
the general Catholic public-scbool population. 
EYen wi thin the parochial high BCMol program, there is a very drutio 
eh~ ta.king place. In many of the areas of the central City, tbe pariah high 
schoole which have continued to operate have found that their pa;rish population 
has dr0pPfld to such a degree that they &.Te forced to accept students from other 
lP&rishes. !n cne parish high sobool with which the writer is familiar, there 
~e students from 49 parishes represented in & high school which has le8s than 
1 
500 stu.dents. ot course, this is not a. homogeneous 81 iuatiOl'l and poaes the 
problem of inol-uding these sohools for a better picture of the universe being 
sa.i!lpled, or excluding these schools becauae of the lack of a tl'Uly compa;rable 
group_ Twenty pupils residing in the parish out of a class ot approximately 
120 students, is not going to give ~ kind or repreoentative pioture of the 
Catholios in publio sohool as oompe!Z'E!d with those in a Ca.'tholia sohool in that 
a.r~&. For this reason it was deoided to inolude in the atuq only those p&'l"O-
chial high sohools which have a student population of more than 50 per cent 
from their own :parish and to eliminate all students who did not reside within 
the parish. 
Another limitation to the study .. the actual. administration ot the 
questionnaire and the response of the studenta. The questionnaire was anonymous 
but admin.iatered by the homeroom teaohers in the cue of the students in Oath-
olio sohool, and by the Confraternity ot Christian Dootrine or Grail religion 
teachers in the case of the publio school studentl. The direotions for admin-
ietration ot the questionnaire atresaed the detachment whioh the teacher should 
have, especially in oue. where the student may uk for help in interpreting or 
understand.ing a particulat" question. !he instructions to the teacher, to the 
pu,Pil. and the construction or the actual question tormat was deliberately or-
gan1aed to convey the idea ot a rlOn-denominational, seoular survey. :B:ven though 
the students .... re guarante" that their honest responses al'e sought and will be 
respected. no III&ttez how deviant tbel' are. there is da.n.pr of bias, just as tbere 
would be in &n¥ questionnaire or interview method. The fact that the reader ia 
. 
W&rrutd. to eonaid.er that this bias ~ exiat, is all thie researcher oan do atter 
conscious and sincere preeautioIl.8 have been taken to avoid it. A copy of the 
36. 
directions for administration and the directions to the student &1'e included 
with the questionnaire in Appendix II. 
Hypotheses. By the administration of a written questionnaire, it 18 the 
purpose of th18 study to e:x:smine some cha;racteristios (background, attitudes, 
practices) of high 8chool 80phomores who &1"e OatholiC and have had their educa-
tion from grad.s :5 to 10 in the Catholic school system or in the pu'blic school 
system. What do Catholic teenagers with a public 8chool or Catholic education 
believe, and how do they claim they will act when faced with eoonomic, aneial, 
and political force. in their daily lives? Is religion a major factor in the 
social, eoonomio, political, and family lite of Catholic teenagers, or are 
social claas and nationality background a better indices of a Catholic's basie 
value system at thia age? 
Studies and surveys often presume a general teen culture as is illustrated 
by the Purdue Opinion Polls or the Institute of Student Opinion. It there is 
a breakdown on 1Il&D1 of these teen-age responses • it is regional, or by grade. 
or by broad religious affiliatiOns, and these breakdowns usually differ only 
9. few percentage points from the mean average. Tbis general categorizing 
produces impressive tables but leaves the reader with the question I How can 
adul ts be so diversified in opinions in relation to sooial class and religious 
background, while this diversity does not show up in teenage responses? 
It would seem reasonable to expect that there will be 8ignificant differ-
ences in the background, opinions, values. atti tude8, and action patterns of 
Catholic 8tudent8 who have attended either 8chool system for m08t of their 
scholastic ye&1'8 J for example, the greater the degree of Catholic education, 
the greater the degree of oonformity (at least, verbal oonformity) to Catholic 
prinoiple •• 
However, aince 80 much of the literature over the past 20 years had. con-
centrated upon social clus differentials of home envirolU1lent and pear group, 
and since the home environment and peer gT01Jl) are known to have auch a strong 
influence in the sooialization of the ohild, the firat hlpgthesis will be 
sta.ted as 1'0110... The responses of the8e students will dif'£er IIlOre in rela-
tion to their socio .... oonomic background than they will according to the type 
of eduoation. Children of the same social class but of d1.fferent religiou~ 
ed.ucat1on will hold values more nearly alike than childrEn1 of the same relig-
ious education and difterent social class. 
The writer would also expect to lind, secondly, that. Ditferenoes in 
responses are related more to ethnio background than to type of eduoation of 
the student. 
Because of the emphasi. being placed upon the question of religious educa-
tion in the socialisation process of the student. in this stud,y. it may prove 
of value to exujne the type of education (public or parochial) 01' the parents 
to see 1.f fJI.'nY patterns emerge. The third h:ypothesis is, therefore. Differ-
ences in responees are related more to type of eduoatiorL of the parents than 
to present type of education of the students. 
Fourthl;r. Differenoes are related more ·to amount of eduoation of the 
parents than to present type of eduoation of the students. 
CHAPl'ER II 
!h!. Universe !!!!! Sampl;ffig Technique. The Catholic educational program in 
America is the largest private school system in the world. However, it i8 Tery 
d.ifficul t to get an accurate over-all picture of the grade school and high sclooJ 
students in America who are Catholics. Bishop Greco, chairman of the l!;piscopal 
COlluni ttee of the Coniraterni ty of Christian Doctrine in the United States, save 
the following disturbing estimates to those who are interested in the religious 
education of Catholic youth in America. 
Religious education provided t~ in the CatholiC schools of the United 
States does not affeot that great majority of Catholic children and youths 
who attend publio sohools. They acoount for some 55"" of all Catholic 
children of elementar,y school age and about SO% of all Catholio high school 
students. This proportion of Catholics in the publio schools had remained 
until very recently substantially unohanged for the past half -century, be-
cause new Catholic schools and new additions to existing buildings have 
managed to absorb the growth in numbers of Catholic pupils. Taking the 
statistios of 1960, 4,273,125 elementar.y school ohildren and 843,411 high 
school youths are enrolled in Catholic inati tutiona. But according to 
available figures, five million Catholio children attend public elementary 
schools and nearly three million Catholic boys and girls attend public high 
schools. Of this total of eight million, apprOximately three and three-
quarters million Catholic pupils receive formal religious instruction in 
the schools of religion operated by the Confraternity of Christian Dootr:ine. 
This leaves an alarmingly high number of our Catholics of sohool age who 
are yet to be reached either by the CatholiC schools or by the Confrater-
nity. (3,511,022). These figures are based on the principle that 20% of 
the nation's publio school ohildren (36,305,1(14) are Catholics. Granted 
that some four million Catholic public school pupils are cared for by the 
eeD, this leaves the figures quoted above of CatholiC children and youth 
Who are without formal religious eduoation.75 
15)408t Rev. Charles P. Greco, "CCD ••• Key to Future of Churoh in .America," 
~ Sun~ Visitor {Huntington, Indiallaj, September 16, 1962. p.l. 
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In Detroit, the percentages of Catholic students of high school 8@e receiv-
ing a Catholic education are higher than the national average. A partial expla-
nation is the fact that most northeastern cities in the United States tend to 
have larger and more established Catholic populations than other sections of the 
country. A roughly estimated 40 to 50 per cent of the Catholic students in the 
Detroit Archdiocese attend public grade and high schools. Knowledgeable people 
expect that this percentage of Catholic students in publio school will continue 
to inorease in the future &8 it haa increased recently. 
Lenski found that }5 per oent of the Oatholics in his study had received 
more than half of their education in Catholic schools and 65 per cent had reoetr 
ed half or less in Catholic sChools. 76 However, when he classified these Cath. 
olice according to age groups, he found that 39 per cent of the young adults 
reported a predominantly Catholic education. His percentages do not coincide 
with the Catholic estimates available. Several reasons oan be given for this. 
First, he is not ohecking high sohool education. but rather t "more than half, or 
half and less than half" of the individual's eduoation in a Catholic sohool. The 
more education a Catholic receives, the le8s will be hie probability of continu-
ing in a Catholio sohool as Catholic schools are concentrated at the elementary 
level. Seoondly, Lensld. is including oonverts in his group, they would uaually 
have received little formal Catholic education. He also included in his Cath-
olio group anyone who called himself a Catholic. Since Lenski's stated purpose 
was to "discover the impact of religion on secular inatitutiona,n77 it ia 
76Lenaki, p. 240. 
77Ibid., p. 1. 
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questionable 1£ dormant members of an.y religious group could or should be in-
cluded. If such people have a merely verbal identification with a religious 
grouP. the impact they bring to an.y study of this type is likely to be strong. 
Rather, they lIOuld be likely subjects for an inverse study of the impact of 
secular inatitutiona upon religiOUS beliefs. 
In the Detroit and suburban area there are 8, Catholic high achoola. Of 
this number, 21 are private Catholic high sohoola which are not affiliated with 
a pariah, ten of these accept boys only, and eleven are private girls' schools. 
None of these 21 private achools was used. fJ.lbe only schools considered for the 
study were those which were affiliated with a Catholic parish in order that 
there lIOuld be a comparable Catholic school and public school group. Only par-
ishes wi thin the &rea defined by 1enald 78 ftre used J this a;rea included 55 par .. 
ishes which had a parochial high school. These Catholic high schools have a 
student population ranging from 116 to 875 students, a total of almost 20,000 
student8 in grade8 9-12. 
In order to 8t~ a possible contrast of Catholic l5-and 16-year old 8tu-
dents living in the 8ame neighborhood, it 'WU decided to carry on a 8tudy that 
would ofter a basis of comparison (and of po8sible oontrast) of thoae attending 
their local Catholic high school at the sophomore level and thoae attending the 
publio high 80hool. At the same time, to usure aome genuine identification of 
religiOUS involvement of these Catholic students attending public schools, it 
was decided to select them on the basis of their being enrolled and attending 
the religious instruction classes given in their parish. 
During the summer of 1962 a letter was written to the Superintendent of 
78Ibid., pp. 70-71. 
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Schools of the Arohdiooese of Detroit requesting his approval of a study of high 
school sophomores. This permission was most enoouragingly given, and an inter-
view with the Director of Confraternity of Christian Dootrine gave further in-
sights into the problems atill to be oonsidered. 'l'he ohief diffiou.l.ty arose 
from the fact tt~t ~. of these schools are in changing neighborhoods and "im-
port" students from other areas of the City. Consequently, the high-sohool 
enrollment in quite a number of the parochial high schools does not refleot the 
social or economic olimate of the neighborhood and would not be oompaz-able with 
the public high sohool students of the area. Six parishes were eliminated from 
the study because of this. and it was found later that another parish had to be 
eliminated after the questionnaires were returned because of this l6A.Ck of a 
comparable group. 
A ralldom seleotion of 14 parishes from the remaining 49 was made. A letter 
was written to the pastor ot each of these 14 parishes requesting permission to 
oonduct a teenage study wi thin the pG"ochial high sohool and in the CeD group. 
~e response was as followsl 11 affirmative, 1 negative, 2 did not reply. 
IJi.ventually, oecause of several problema whioh arose, the group was brought down 
to 8 pa:rishes. As mentioned above, the responses in one parish indicated that 
there were no students who could be matched for the st~. Only 6 8ophomore CeD 
student. were present tor the administration of the questionnaire, and of these 
Six, there was none who met both the criteria ot both parents living at home, 
and eduoation ot the student in one school system from grades 3 to 10. llhere-
'ore, none of the 31 responses received from the parochial school in this pariah 
_ used 6i ther. In two cases the returned questiomlaires were not wi thin 
reasonable proportion to the number of questionnaires which had been sent J for 
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example, 50 f'orma were requested, and, only ;0 returned. In one cue i't was the 
ceD group responses which were inadequate, in the other it was the Catholic 
high sohool returna which were poor. In SUllllTl&Ty, this gave the vi tel' V<lry 
positive oooperation f'rom 11 pastors out of' 14, f'rom 10 CCD Directors out of' 11, 
and from 10 Catholio high sohool principals out of' 11. 
It is of' interest to note that when the 8 parishes aotually ueed for the 
study were marked of'f' on a map of' the metropolitan area no parish was closer 
than 5 miles f'rom any other parish inoluded in the stu~. The one area not 
represented is tbe southern suburbs J there are seven paroohial high school. in 
that area but none happened to be used in the sample dram. Aooording to Lens1d.t 
the southern suburbs &'re one of the two areas of' the oity where Catholios are 
in the majOrity,79 ho_ver, so this lm,intentional exolusion eliminates one 
group whioh may possibly be reinforoed in its value system within the looal 
geographioal area. The Catholio students in publio school would mbably tend 
to be .ore like the parochial sohool students.!! the neighborhood, work group, 
and family structure are all unified to 80me extent by a common religious 
orientation. This must be stated &8 oonjecture. 
After the responses had been reoeived from the pastors grL~ting permission 
for the survey. a letter of' explanation W&8 written to each high school princi. 
pal and each COD director in these parishes in Ootober, 1962. Each principal 
1t'8.8 asked to estimate the number of' questionnaires needed for one sophomore 
homeroom. The only important faotor which the prinoipal was asked to oonsider 
was that the group should be mixed in ability, that i., not all above-average 
79Ibid., p. 71. 
or all below-average .tudents. It was explained that the questionnaire would 
take between ,0 and 45 minutes to complete so a full class period was necessary 
for its administration. 
In the ceD classes the estimates for attendance at any one olass period 
could not be as definite as those of the parochial school since the public high 
sohool students are soheduled to attend religion classes after their regular 
school day or on Saturday. In some cases f too t the nuaiber of students in any 
lone grade ma;y not be sufficient for a full class. It is sometimes neoessary 
to combine a 9th and 10th, or a 10th and 11th grade group. The CeD director 
~ asked to arrange for the administration of the questionnaire to the sopho-
lIlore 'boys and girl. who attend public sohool. It the sophomore CeD cl&8ses 
were combined with other gradea, 9th or 11th, for example, enough questiOnnaires 
were sent tor the erJ.tire olus or cluses. Theae 9th and 11th grade students' 
responses were not used in the study. However, it was felt that a better 01 .. 8-
~o()m atmosphere would be achieved by letting allot· the students .;l;ue the sur-
~ey than by oausing oonfusion mld division ~y having one group completing a 
~itten questionnaire While mlOther group studied or oontinued with ol&8s di8-
pusaion. 
It should be mentioned here that sophomores were ohosen for the study be-
:la.!lse this age group is quite regular in attendance at COD classes. 
IOhe publio sohool Catbolics have reached the 11th and 12th grades, th~ir 
~ttendmoe reoord drops rather sharply at COD classes. N.any factors contribute 
,"0 -this drop in attendance; a.t"ter-sohool jobs, partiCipation in their own high 
~c}V)ol act 1. vi ties, and of course, lack of interest, or a belief that they "knOll 
~ 1. the~l need to knowt· about their relii:;lon. 
In 8'\J.l1Dll&l'Y, then, the method used in matohing Catholio sophomores in paro-
chial sohool and Oatholic sophomores from the same residential area who attend 
public school and a COD or Grall :program was as follon. There were 465 re-
sponses received from the eight parishes, 167 from the COD classes, 298 from the 
parochial high schools. From this total, 54 COD and 69 parochial high students 
were eliminated because of "mixed education," that is, they had not attended 
the S8me type of school from grades 3 to lOB. Of the remaining group, a total 
ot 46 students did not report that they were living with both parents. Fifty-
one of the parochial school students were removed from the study because they 
reported that they did not reside in the parish. A few returns were not used 
because the students replied that they were not in grade 10, not within the 
15-16 year-old age group, or had incomplete forms. Although there were aome 
questiol'Ul&ir$s returned by Negro students, none waa able to be used in the final 
matching. this was often because of inconsistent patterns in the type of school 
attended by the student. 
Then the remaining responses were matched as far as possible according to. 
social clus as determined by the father-s occupation, and by sex. There are 
26 students in the middle class in each 8chool system and 38 students in the 
working class in each school system. There ar8 64 boys and 64 girls represent-
ing each school system. 
The final 64 matched pairs represent the eight parishes as followsl 
Parish B, 9 students 
Parish E, 2 stUdents 
It a, 6 It 
.. 1,13 n 
in each school system, 
in each school system; 
.. ".. .. J 
n .... .., 
Parish 0, 2 stUdents 
Parish F, 7 students 
.. H,l6 .. 
It K, 9 .. 
Total Students in the Study - 128 
in each, 
in each. 
tt tt, 
.. ,. 
• 
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The direction. to the students on the cover page of the questionnaire 
stressed that there were no right or wrong answers and that the questionnaire 
was entirely ano~ous. The students were also told that the teacher 1IU not 
going to use the responses, but that they were being used in a study being done 
in a university in another city. 
With respect to the attitude of the students, it is obvious that most of 
them took the survey quite seriously. Even though it had seven pages of 
questiOns and one page of directions. most students completed all of it, and 
their comments and explanations throughout indicated that they felt that it was 
worth while. ~ of them took the time to note briefly their reasons for 
answring certain questions which only required a ttyes" or "no" response, even 
though no explanation was specifically requested. Some added items to the 
oategories when they did not feel that those offered on the form adequately ex-
pressed their individual opinion or response. 
The teachers who administered the questionnaire were given specific in-
structions to insure objectivity and cluity to the study. The directions 
streaseda 
1. There &1'e no "right" or "w:rong" answers. 
2. Great caution should be exercised in explaining ~ queation on the 
survey. A question might be olarified for a atudent, but 8JV inference as to 
what would be a "geocl" answer should be carefully avoided. 
3. If the students want to explain an answer, encourage them to ltv i te 
it in." 
4. If the child is not living with his original partmts t he should answer 
the questiona as referring to the "parents·t he is living with at the present 
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time. 
5. ifeaoher8 should not ahow an interest in the pe:t'sonal &1'18"1"11 of thft 
students. This might cauae students to put down an "a.pproved" answer, rather 
tha.'1 their own. sincere opinions. 
6. Teachers were asked to list those questiOns, phrases, or terms which 
seemed to be troublesome to the students. ~'lhey were also asked to comment in 
general a.bout the reactions of the students to the SUl"Vey. (A copy of the 
directions to the teachers is in Appendix II.) 
The que8t1onnaires were mailed to the teachers and a stamped, self .. addre88€d 
return envelope was included. The forms were returned in most cases within one 
week from the time they were mailed to the parishes (Thanlr..8giving weekend, 1962)-
Since Christmas mail W&8 at a peak at that time. 8everal. packages were broken 
and lost in the mail • but returns even on these broken paok:agea were good. 
No return address was typed on the envelopes which were to be ueed to re-
turn the questionnaires. This was done to &ssure the sohools and CCD teaohers 
of anonym! ty. In &lJaost every cue, ho'ftver f the returned envelopes had a. 
written return address on them or the signature of the teaoher on the form they 
were asked to complete. This frankness and cooperation baa, in general, been 
encountered consistently throughout the s~. 
The oomments and notes of the teachers indicated 8everal taets which had 
been of ooncern to this vi ter • 
1. The questiOnnaire was not overly long and tiring for the sophomore 
group. 2. The vocabulary and que8tions in general were at a level which 
IItudents of this age group could understand. Later, in dieoU88ing the various 
questions u8ed. those whioh did give trouble will be noted. 3. 1'he student8 
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were "serious and seemed very determined to reply well." Another teacher com-
mented, "~ students took the test quite serioUB~- and seemed very complimented 
Oli being asked to voice their opiniona." The number of completed forms a.n.d the 
COl!nnfmts of the students on the forms verify these sta.tements of the teachers. 
Three distinct pre-testa had been run to verify the vocabulary level, the 
concepts conveyed by the question f a.nd the relevance of the questions to this 
age group. Usually, tbe questiOns which were ambiguous could be deteoted by 
the students' written comments which either attempted to limit or clcify their 
response. In several instances it was possible for this writer to actually ad-
minister the test to some groups so the questions asked by the students aud 
their group behavior was noted, and the directions to the teachers and to the 
students were made more specific. 
~ questionnaire. The questionnaire was planned to obtain data in foUl' 
areu roughly parallel to those explored by Lenski. the socio-religious group, 
eoonomica, politics, and family life. 
The aotll&l worcling of the questions developed in four ways. First, verba-
tim use of Dr. Lenski 'a Yerbal survey questiona when practical. Second, only 
alight. revision of Lenaki I s questions to make them applicable to this younger 
group; that is, more aimplified vooabul&1"Y, but still seeking the same infor-
mation with the same basic tool. Thirdly, revision ot questiOns from the Lensk 
atu4y because he admittedly found his tool unwieldy or because this writer had 
reason to doubt the efficacy of a question after seTeral pre-testa of the 
questionnaire. In other words, the reVision seelea to find the same information 
Lenski sought. but the question was sharpened or clarified in some important 
and specifiC we:y. Lastly, there were questions not asked on the Lenski study 
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but oonsidered ot int&ri:lst or value to this study tor olarification of conoept., 
or of particular relevanoe to this group being studied. These questiona Of,",11 
/iIl'ose from the curiosity, experience, or impressions of this writer and it i. 
hoped they ~ contribute to the understanding of this group. The questions 
used, and a notation as to the source of the question is given in Appendix II. 
}'aotual data were sought on the students' family group, .family mobility, 
na.tionality, generation in A.lilerica, 8IaOuut ~ type ot education of the parents, 
social class by occu,p&tion, the past a.nd present religious attiliation ot the 
parents, and the p&1'eJlta t religioua OOlBl'lli tment by attenda.:n.ee at religious 
services. This information wu obtained by queIDtions 2, 2&, }, 5, 5&, 5b, 6, 
68., 1; 19, 19&, 20, 20&, 22, and 2;. Questions 1, 2&, 4. 7, 18 and 45 were 
t:.Sed to equate the matched pairs ot tbia study. Only those student. who WI'. 
living with both mother and fa.ther (question 2&) were inoluded for two reasons a 
fiI'st, theae tamilies with both pa;renta present would serve u a coutant fac-
tor in the analyses; secondly, the.. students would pr88U11&bly be enrolled in 
the parochial school or public school beoause this wa.a the ul tillate deSire of 
their parents. rather tlum being enrolled in the public aohool beoau.se of 
seriouu .t'i.nanoial strain in the home due to the abaence of one parent. 
:!:'he ethnic origill of the studen:ta in this 8t~ was determined 'by the 
same question used by JAnak!. "What i. the original national! ty of your family 
011 your fa.ther's side?tf 
In his study, 1enak1 determined the sooial olaas of tlKit respondents by 
means of the income reported and the oocupation of the family head. In the 
first prs.test it was found that ver,r few of the students replied to the 
question about the income of their fathers. Therefore, Lenslei's occupation 
-scale was used to d.etermine social clu8, but, because of lack of retinement 
possible here, we will use only two categories for social olasa,'lIiddle and 
working class. Lenaki subdivided each of these into upper and lower according 
to income. ".A.s we a:re using the ten here and elsewhere throughout this study t 
the tel'll 'middle olass 1 refers to professional men, proprietors J managers, 
officiala, clerka, and sale81gen and their families. The term t\1Orking class' 
refers to foremen, manual workera, and aervice worker. and their familiee."SO 
It was found that aome atudenta had a great deal of difficulty trying to 
explain the oooupation of their fathers. They have a vague title for his 
occupation, such as "supervisor," but cannot explain clearly just what job ie 
done. Several students stated simply, "I don't know," when asked to explain 
the parent'. pa;rticular job. It was necessary to consider these questionnaires 
as incomplete because this question was so basic to the study being dor~. 
Throughout the questionnaire an attempt was made to present thia as an 
impat'tial survey. fhe idea ..... connyed by the title "Detroit Teenage Survey", 
by avoiding the word "Catholic" in questions 4. 6, ;;, }4, 44. 45, by using 
question lS, by the all-inclusive wording of questions 21, 22, 2}, by adding 
"if ever" to question 27. Lenski simply asked "How often do you pr~?ft which 
is almost auggestive of a positive answer. Question 36 was deliberately in-
cluded to imply neutrality in the section of questions on intergroup images, 
questiona 35. ;6, ;7, and 38. 
Empbaais on the page of student directiOns and throughout the questionnaire 
SOrbid., tn. pp. 7}-74. 
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(see questions 12 and 41, for example) was given to the concept of "teenager" 
to put the student within a permissive atmosphere of day-b.y~ life context 
ra.ther than in &.n "ought-to-do" or oatechetical aura.. Of course, the question-
nail'e wae administered in a. religious setting to both groups, but every effort 
was made to minimize this atmosphere on the survey by the directions and. 
questions asked. 
Investigation of the socio-religious group oomi tment in general followed 
Lenski '8 pattern. Communal. involvement was measured in terms of the degree to 
which the primary-type relatioIl8 of an individual (i.e., his rela.tions with 
friends and rela.tives) are limited to persona of his own religious group. 
1enski used three questions to determine this relationship. (a) the religiOUS 
preferenoe or the respondent·8 spouse, (0) the proportion of rela.tives who were 
of the same faith, (0) the proportion of close .friendS who were of the same 
faith. b~om this information he divided his respondents according to these 
criteria; those who 'Hre m&1'ried to someone of the same socio-religious group, 
and who also :ceported that all or nearly all of their close .friends and rela ... 
tives ware of the same group were olassified as strong in oommunal involvementJ 
the remainder o.f the popula.tion were classified as weak in commullal involve-
81 
ment. 
Since this study involves only unmarried teen.agers ... will establish 
stl.'Orlg communal involvement on the basis of a reaponee ot "Catholic" to the 
question about the religious preterence of the ohild and both of his parents, 
and upon a reaponse that &11 or nearly allot his oloae :friends and relatives 
81 ~., p. 22. 
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are Catholic. 
In the Detroit Area Study, associational invol voent was based upon an 
individual's frequency of attendance at corporate worship services. Active in-
volvement included attendance at worship services every week, plus those who 
attended services two to three times a month and also some church-related group 
at least once a month. All other respondents were categorized as "marginal 
members" of the group.52 
For this study, ... sociational involvement will be restricted to inolude 
only those family groupe, that is t mother, lather and sophomore, who all attend 
religious servioes at least once a week or oftener during the summer months. 
The purpose here in the reference to the season is to eliminate any bias in 
favor of studenta who attend Catholic high school and have far greater opper-
tunity to attend weekd~ MBas. Summer attendWlce would involve equal sacrifice 
on the part at students from either sohool. Also. anyone who claims membership 
in the Catholic Church and does not attend religious services weekly could not 
be termed "strong" in &ssociationa! involvement. It should be noted, therefore, 
that associationa! involvement in this study is more restricted than that of 
Lenski in two wa.)"s. Mus attendance must be weekly, and must include not only 
the respondent but both parente as well. 
In teneki fS study, doctrinal orthodoJS,Y: ie based upon a positive "yes" 
answer to all seven basic Judaic-Christian questions on the nature of God and 
man's relation to Him. This is an orientation which atresses intellectual 
82 1.2!!., p. 21. 
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assent to prescribed dootrines. Those who deviated from these intellectual 
norms to a greater or lesser degree were categorized as doctrinally heterodox. 
The questions were, 
a. Do you believe there is a God, or not? 
b. Do you think God is like a Heavenly Father who watches over you, or do 
you have some other belief? 
c. Do you believe that God answers people's prayers, or not? 
d. Do you believe in a life after death, or not. if so, do you also 
believe that in the next life some people will be punished and others 
rewarded by God, or not? 
e. Do you believe that, when they are able, God expects people to 
worship Him in the ir churchea and synagogues everl week, or not? 
f. Do you believe that Jesus was God's only Son sent into the world by 
God to save sinful men, or do you believe that he was simply a very 
good man and tea.cher, or do you have some other belief? 
A1 though the questions appear quite simple, pre .. teets unexpeotedly indi-
cated that questions "c" and "4" are not clear. Comments written in by the 
students on the questionnaire showed that m&n1 of the students believed that 
God hears our pr~ers but that He does not al~s answer them directly as we 
asked Him to do. Rather, He considers the welfare of the individual and re-
s:ponds in Hi, own way. Therefore, students who replied "no" to question "C" 
would be considered unorthodox by Lenaki, but their reply is wi thin the ortho-
do~ of Catholic teaching. It is probable that When the question was used in 
an oral interview schedule this qualified response would be disoovered if the 
interviewers were alerted to watch for it. In this study' we have reviaed the 
question to read, "Do you believe that God listens to people's prayers?" 
The first part of question tid" brought a response of nnon from a number of 
the students on the pre-tests. According to the di.rections on the interview 
schedule used in the Detroit Area Study, a negative reply would have terminated 
this question. 63 However t on the written questionnaire used by the students, 
most of them replied to the seoond half of the question by answering "yes." 
.ii,,'Vidently the term "life after deathU conveys a meaning of reinoarnation to 
some young Catholios. ~hi8 would probably be true alao of adul ts with a sketoh,J 
eduoation in oomparative religion. This question was restated, "Do you believe 
in a life after death, that is. heaven and hell ?,,84 
Devotionalism i8 a religious orientation which values direot personal oom-
munication with God through prayer and meditation, and whioh seeks divine 
direction in daily affairs. A high rating was reoeived if (1) the person prayed 
more than onoe a day, plus asking what God would have him do either often or 
sometimes. or rated high if (2) the person prayed onoe a day, but often asked 
what God would have him do. 85 
The que8tion asking how often the respondent prayed was revised and set in 
the months of June. July t August t to again prevent bias in favor of the stu-
denta in Catholio achool who begin olass each ~ with pr~er. 
Other aspeots of the aooio-religious group were inve8tigated alao. Lensld 
asked. "Do you feel that you bave the right to question what your church 
teaches, or not?·' Responses on the pilot atudy indicated that students often 
interpreted "question" to mean "to seek more information. n Thua & responae of 
831bid., p. }48. 
841bid., p. 361. (This table tends to verify these oonolusions.) 
"yea" to this question could indicate an a.ctive, intelligent Catholic or a 
doubtful member of the faith. Therefore, the question used for this study was 
restated, "Do you reel that you have the right to disbelieve or doubt some 
things which your church teaohee as tr~th?" Lenski does not indicate his find-
ingal on this question, perhaps he encountered this same problE'\m .. 
Ima.ges or other groups, Protestants, Jen, and especially Negroes, are in-
vestigated by questions 14. 14a, 14b, 35, ;7, ;8. All of these questions were 
asked by Lenski with tbe exoeption of question ;8 which he admits was an over-
sight on his own study. 86 
Questions 51, 52; 53, and 54 were added by this investigator with the hope 
that a direct inquiry into the conscious amount of influence students think 
their religious beliefs should have would be relevant to this study. 
The second generalized, area, economics. was emphuized in questions 8, ea, 
9, 10, lOa, 17, 17&, 42, 46, and 49. This section was designed to Beek infor-
mation cn aepirations, ambitions, and attitudes to1t'8Z'd work. Lenski concluded 
that Catholicism a.ppears to be conducive to more positive attitudes toward the 
less demanding and lS88 rewarding positions in society.87 He also checked on 
the belief in the possibility of sucoeBS and the subjective olassification ot 
social class of the respondent. In ad.di tion to the questions which were 
adapted from his study, 17 and 17a were included to inquire into the educational 
~bition8 and present school adjustment of the students. Questions 46 and 46& 
!Were intended as & check on the independenos and entrepreneurial spirit which 
86Ibig., p. 57. 
87Ibid., p. 86. 
-
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is, or is not, being fostered in these 15 and 16-year-old students. 
The third institutionalized &l.'ea which was investigated centers around 
political, moral, and constitutional a.tt.itudes or beliefs. Questions 11, lla, 
12., 13, 1;8., l3b, 15, 15a, 15b, 40, 41, ~~d 56 probed issues as Taried aa the 
welfare state, freedom of spe£lch, Sunday closings of business establish:tneilts, 
foreign affairs, and the .American system of government. In seeking attitudes 
toward the welfare state, Lenaki asked, "Some people say the government should 
do more than. it has in connection with pI'oblems such &8 housing, education, 
unemployment, and so on. :But others say the govenunent is a.lready doing too 
much along these lines. On the whole, WOllld you say tha.t what the government 
is doing now is too much, about rigbt, or not enough?" lie found that in 1958 
the inclusion of "education" confused ra.ther than olarified the issue.8S Since 
this study wu d.one in 1962, the word would undoubtedly still confuse the issue, 
it was excluded from the question used in this Bt~. 
Questions 13 ar.d l,b were taken directly from. the Lensld study; but 13a, 
the question of freedom ot speech with regard to religion, was radically re-
focuaGd by the inolusion of one word. Lenski asked, "In your opinion, does the 
r.ight of tree speech include the right for someone to make speeches against 
reli£,'ion 1" If the AmeriO&l way of life i., in pa.1."t, baaed. on a reoogni tioD of 
& Supreme !eing (and this i8 a question the courts of the country are now fa.c~ 
ing). then it i8 quite understandable that a 15 or 16-year-old would be oonfu8ed 
on this issue. Therefore, the question (13a) was revi8ed to ask, "no you think: 
that the right of tree 8peech includes the right for someone to make 8peeches 
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against your religion?" Thi8 que8tion should also give some sharpened and new 
inSif:,ilts to the judgment expressed by 1enski that "the further Catholics ad-
v~~ce in their educational system the further they depart from the traditional 
junerica.n norm," i.e. t freedom of speech. 89 
Foreigh affairs was a topic of particularly great interest at the time this 
survoy was taken. The Cuban cr'isis had occurred just previous to the survey 80 
question 15 and 15a m8¥ r€f1ect this general concern for our national welfare. 
The inclusion of an additional qilEtstion (15c) on the Peace Corps should reveal 
a te!1dencyto ttdo something" personally about world affairs. or a complacency 
with the status quo. This latter question is not frOID the Detroit Area Study. 
Questions 40, 40&, 41, and. 56 deal wloth moral 8tandards on two ot the five 
is~ues studiedoy Lonski. He questioned Detroit area re81aents on gambling, 
moderate drinking, "birth control, divorce and ,sunday business activity. In the 
pre-tests, all attempt was made to include a question on birth control, but it 
was obvious that, no matter how i1; was worded, there 11&8 a large minority ot 
the stWi6I1tS who did not understand the issue involved. For this reason it W&8 
omitted from the survey, as was the question about Protestant minister.. teach-
ing that birth control i8 not a sin. If thi8 had been a group of seniors rather 
than sophomores, the question would very probably have been used. 
The students were asked to judge the morality of divorce (4l) and Sund~ 
business (40).90 Question 56 was inserted near the end of the questionnaire to 
clarify the response on Sund~ busine88 (question 40). 
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Question 40& wu included to check on the tendency to seek 80vernmental 
sanction for controversial moral norms. 
It is in the area of family life that we Blust note the most important clue. 
to the :present situation and trends for the future. The funotional l'elationahii 
of family life to the larger society is .. perennial the~e in social science 
Ii terature. Sociologiets and psychologists verify with increased frequency in 
their studies the relationship of such social phenomena as juv~nile delinquency, 
crj.me, prejudice, and mental illness to fa:nily conditions. 
'l'he ae, .. in which we live, ho'V.-ever, has exerted oOD.siderable pres$ur~l$:1pon 
tne family. Mass production, with its complex division of la.bor t has provU"d. 
material gooda to ma..v. but the husband-tather must be a.way from home for moat 
of the day, and in some cases for de,;ys or weeks a.t 8. time. Increasingly, the 
wife-mother participates direotly in contributing economio support to the famlly. 
TV, automobile t and radio havs tran:tformed attitudes a.nd behavior of children 
and young adults. 
~e.tlons 16, 16&, '9, 50, 55, 55&. 57 were adapted from the Detxoit Area 
Study with little ohange in wording. Several of them pertain to child training 
practioes and m~ be a refleotion of the t~pe ot tra~ling the child is now re-
aeiving a...'"ld the attitud.e thll parents have taken 1.'1. orienting the child for 
future sucoess in our modern competitive society. One ~~st1on deals with the 
bonds of kinship, another with. per.onal dxive for constructive or self-indulgent 
~ctivity. and to check on tho tend.ency to defer to the opinions of others even 
~f they are in direct opposition to the students' own beliefs or opinions. 9l 
91r..erhard Lensl<:i, "Caste, elMS and Deference in the Research L'7.lterview," 
~. LXV (Ma:rch 1960), 46' .... 67. 
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Questions 43, 44, 47, 48 were added by this author in an attempt to probe 
pther areas of great interest to Catholio parents and Catholio eduoators. Theae 
questiona on £amily 11£e examine such areas as the "beat" age at linioh young 
people todaiY can expect to enter into a successful \I&t'l'iaf,9 t the type of educa-
~ion Catholio students would give their children (public or parochial), the type 
pf reading material the students consult regula'!:'ly (secular and. religious), and 
the person to ~hom the student would prefer to talk if he had a personal problem 
that worried him. This question, 48, was adapted from Allport and Gillespie '. 
stud;(, Youth fa Outlook on the Future. 92 ..;,..;..~ .... ,-. :4 ___ _ ... 
Ot..h!!:~~sear..9.!t Problems. After matching the students aooord:i.ng to th. pre-
viously stated cr1 taris, the responses fire coded and then transferred to Royal 
!i~O!E1e. Key-sort cards. Then responses were talH.ed acoording to the follOwing 
faotor. I parochial or publio sohool student. middle or working class, northern 
a.nd we.tern European or southern and eastern European national! ty descent J 
a~unt of eduoation ot the ~ent.(both parents at least high school gradllatee 
as compared. with stud.ent in oases where both parents had not completed high 
school); end, type of education of the parents (publio or p&l'oohial). These 
last two eets of variables did not include the entire sample t but concentrated 
on the po lat groups for the purpose of determining if differences do exist 
between the groupe. 
Chapter IT! rill present the ii.Mings of this study aooording to 80cial 
class and t~rpe of school attended. by the students. The other va.r:i.ables which 
arrpear to be aignifioant will be considered in Chapter IV. 
92aordon W. Allport and James M. Gillespie, Youth's Outlook on the Future _.---.., __ ._ _ _ J 
(l~ew York: 1955). 
CHAPTER III 
'!HE FINDINGS .lCCORDDfO· TO SOCIAL CLASS AND 
'l'YPE OF scrrOOL ATT:r;lIDED :BY STUDID!T 
Description of .!h!. Sooio-BeligiQue GrouP. There were 64 mal.. and 64 
female. distributed aocording to the pattern of sooial ol&8s and type of school 
attended .hown in Tabl. I. Sooial olas ..... established on the pattern used by 
1enski and explained in Chapter II. 
There were 16 famili.. in whioh one or more adults, other than the parent. 
and adult brother. and sister., resided with the family. In most eu.s this 
adul t wu a grandparent. .u though the numbers are small, the responses on this 
question acoording to .ooial olas. differed more than aeoording to type of 
sohool attended. 
The middle clus parochial school ohlld of this sample oame from • family 
with. mean number of ohildren ot 4.0. for the middle 01U8 publio sohool ohUd 
att.nding COD cl ...... , the figur. was '.4. For the working olus gl"O'lP, the 
respeotive figure. were 4.6 and ,.2. It oan be seen that the mean number of 
children varied more by type of sohool than by sooial olaas. The mean number 0 
ohildren per family tor all tho •• in the sample W&8 ;.8. All cf these families 
are at leaat half through the ohild-bearing period of marriage and it is sate 
to prEtsume that aan,;y lamil1es in this studT will not iner .... e in number. 
In examining the qu.st1onnaires of those re.pondents who said they bad 
never lived in another ar •• or had lived in only one other area, residential 
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WLE I. 'rIm SAMPLE OF CATHOLIC SOPHOlOORES FROM EIGHT PARISHES llf DE'fROrI'. BY 
SEX, SOCIAL CLASS, AND TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTElmED 
Middle 01 ... 
~ 
Working Clus 
\ fotals 
Sex of Parochial PubU.c Parochial Publio 
Respondents School School School School \ 
10. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Male 13 50.0 10 38.5 19 50.0 22 57.9 64 50.0 
Female 13 50.0 16 61.5 19 50.0 16 42.1 64 50.0 
Total Student. 26 100.0 26 100.0 38 100.0 38 100.0 128 100.0 
\... 
mobility ia conaiderably sreater among the familiea whoae child attends publio 
-
sohool. Howver, over three-fourths of the students (76.5 per oent) in the 
total atudy have lived in the aame area or in only one other area during their 
lifetime. In considering only thoa. atudents who have never lived in another 
area, the indicated 8tab11it7 of the parochial school students in Table II could 
be either a cause or an effect. 'l'hoae who are intereated in keeping their 
ohildren in Catholic schoola -.y move le.s often becauae they fear that their 
children might not be accepted into another parochial aehool 1Dediately, while 
those who have moYed for aome reason ware perhapa not acoepted in a parochial 
school because of a capacity enrollment. Al though thi. i. not a cauae-effeot 
study, more data will be examined later in the hope that it will throw light on 
the .uppoaition that moat of the atudenta in thia at~ are attending the public 
achoola as a matter of parental ohoice. 
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TABLE II. RESID:C,N'J'IAL ID13ILITY AS INDICATED BY NUMBER OF OTHER AREAS IN WHICH 
STUDENT HAS LIVED. BY SOC liL CLASS Aim TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTE.NDED 
-
Middle Clus Working ClUB 
Totals 
other areu in 
whioh child has Paroohial Publio Parochial Publio 
lived School School Sohool School 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
None 16 61.5 10 38.5 22 51.9 14 36.8 62 48.4 
One 5 19.2 6 23.1 8 21.1 17 44.1 36 28.1 
Two 3 11.5 3 11.5 .5 7.9 4 10.5 13 10.2 
Three 2 7.1 4 15.4 3 7.9 1 2.6 10 1.8 
Four or more 
.5 11.5 2 5.3 2 5.3 7 5.5 
Totals 26 99.9 26 100.0 38 100.1 ;8 99.9 128 100.0 
'!he national.itl'-de.oent groupe were divided in most cues by geographio 
areas rather than by individual countries. Table III indioates that students 
whoBe father'. family background was eutern European (Poland, Russia, Hungary, 
Yugoslavia) or .... tern European (France. :Belgium. Germany) oonsti tuted over 
half of those in the study. The Poliah predominated in the first group and the 
french and German in the second group. The third largest grouping conaiated of 
~hose from the British Isles (JI1&inq Iriah, then English, Scotoh, Welsh) and 
~he fourth group was the southern European (Italian). Those who identified 
with a nationality group were fairly well distributed between the two sohool 
aystems t except for the eastern Europeans who .eem to prefer the paroohial 
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TA.BLE III. ORIGmAL NATIONALITY 0]' }I'ATHERS :BY SOCIAL CLASS AND TYPE OF SCHOOL 
ATTEblDED 
-
Middle Claee Working Olus 
Totals 
Nationality Paroohial. Public Parochial. Publio 
of Father. School School School School 
:No. .Per Ko • Per No. Per No. Per }lo. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Oent Cent 
Canadian 1 :5.9 2 5.; ; 2.; 
British Ie1 •• 
England 
Ireland 6 2;.1 6 2;.1 8 21.1 5 1,.1 ~5 19.5 
Scotland. 
wale. 
western Europe 
France 
o.r~ 8 ,0.8 6 2,.1 13 34.2 7 18.4 '4 26.6 lktlgiua 
Eastern Europe 
Poland 
Russia 8 ,0.8 4 15.4 9 23.1 15 39.5 ,6 28.1 
Hungary 
Yugoslavia 
Southern Europe 
Ital,- 2 1.1 , 11.5 5 1,.1 1 18.4 11 1;.3 
Northern Europe 
Sweden 1 ,.6 1 2.6 1 2.6 , 2.; 
Finland 
Other 
Syria 1 ,.8 1 ,.8 2 1.6 
Lebanon 
No Responee, or 
"America" 1 ,.8 4 15.4 , 7.9 8 6., 
Totals 26 100.0 26 100.0 38 100.0 ,8 99.9 128 100.0 
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schools in the middle 01as8 and the public achools in the working class. West-
ern European Catholics were more likely to have their children in Catholic 
schools, while the BOuthern Europeans attended the public sohools more otten. 
Of the eight atudents who did not identify with any nationality-descent 
group and claimed "American" for their father's original nationality, seTen were 
enrolled in public school. It is quite possible that in the minds of Bome Cath-
olics f their religious and Old World nationality descent i8 a variable which has 
yet to be aeparated in moat studies done in the aociology of religion. Are 
responses to various questions more a reflection of nationality background than 
religion? 
Almost three-fourths ot the studenta were fourth generation Americana or 
more, the remainder were aecond- and third-generation Americans. The four 
second-generation students listed their father'a nationality &8 Russian, Italian, 
Iriah, and Engliah. Of the 30 atudents who were classified as third-generation 
Americans, 14 were eastern European, 6 southern European, 4 wstern European, 
2 Irun, 1 C&nadian, 1 Swedish, 1 Syrian, and 1 Lebanelle. Fifteen of these 
eecond- and third-generation students were in parochial schools and 19 attended 
V~blic achools. Within the group of 19 second- and third-generation Americana 
in the public school, 12 ... re eastern European (of a total of 14 in that group) 
and 5 southern European (of a total of 6 in that group). Table IV. page 64, 
ahows the immigrant generation of all the studenta in the atudy. 
As for parents f education, over two .. fifths of the fathers and one-third of 
the mothers did not graduate from high school. At the opposite extreme, 10.2 
per cent of the fathera and 5.5 per cent of the mothers completed college. In 
the over-all aTerages, the middle clas8 parent. with a child in public school 
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had more education than did their middle class parochial echoal counterparts. 
Dl the working class, however, the opposite holds true--~he parochial school 
pa:te:nts' average years of educa.tion exceeds that of the publio sohool parents 
(Table V, page 65). 
TAbLE IV. DDUGRANT GEN~TION OF' STUD:e;NTS BY CLASS AND TYPE OJ!' SGHOOL ATTElmID 
Middle Claes Working Class 
Tota.ls 
Immigrant Parochial Public Parochial Public 
Generation of Sohool Sohool Sohool School 
Studente 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Second 1 3.9 3 7.9 4 3.1 
rrhird 4 15.4 4 15.4 8 21.1 14 36.8 30 23.4 
Fourth (or longer) 22 84.6 21 80.8 27 71.0 24 63.1 94 15·5 
Total. 26 100.0 26 100.1 38 100.0 38 99.9 128 100.0 
'!'able VI indioate. that, in tMa group studied, if both parenta were edu-
oated in Catholic achools, they uaually aent their children to Catholio sohools 
and parents eduoated in publio aohools uaually sent their ohildren to the public 
sohools. These statistios ahow a larger proportion of the parents educated in 
publio Bohool do break this pattern, however, and enroll their child in Catholio 
Bchool. It would not be rise to generalize thes. patterns too readily, for the 
entire group in this study is the more COmmitted Ca.tholio group. What about 
the Catholics, educated in publio or Catholic schools, who send their children 
to public school and do not insist upon attendance at religion classes for 
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TAJ3I.E V. AMOUNT OF EDUCA'l'ION 0.1" PAruJ.liTS BY CLASS Al1D TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTI:;tIDED 
Middle Clus Working Class 
Totals 
Amount of Paroohial. Publio Paroohial. Publio 
Eduoation School School Sohool School 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Fathers. 
Grade school 
6-1 years 1 3.9 1 '.9 2 5.3 4 10.5 8 6.3 8 years 1 3.9 6 15.8 7 18.4 14 11.0 
High School I., yeara 4 15.3 4 15.3 10 26.3 14 36.8 ,2 25.0 
4 years 11 42., 7 27.0 19 50.0 9 2'.1 46 36.0 
College 
1-3 years 4 15.3 6 23.1 2 5·3 12 9.4 4 yeara 2 7.7 4 15.' 6 4.7 
Graduate work 3 11.5 4 15.3 7 5.5 
!Jo responae 1 2.6 2 5.3 3 2.3 
Fathers' Mean 
years of achool (12.7) (1,.8) (10.5) (9.9) (11.5) 
Mothera. 
Grade school 
6-7 yeU's 1 2.6 1 2.6 2 1.6 
8 year. 1 '.9 4 10.5 9 2'.7 14 11.0 
High school I., yeU'a 5 19.2 4 15.4 6 15.6 11 29.0 26 20., 
4 years 16 61.5 13 50.0 23 60.5 14 ,6.8 66 51.6 
College 
1., years 4 15.4 4 15.4 2 5·' 2 5.' 12 9.4 4 yeara 1 '.9 4 15.4 1 2.6 1 2.6 7 5.5 
lw Re.ponae 1 2.6 1 .8 
Nothers' mean (11.9) (12.6 ) (11.4) (10.5) (11.5) years of school 
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their children? How IIl&Il¥ children are in this category? The numbers of such 
children cannot be small, estimates run as high as one-fourth of the total high 
school population who are Catholic. On this same table it should be noted that 
when one parent was totally or partially educated in the Catholic school system 
and the other in the public schools, the child is more likely to attend the 
parochial school than the publio school. 
TABLE VI. TOTAL CAfi1JiOLIC OR PtmLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION OEI :BOr.i'H PARillPrS COMPARED 
WITH SOCIAL CLASS ArUJ TYPE OF SCHOOL A'L'Tl:;hDED :BY STUDENT 
Middle Clus Working Clus 
Totals 
Type of school Parochial Public Paroohial Publio 
Attended by School School School School 
Parents 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Both had all 
Catholio sohool 7 27.0 2 7.7 7 18.4 1 2.6 11 13.3 
education 
:Both had all 
public school 5 19.2 13 50.0 12 31.6 24 63.1 54 42.2 
education 
Some education 
in both school 14 53 .. 6 11 42.3 17 44.7 11 29.0 53 41.4 
systems 
l~o response 2 5.3 2 5.3 4 3.1 
Totals 26 100.0 26 100.0 38 100.0 38 100.0 128 100.0 
These trends in attendance at the two types of schools are likely to con-
tinue judging from the responses of the students to the question, "Assuming 
that you marry and have a family, would you probably decide to have your chil ... 
dren attend a public sohool or a religious school?ft (See Table VII). The 
question continued with an open-ended ""by?" Most students who chose a 
"religious Bchool n responded that they wanted their child to learn about God 
and religion. or that they received a better education in a religious school, 
or that the disoipline was better. Students ohose the public schools because 
they felt that their children got a better education, that there were more an4 
better facilities, or that public schools were not &8 strict. A few commented 
that Catholic sohools are too expensive. 
TABLE VII. CHOICE Ob' PUl3X,IC SCHOOL OR RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FOR FUTtmE CHILDREN OF 
RESPONDENTS BY SOC lAX, CLASS AJx1> 'fiFE OF SCHOOL 
Middle Clu. Working Cl .... 
Totals 
Choice of school Parochial Public Parochial PI1blic 
for future School Sohool School School 
children 
No. Per l,{o. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Public sohool 1 3.9 16 61.5 25 65.8 42 32.8 
Religious .chool 25 96.1 1 27.0 "57 91."5 9 23.1 18 61.0 
£io response 3 11.5 1 2.6 4 10.5 8 6.3 
Total. 26 100.0 26 100.0 38 99.9 "58 100.0 128 100.1 
Table VIII indicates the religious affiliation of the parents and the Mass 
attendanoe of the "Catholic" parents and sophomores. The most significant fac-
tor to appear on this table i8 the number of non-Catholic fathers for the group 
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of middle 01 ... Catholio students attending publio sohool. Almost one-fourth of 
these fathers are non-Catholic. In all other categories the numbers of non-
Catholios are less than one-tenth. Not all of these parents were reared in the 
Catholic religion though. There were 11 fathers and 14 mothers who were con-
verts. Twice as ma.ny fathers who are oonverts send their offspring to public 
school as paroch1al sohool. The reverse i. true of the mothers who are converts 
to the Catholic faith, as more of their ohildren are attending Cathol1c schools. 
'l'Al,nJ.·'; VIII. IWLIGIOUS Al!""',FILUTION Al{D 1JiASS A'i"n.3'~DAl~CE OF pAl{El~1J.1S Al'!D CHILD BY 
SOCIAL CLASS All]) TYPE OF SCHOOL AT'l'FlIDED 
Middle Class Worldng Class 
Totals 
Religious Paroch1al Public Parochial Public 
affiliation School School School Sohool 
and 
Mass attendance 
No. Per No. Per ,'0. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
~'ather. 
Catho11c 
. Weekly .Mus 21 80.8 14 53.8 31 81.5 21 55.3 81 68.0 
No .. .. 
.3 11.5 6 23.1 5 13.1 14 36.8 28 21.8 
r~on-Catho110 2 1.1 6 23.1 2 5.3 3 7.9 1} 10.2 
~lothert 
Catholic 
Weekly Mas. 23 88.4 19 13.1 34 89.4 29 16.3 105 82.1 
Ho .. 
" 
2 1.1 5 19.2 4 10.5 8 21.1 19 14.8 
Non-Catholio 1 3.9 2 1.7 1 2.6 4 3.1 
Childl(All Oath.) 
Weekly Mus 25 96.1 24 92.; 36 94.7 34 89.4 119 93.0 
.No It It 1 3.9 2 1.7 2 5.3 4 10.5 9 1.0 
Total in each 
category 26 26 38 38 128 
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It should also be noted that Mass attendanoe of "Catholio" parents is much 
lower for those who have ohildren in the public sChools. Of the group, 54.5 per 
cent of the fathers attend weekly 11ass and 74.7 per cent of the "Catholic" 
'others of the student8 attend weekly Maas. fhis breakdown brings into focus 
th.e question of 8chool or home influence as the predominant source of values of 
c;hildren. It al80 indicates part of the basic problem which faces any teacher 
~ the Catholic school system and particularlT AnT religion teacher working with 
publiC sohool Catholics on an hour-a.-week, atter-sohool basis. iben Table VIII 
is oo,nsidered, the fact that so mal'ly. public sohool students attend arter-sohool 
eligion cluses, even though this obviously is a source of oonflict with their 
bome value system, is &ef')ttntuated. This is partioularly true for the large 
umber of boys in this study who have inconsistent religious example to follow 
trom their fathere in BIal1¥ cases. There are nine sophomores (7.0 per oent) who 
admit they do not attend flaas weekly. Six of these are in the public sohool 
group. 
!here were 13 non-Catholic fathere in the study and four non-Catholic 
others. Of this group, one father and one mother attend services weekly in 
is or her church • 
.u'8o.ciational !B!. CoJll1UZl8l Involvelftliitut. In the DetrOit .Area Study, Lenaki 
further subdivicled hi8 religioue grouPl' according to two type8 of personal in-
olvement--.A8sociational and Communal. These two basic diVisions were adapted 
to the teenage group of this study. Associationa.l involvement (weekly Mass 
ttendance) was expanded to include not only the student respondent but his 
pax-ents also. To rate "high" for this category, the student must have responded 
that both of his parents were Catholic and that both parents and the student 
ttended }.ius weekly (Table IX t page 70). 'l'hia definition of &8sooiational 
10. 
involvement i8 justified because we are attempting to describe Catholic sopho-
l!lOl'ea not only from the perspective of the schools they attend but from any 
other view which ~ ahow significant relationships. It is hoped that this 
device wUl prove useful because it cuta through social cl&8s and type of school 
attended and really exarainea the attitudes and 'beliefs of the students from the 
religious perspective of the family group in which he lives. 
TABLE IX. ASSocurrIONAL AUD COMMUNAL INVOLVillIw.NT OF FAMILY BY SOCIAL CT.ASS Alm 
TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED 
Kiddle Clu8 Working Olass 
Totals 
Associationa! Parochial Public Parochial Public 
and Communal School School Sohool School 
involvement of 
student and hie 
family lio. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 10. Per 
Oent Cent Cent Cent Oent 
AS80ciationa! 
High (a) 20 16.9 9 '4.6 ,0 18.9 18 41.4 11 60.2 
Low (b) 6 23.1 11 65.4 8 21.1 20 ;2.6 51 '9.9 
Co1l1lllUll&l 
High (c) 19 13.1 6 2,.1 28 1,.6 12 ,1.6 65 50.8 
Low (d) 1 21.0 20 16.9 10 26., 26 68.4 6, 49.' 
Total in eaoh 
Category 26 26 38 ,8 128 
(a) ~ther. father, ohild are all Oatholio and attend Mua weekly 
(b) Mother, father, or ohild does not attend wekly Mae8 
(c) Both parent8, and all or nearly all of students t relatives and 
friends are Catholic 
(d) All remaining studenta not in oategory "c" 
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Comnunal involvement was olassified as high if both parents were Catholio, 
and all or nearly all of the student's relatives and friends were Catholio. It 
is quite possible for a student to be highly involved in the Catholic Church by 
an aasooiational definition and not be oommunally involved to ~ great degree. 
On the other hand, it is also posaible that there are people who call themaelvee 
Catholic. not because they are strongly committed to Catholic principles or 
beliefs but simply because they were baptized as infants and have grown up in a 
8ub-oommunity whioh is strongly Catholic. 
As Table IX illustrates, over three-fourths of the students attending Oath .. 
olio sohools are living in a hOM where both the mother and father are Catholic 
and, in addition, the mother, father, and student attend weekly lfass I whereas 
the public sohool students show far les8 &8aociational involvement. This table 
alao indicates that almost t~ ~~ proportion of theae Catholio high school 
students (not neoessarily the same students) are also surrounded in their daily 
lives by a majority of relatives and friends who are of the same religion. Of 
cOUl'se. the public sohool students would have less opportunity to be ranked higl'l 
in oommunal involvement quite naturally because of the great many non-Catholics 
with whom they oome in contact and with whom they often develop friendships. 
Of the 71 students who are associationally high, 48 (62.3 per cent) are 
also high in communal. ratings and 29 (37.1 per cent) rated low in communal 
evaluations. Of the 65 students who are communally high, 48 (73.0 per cent) 
&t'e also &8sooiationally high and 17 (26.2 per cent) are low in a88ooiational 
involvement. It appears, therefore, that associational and cotmnmal involve-
ment are two variables of great significance in any etudiee done in this area 
of religious eooiology. 
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The orthodoX¥ of the students was measured by questiona 26, 26&, 26b, 28, 
28a, 29 and 30. As explained in Chapter II, this is the orientation which 
stresses intelleotual assent to the prescribed dootrines ot the Church (Table X) 
,Among the eleven non-orthodox: students, there is no pattern to their negative 
responses. Each one was classified as unorthodox tor a different reason. For 
example, in response to question 26&, one girl replied that she did not think: 
God was like a Heavenly Father who watohes over you because "Nothing works out 
right." A boy, in response to question 26b, wrote "It you are not sure you like 
God or not, how can you answer the question 1·' 
Devot1onaliBm, as uaed by Lenaki. lDeant a religious orientation which 
values direct personal communication with God through pr~er and meditation and 
seeks divine direction in daily affairs ;(questions 27 and 31). 'l'able X, page 7j, 
indicatea that in the four grouPl' studied nei'ther social class or type of school 
attended seems to ahow a strong pattern of possible relationship. 
then the students were asked to list thoae m&8&Zinea or newspapers they 
read regularly, the middle olass atudents from each Bohool system aver<.;.,':'ed 3.6 
secular magasines per student. Of the group of 26 parochial school students, 
hOllever, only 9 religious periodicals were listed, one for every three students 
in the group. In the public school, middle class grouP. only one relig"ious 
periodical was listed in the entire group of 26 students. The working clus 
pa;rochial achool atudents averaged '.5 secular magazines; the public school 
studenta averaged 2.7 per student. Both groups of working class studenta 
averaged slightly more religious magazines or newspapers than did their middle 
class counterparts, but the increase was not notable except in ita theoretical 
closeness to an absolute zero for religious reading matter. 
TAbLE x. m;LIGIOUS OREllTATIONS (ORTHODOXY AND DEVO'1~IONALISM) OF STUDENTS :BY 
SOCIAL CUSS MID 'rIPE OF SCHOOL A'rrI'EIIDED 
Orthodoxy and 
Devotionalism 
of students 
Doctrinal 
Orthodo%3 
Uigh. (a) 
Low (b) 
Devo tional ism 
High (c) 
Low (d) 
Total in each 
catego17 
lfiddle Clus 
Parochial 
School 
Public 
Sohool 
Working Class 
Parochial 
Sohool 
Publio 
Sohool 
Totals 
lio. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
24 92.; 2; 88.4 ;7 97.; 33 86.8 111 91.4 
2 7.7 3 11.5 1 2.6 5 1;.1 11 8.6 
10 38.5 7 27.0 12 31.6 14 36.8 43 3;.6 
16 61.5 19 73.1 26 68.4 24 6;.1 85 66.4 
26 26 ;8 ;8 128 
( .. ) Affirmative response to .even basic Judaic-Christian questions on 
the nature of God and man' s relation to Him. 
(b) Negative response to at least one of these baaic questions. 
(c) Person prayed more than once a day, plus asking what God would have 
him do either often or sometimes. or prayed once .. day, but often 
asked what God. would have him do. 
(d) All remaining students not in ca.tegory "c". 
The students were asked to list the organizations, clubs and activities in 
conneotion with their ohurch in whioh they were partiCipating this year. The 
middle olass respondents differ by 50 per cent according to type of school 
attended; but the most Significant findillg here is the .fact that over e1xty per 
cent of all these students do not belong to ~ activity in connection with 
their ohurch. Several of the public sohool stUdents wrote, "There aren·t any." 
TABLE Xl. SIJ.'IJDElJT PARTICIPATI01:4 IN ORGAlHZA'l'IDrJS t CLtmS, AND AC'.rrvITIES IN 
C01U,jECTION WITH THE CHURCH BY SOCIAL CLASS AND TYPE Oli' SCHOOL ATTENDED 
!he laat few paragraphs indioate two very important areas in whioh these 
Catholic teenagers are not developing habits of 8ervioe of God or neighbor and 
independent seeking of increaaed knowledge of the world around them from a 
religious atandpoint. 
Table XII records the respon .. s to question 25, "All things considered, do 
you think you ve &8 interested, more interested, less interested, in religion 
now than you were five years ago? Can you explain why?" The paroohial sohool 
students definitely were "more interested" than their publio Bohool oounterparts 
However, explanations given indicate that "as interested" often had considerable 
importance as some of those who ohecked this response explained in this fuhion l 
-"I've al~ been very much interestod." Both :public school and parochial 
school students often replied in thiB manner, "As I've learned more. I like it 
I!IOre," or I·I'm older and it means more to me now." Then there were others in 
both achool 8yatems who were lea. interested and bluntly admitted tilt's boring," 
or "I've gotten older and have other interests now." One Catholic school Boph-
OJIlOre boy with obvioue candor and confusion of the issue stated, "I dislike 
nuns. " Re-examination of some of hie other respon.es revealed that he liked 
school, and intended to send his children to a religious sehool, however. 
TA..ll!Ji; XII. PRESEl~T RELIGIOUS n~"TE.RhST ~SSlID BY STliJ)1:Jl~1'S IN COl:.!.PARISON WITH 
l1~TBR1;ST 01" ~'lVE YEARS AGO .8Y SOCIAT, CLASS .A.~D TYPE OF SCHOOL .ATTENDED 
. 
Middle Class Working Clasa 
Totala 
Interest in Parochie.l Public Parochial Publio 
religion now Sohool School School School 
as compared with 
1'1 vo years &€,'O 
No. Per }lo. Per No. Per .No. Pex l~o. Pel' 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
~Iore interested 19 7,.1 12 46.2 22 57.9 16 42.1 69 5'.9 
As intereated 6 2,hl a ,o.s 1, :54.2 16 42.1 43 33.6 
Less interested 1 3.9 6 23.1 3 7.9 6 15.8 16 12.5 
Total 26 100.1 26 100.1 ,6 100.0 38 100.0 128 100.0 
Question ,2 aaked, "Do you feel that you. h&ve the right to disbelieve or 
doubt some thiags which your ohuroh teaches 88 truth?" Responses in Table XIII 
reveal that. depending upon the type of sohool attended, one .. third to over one-
half of the students are not willing to believe the Churoh'. teachings simply 
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because they are presented &8 the truth. This challenge to develop "convinced" 
Catholics is important to teachers in the Catholic schools and in the CeD 
classes. The skeptioism ia more pronounced among the public school students 
attending CCD cluses and may have a healthy long-range outcome if these 
students are given logical and intelligent answers to their doubts. The fewer 
Catholic students in parochial school who responded affirmatively may be an in-
dication of either of two trends. First, Catholic schools ~ be developing 
students who are not even ohallenged by great religious ideas ~ more beoause 
they have heard the doctrines so otten, or secondly, they D:lfq be actually de-
veloping positive convictions and commitment to the teachings of their religion. 
TAhLE XIII. RI(}Ir.P TO DISBELIEVE OR 1101.113'1' S01~; THINGS WHICH YOUR CHURCH TEACID'1S 
AS TRUTH BY SOCIAL CLASS AND TYPI': OJ;!' SCHOOL ATTI!.ll\DED 
Middle Class Working Clua 
Totals 
Right to di8- Parochial. Public Parochial Publio 
believe or doubt School School School School 
teaching of 
your church 
No. Per No. Per No. Per lio. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Yes 9 34.6 12 46.2 13 34.2 21 55.3 55 43.0 
l~o 11 65.4 14 5;.8 25 65.8 17 44.1 13 51.0 
Totals 26 100.0 26 100.0 38 ~OO.O ;8 100.0 128 100.0 
In eva.luat1ng moral issues, the expected Catholic responses in each of the 
thraa areas investigated, Sunday business openings, personal shopping on Sund8\1, 
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ce.tegories. There are certain circumstances which could mitigate the "wrongne&B' 
ill each issue but it would seldom reach the theoretical "sometimes wrong" eval-
uation. Combining these first two categories of "alW8\1S and uaually wronglt it 
is evident that more students in Catholic schools bave an evaluation which i. 
acceptable according to the Church's teachings in these matters than have the 
public sohool group, especially with re~d to the question of divorce. The 
most deviant responses in this area came from working class public school 
students. Replies indioate that 71.1 per cent of them thought d,ivoree was 
usually or always wrong, this was far less than the responaes of any other 
gToup. (See Table XIV. page 78). 
Lenski found, in his adult study, that a number of Catholics did not think 
1 t 1tU very wrong for businessaS to remain open on Sunday. He found this sur-
prising since Catholics have spoken out in official groups so often against 
Sunday bu.inesa openings. IJ.1hese high school atudenta tend to indicate this 
same lack of concern over work on the Lord's D~. In anticipation of this a&me 
reaction to Sunda\y busineSS, the present study also include(; a question designed 
to inveatigate the aubjective moral advertence of the students. It was expect. 
ed that, although drug stores t gasoline atations, and restaurants are somet1nies 
Justified &8 necessary Sunday business activities, JIl&llY' other types of Sunday 
business would not be &ooeptable to these students according to Catholic teach-
ings. Question 56 asked, "From the moral standpoint, do you think it i8 wrong 
to shop for furniture or clothes on Sund~? (Wrong for you, specifically.)" 
Ii/he expected responses did increase significantly for the middle class group, 
but the question seemed to elicit little or no difference of reaction from the 
working clus students in either school system. }<'or example, the total 
percentages of students who said it is always or u8ually wrong for businesses to 
rel!lain open on Sunday for each of the groups wa.s as followsa 61.6, 42.3, 65.8, 
~!d 50.0. The second question on personal shopping for clothes or furniture on 
sv..nda3' brought these total :percentage8 for the four grouP8 to 69.', 57.7, 65.7, 
8.11d. 52.7. These percentages are still low in regard to "expected" answers bued 
on the general teachings of the Church on keeping the Third Oommandment. 
11iUlU. XIV. EVALUATIO!{ O~' THE MORALITY OJ:;' DrvOUCb A.ND O.F' lHJSmESS P.RAC(.aCI~S ON 
SUNDAY BY SOCIAL CLASS Alm TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTEl'lDED 
'Mid.dle Olass WorkingClus 
Totals 
Student Pa1'ochial Public Parochial Public 
evaluation of School School Sohool Sohool 
morality-
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per no. Per 
Oent Cent Cent Cerlt Cent 
Divorce 
A.lways wrong 17 65.4 9 ;4.6 28 n.6 16 47.4 72 56.3 
Usually .. 7 27.0 12 46.2 8 21.1 9 23.7 ;6 28.1 
Sometimes .. 2 7.7 4 15.4 10 26.3 16 12.5 
~ever .. 
110 response 1 3.9 2 5.3 1 2.6 4 3.1 
Suruiay Business 
Al wavrs wrong 4 15.4 6 2,.1 9 23.1 7 18.4 26 20.3 
Usually It 12 46.2 5 19.2 16 42.1 12 ;1.6 45 ;5.2 
Sometaes .. 10 ;8.5 14 53.8 11 29.0 16 42.1 51 ;9.9 
l'iever .. 1 ;.9 2 5.3 ; 7.9 6 4.7 
Shopping on Sun. 
Al 'H38 wrong 6 23.1 10 ;8.5 20 52.6 11 29.0 47 36.6 
Usually .. 12 46.2 5 19.2 5 1;.1 9 23.7 ;1 24.2 
Sometimes .. 6 2;.1 9 34.6 9 2;.7 14 ;6.e ;8 29.1 
.l'.ever 
" 
2 7.7 2 7.7 1 2.6 4 10.5 9 7.0 
No response ; 7.9 ; 2.; 
Subjective 
moral advertence 4 15.4 2 7.7 6 15.8 7 18.4 19 14.8 
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Another breakdown of these same two questions is the result of an observa-
tion noted during the tallying of the students t responsea. Some evaluated 
personal shopping for furniture or clothing one or more levels !!!!. morally 
wrong tha."1 Sunday store openings of businesses. For example, a. student might 
resJY.)nd tha.t it was always wrong for a business to remain open on Sunday, and 
yet evaluate his own persoDBJ. shopping on S~ as sometimes wrong. This tend-
ency to be less critical of themselves and more critical of others was exhibited 
by 19 students. 
The lut i tel!. on Table XIV shows that the middle class public school 
students did this leaat frequently and the publio school working class students 
judged with inconsistency most often. From Table XIV t page 78, we can conolude 
that these Catholic students in parochial sohool seam to have developed ~~ 
aliility to judge obJective morality according to Catholic teaohinga with great-
er accuracy than the Ca.tholic students in public sohool who are attending CeD 
classes. But it should also be noted that 14.8 per cent of these students 
studied have also developed a strange value system in which they consider it 
more wrong for stores to be open on Sundq than it is for them to shop in these 
stores on Sund",. 
It should be noted that the question upon which this inconsistenoy is 
based is the second question from the last on the eighth page of a rather long 
questionnaire. There bad been a question in this writerts mind as to the 
validity of the questiOnnaire because of its length. 'llhe tact that 14.8 per 
cent of the respondents were not objective in their moral eValuation is not too 
surprising since ma:n;y studi •• in psychology have emphasized the ability and 
tendenoy of man to justify his own activities even when these are in direct 
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oPl~sition or coniliot with his stated objeotive value system. The fact that a 
total of 14.8 per oent indio~ted a use of this moral inoonsistenoy seems some-
what of a verifioation of the good faith in whiah the entire questionnaire was 
received by the group studied. 
Attitudes Toward Marri!tP ~ ]i1amilx Lite. The students were asked at 
what age they felt young people can get married ar.d be suocessful in their 
marriage. The working alae8 paroahial school students differ from the other 
ttlX'ee groups; the age they selected as most suitable for 1II&lTi8.ge averages over 
one-half year younger for both boys and girls. There seemed to be little dis ... 
agreement among the other three groupe. 
TARLE XV. Ml.lAH All'. CONSIDflRED MOST SUITA»LE li'OR ]1rA..RRlAGE BY SOC IAL CLASS Al~D 
TYPE OF' SCHOOL ATT1,lmED 
Best age lliddle Class Working Class 
for Tota.ls 
marriage 
Parochial Public Parochial Public 
School Sohool School School 
Mean a.ge for 
boys in yeat'8 22.2 22.4 21.6 22.2 22.1 
~:16a.n age for 
gil'1s in years 20.8 20.6 20.0 20.7 20.5 
Question 16 asked, "It you bad to choose, which thing on this list would 
you pick as th! !!2!!i .~E2rt&nt for a. child to learn to prepa.t'e him for life? 
To obey, to be well liked or popular, to think for himself, to work hard., to 
hdp others when they need help." (Jlirst t second, and third choices were asked). 
Table XVI shows that thinking for oneself is the most important quality chosen 
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Iby all the ,.::,:rOttl>S _ It appears that type of school at tended by the student haa 
little il1.fh,i:Yl:lCe on this question of :!.ntellectual ttutonomy IWIOltg these young 
Clatholios. no"ver, two other items on this list ahowed dorin.ito relationship 
with thE; type of school atterided 'by the stw:lell,t. A larue r.tino.rity 01 the 
p~1XoohiaJ. s(;hool studenta valued o~ienoe to the dictates Qf otherf' ~ highly 
dSEiirable, while public sohool Catholics, especially in the mdd.le class, do not 
fuel this personal cba.:racter1atio is toG :i.m.portant. 'l'h.ae publio school Cath ... 
oli~s attendtng CCD reli6ion classes selected helping otbere when they need it 
W10lItt twice as otten &I the pa:roolual. school students did. 
~'\'Wiin the second ohoice. are OOllUci.."'Wti with tbe fira, choices. the !Xt'opo;r-
tiOlUJ begin to even of! SOftle'.hat. Public 800001 Catholio. do accept obedience 
as important and PtIot'ocn1al school atudents "leeted helping others t11th greater 
tl'e<luency. When the r •• ponaea a:H N-at&t~d accordlng t.o Lt.meki '8 either-or 
criteria., ne1tnel' the type 01' school nor sooial clUB Hems to be the dominant 
variable for .. leo1;10n of Intellectual autonomy as .19!. most important th~ fer 
a child to 1.&.1"11. l.n thE! case of obedience, or intellectual heteronomy, selec-
tion of this oharacteristic ie related to attendance at pVOChiaJ. school •• (See 
the lut item on table XVI, ~ 82). 
In this area of flt.hiJ~ld.ng for oneself" two queetiona, uaed in the J.Jetroit 
Area Study, 'tNl'e repeated '~able XVII). »oth state_nta queationed the tllture 
for youngat .. a in too.,.·. world.. On the l1Ht .tat~tlt, "Children today have 
.. won.d.eri'ul future to look forward to. Agree? Disagree?" it ie interesting to 
Me that the working clue pa.roohial school atudents have the moat optimistic 
outlook tor yoUllg people to4ay, while the lIudal. al... paroohial sohool student. 
are least maline4 to agree that j"OUllg people t~ haw a wnder.t.'ul future 
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TABLE XVI. SELECTION OF THE MOST n~roRTAl:T QUALITY FOR A CHILD TO LIWUl BY 
SOCIAL CLASS AND fi'YPE OF SCHOOL AT"l'EI'SDJ.:::D 
The most 
important 
quali ty for eo 
child to learn 
1st Choice 
Obey 
Be _11 liked 
Think for self 
WOrk hard 
Help others 
i'iJo response 
Compilation ot 
let and 2nd choice 
Obey 
Be well liked 
Think for .elf 
Work h&ri. 
Help others 
No response 
Thinking for one-
self valued a'l:Ic:Ml 
obedienoe 
.Middle Clu8 
Paroohial 
School 
Publio 
School 
Working Clus 
Parochial 
School 
Publio 
School 
Totals 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
10 38.5 , 
11 42.3 12 
1 3.9 3 
4 15.4 7 
1 
14 53.8 8 
1 
15 57.6 19 
9 34.6 7 
12 46.2 15 
2 7.7 2 
I 
14 53.81 18 
I 
11.5 
46.2 
11.5 
27.0 
'.9 
3°.8 
'.9 7,.1 
27.0 
57.6 
7.7 
14 
17 
1 
6 
20 
1 
29 
11 
15 
22 
52.6 
2.6 
16., 
29.0 
39.4 
9 23.7 
1 2.6 
16 42.1 
12 ,1.6 
11 44.1 
1 2.6 
24 63.1 
12 ,1.6 
21 55.' 
1 2.6 
20 52.6 
,6 
1 
56 
5 
29 
1 
59 
:5 
87 
39 
63 
5 
74 
28.1 
.8 
43.8 
'.9 22.6 
.8 
46.1 
2., 
68.0 
30.5 
49.' 
3.9 
ahead of them. On the opposite eztreme, the sta.tement, "It is hardly tair to 
bring ohildren into the world the wa.y things look for the future," was agreed 
to by 15.9 per cent ot the students. litho1lt¢l the differences are small, this 
attitude was consistently a little higher for the Catholics in publio sohool. 
Further examination revealed that eleven studenta agreed with both atate-
-
menta. The breakdown here again 18 very small but it is oonsistent in the fact 
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that in each social class the public school students did show deference to the 
two opposing statements more often than those in parochial schools. 
TABLE XVII. DEli'ER11~CE TO OPPOSING Rl.1;SPOriSES BY SOCIAL CLASS AliD TYPE ()]' SCHOOL 
AT'!': llDIID 
-
Attitude to1f8Z'd 
future and 
deference to 
opposing 
statements 
Children tod~ 
bave a wondertul 
future--Agree 
Itts hardly lair 
to bring children 
into the world 
because ot the 
tuture--Agree 
Agree with both 
above statements 
Middle Cl&88 Working Ol ... s 
+---------~--------~--------~---------- Total. 
Parochial Public Parochial Public 
School School School School 
No. Per No. Per No. Per :Ho. Per NG. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
In re.ponae to the question, -If' you had. a personal problem that lIOrried 
you (tor example, a ditticul t deoision to make), whom vould you prefer to talk 
it over with? (Example.. member ot fam:U.y, teacher, member of clergy, social 
worker, etc.)- OYer halt of the students chose their mother and/or father. 
Here el&88 and type of school attended by the student do not present consistent 
patterns in the seeking of parental advice, but type ot school attended does 
relate, as would be expected, with seeking advice from members of the clergy. 
According to Table XVIII, the fathers ot the middle clus Catholic. in public 
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school are considered less approachable by their children than the other groups 
~Ld the fathers of the working class public sohool students appear to be the 
most approachable. i'urther considera.tion, however. led this writer to wonder 
if this is a distortion caused by the larger number of girls in the middle class 
public school group and more boys in the publio school working clus group. It 
'fIOuld be natural to expeot boys to turn to their fathers more frequently and 
girls to their mothers for advice. 'I'his line ot explanation does not work 80 
simply though, for if it were true, then the selection of the mother could 
naturally be expected to be lower tor the working olus in the publio schools 
and higher for the middle class group who attend public school. This explana-
tion do.s not hold, and iS t in tact, oontradicted by the responses given. 
It' the responses of: "mother" and "father" are averaged for each group, the 
percentages are 57.6, 49.9, 55.2, and 64.4. It seems that within the public 
school group there is a different pattern of family cohesion in the two social 
cluses. This observation 18 substantiated by considering Table XIX whioh 
showe student aelection of tiea with relatives and ties with friends. Again, 
this differeIlce in family cohesion in thie part1cu1&l' group is also confirmed 
by checking Table XVIII for the number of students who would seek adVioe from 
a friend. At the time this survey was formulated., the need to structure this 
question more rigidly was not realized. The students should have been asked 
to indicate a first and seoond choice rather than leave the question open to 
a lieting of ~ number of possible responses. (Table XVIII is at the top of 
page 85). 
There was one question on the survey which seemed to oause a great deal 
of difficulty or oonflict for many of the students. This was question 39, "On 
TABLE XVIII. PERSOlI WHO WOULD liE SOUGHT :b'OR ADVICE Oli A PERSONAL PROBLEM OR 
DIE'FICULT DECISION JjY SQCLlL CLASS JlfD TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTEkDED 
:Middle Class Worldng Claas 
Totals 
Person to be Paroohial Public 
School 
Parochial 
School 
Public 
School sought for advice School 
on a personal 
problem 
Father (a.) 
Clergy 
Teacher 
Friend 
Other. or 
no response 
No. Per No. Per Uo. Per No. Per 110. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
14 5,.8 11 42.3 20 52.6 22 57.9 61 52.4 
16 61.5 15 57.6 22 57.9 27 71.0 80 62.6 
7 27.0 2 7.7 13 }4.2 9 23.7 31 24.2 
2 1.7 1 3.9 5 13.1 3 7.9 11 8.6 
5 19.2 9 }4.6 8 21.1 1 18.4 29 22.6 
1 , 11.5 1 2.6 5 
(a) Students could list as many people as they wished; therefore. totals 
do not add up to one hundred per cent. 
the wh?le, which mean more to you. your ties with rela.tives or ties with 
friends?" Seventeen students did not respond and ~ of the others made 
qualifying comments even though they checked one category. The pattern which 
developed for these response. is not very clear. When the question was re-
examined by general nationality groupings t and by type of education of the 
parents, neither ot these variables brought out the strong differences shown 
in Ta.ble XIX. Since the public school middle class Catholic students had the 
highest percentage of non-Ca.tholic and convert fathers t this may be, in part, 
an expression of the "Protestant Ethic" of the wUlingness to devaluate kinship 
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ties in this group. Ho"~er. this explanation does not fit the fact. in the 
working class parochial school group. 
fAIlLE XIX. CHOICE OF TIES WI'"J.lJ1 IU.:LA.'l.'IVES Oli TD;S WITH E'RmlillS BY SOC:rAt CLASS 
MiD 'l'YPl<~ OJ], SCHOOL ATfl'1:<j:;:m .. :D 
-
-
Middle Class World.ng Class 
Totals 
Choice of Parochial Public Paroohial Public 
ties School School School School 
No. Per 110. Per Ho. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
With relatives 13 50.0 8 30.8 15 39.4 23 60.5 59 46.1 
With friends 9 :s4.6 12 46.2 21 55.3 10 26.; 52 40.6 
Ho response 4 15.4- 6 23.1 2 5.3 5 1;.1 11 1;.3 
Tots.l8 26 100.0 26 100.1 38 100.0 38 99.9 128 100.0 
lJ'ae.&e 2! Other Groupe. In studying Table XX, the generalization that therE 
is still a very great deal to be done in the artle. of intergroup understanding 
with regard to white Americans' attitude. toward Negroes is again documented. 
The moat unexpected information in this study of intergroup images is the fact 
that the public school students indicate a very consistent tendency to have 
negative attitudes towa:rd all minority 8t'oups (even the Catholics) with more 
frequency thaD do the parochial school students in the same sooial class. It 
had almost beoome a ~neral sociological. "law" that Cathel!ca, maintaining a 
ghetto-like 80cial and educational existence with other Catholics would, of 
neceSSity, be more inclined to be suspicious and look with disfa.vor on out-groups 
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There ia no intention here to divert attention from the fact that }8.3 per cent 
of all these students feel that Negro people have been trying to get too much 
power in this COtmtry. Rather, the lower negative responses of the parochial 
students ia emphasized to encourage Catholic edl1catora to continue to 'break down 
a stigma which has plagued Catholicism in America for a number of years. The 
£oreisn background, more recent immigration, and metropolitan lower olass ~shetto 
living ~ well be the roots of these prejudioes, but as these people assimilate 
into the American culture and find seourity and increased education, it is to be 
expected that Catholio social prinoiples will be a foundation for their daily 
lives and not a source of further conflict for themselves and others. (See 
page 88 f01: Table XX). 
The next table (XXI) presents information on three specific pha.aes of the 
integration-segregation problem. The questions used were: 
Q. 14. Personally, do ;you think white and colored students should go to 
the same schools, or separate eohoole? 
Q. 148,. Would you be at all disturbed or unhappy if a IhtgJ."o with the same 
inoome and education as you moved into your blook? 
Q.. 14b. Would you explain why? 
laddle class parocdial school st\~ents had a more favorable attitude toward 
integrated achools and integrated neighborhoods than did publio l/Ichool Catholio. 
in the same olasa. 'I'he working class students in both Bchool systems a.ppeared 
to favor integration with a.bout the same degree of frequenoy, but the responsea 
here, espec1al.ly to integra.ted neighborhoods, are not reusuring. i.l.'he tldon t t 
know" group, pa.rticularly in the worid.ng class parochial school group is high. 
Perhaps these students were afraid to express their opinion on the questionnair~ 
~r perhaps they are sincerely mvol ved in some soul-searching because the values 
of some of their elders do not coincide with the values being presented to them 
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TAhLE XX. nilAG:F: OF' PRC1l!ESTAi~T. CA'l'HOLIC, Jli;lHSli A.ND HEGRO GIlOUPS AS IiAVn~G OR 
G:ttl"ITDlG "TOO MUCH POWER" BY SOCIAL CLASS AND TYPE Ol' SCHOOL Afr'I'l:;jIDED 
Middle Ol&8a Worldng Cl&8s 
Totals 
These groupe hav~ Paroohial Public Paroohial Public 
or are getting, School Sohool School Sohool 
too much power 
No. .Per No. Per No. Per ,No. Per l~o. Per 
Cant Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Protestants. 
Yes } 11., 2 7.7 2 ,.} , 1}.1 12 9.4 
Ho 2} 88.4 2} 68.4 3' 92.1 }O 78.9 111 86.8 
!~o response 1 }.9 1 2.6 } 7.9 , 3.9 
Catholics. 
Y.a 5 19.2 2 5.3 3 1.9 10 1.8 
rlo 26 100.0 20 76.9 36 94.7 32 84.} 114 89.0 
lio response 1 3.9 3 7.9 4 3.1 
Jen. I Yes 
I 
, 11., 5 19.2 2 5.3 a 21.1 18 14.1 
llo 23 88.4 19 73.1 35 92.1 28 73.6 105 82.1 
No reaponse 2 1.7 1 2.6 2 5.' 5 '.9 
liegroes. i Yea 1 21.0 11 42.3 14 ,6.8 17 44.1 49 38., 
110 18 69.2 14 53.8 24 63.1 20 52.6 16 59.4 
lio response 1 '.9 1 3.9 1 2.6 3 2.3 
Total atudents I 
for each quea .. 
tion 26 26 38 38 126 
by aome educatora or clergy. It ia also possible that they recognize the con-
tradictions of a aociety which uses one set ot standards in speech.s about 
democraoy and equality and the di8flity of man, and another aet ot standarda in 
action. 
It 8eems that the third aection of thia attitude study ia the most 
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evealing. The response8 to the open-ended que8tion (14b) were categorized into 
£ive types. This was done before the formal tallying of the results; the 
ql~stionnaire8 were mixed and the code indicating public school or parochial 
school was deliberately ignored to insure objective decisions by the writer. 
The five oategories were as tollowsl 
#1. Positive. Responses indioating that the student believed that 
:Negroes were equal to wi tea, e. g. ol "God oreated ell the same t" 
"I don't care," ttTheytre just as nice." etc. 
#2. Qu!lified positive. Responses showing e. willingness to allow 
integration of the neighborhood but included the idea that some 
Negroes would be more deSirable than others. ttIf they're educated, 
O.K.," "If clean, no objections," nItts OK. but I hope there will 
be no trouble," "I wouldn't do anything," "It depends on the 
individual ,Il "In the future races should learn to live together. tt 
#,. Negative. Comment. which ind.icated a poor image of I'iegraes within 
a neighbOrhood group. ~y lower standards of the neighborhood," 
"One oomes, all come." "Most do not have the inoome and education," 
"They cause trouble i" Hll'bey do not care what they do. tt "Some don' t 
live properly." 
#4. Strongl;v: lieetive. Responses which expressed a non-rationa.l dislike 
or hatred. .. I just don 1 t like Negroes," ttThey should stay where 
they belong," "I hate the •• " 
#5. Y:loertain, 2!.!.2. response. Others did not respond or sta.ted, "I 
don't know," "Can't explain," "Don't know, no experience," "It 
has never happened to me," "A Negro has to move in first," or 
M one student &d.m1ttscl, "Confused." 
The third section of fable XXI, page 90, sho... the types of respotlSes re-
eeived on question 14b. These oomments were a good picture of just what stated 
image these white students give of integrated neighborhoods. The parochial 
students stres.ed equality and brotherhood with grea.ter frequency than did the 
public school students, while sooial class showed no influence on this factor. 
Information of this type. whioh attempts to olarify group images should be of 
value to teachers. Although two students ~ give responses whioh indicate 
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TA.BLE XXI. A1'TITUDE TOWARD n~TEGRA.TED SCHOOLS AND INTEGRATED HEIGImORHOODS BY 
SOC IAJJ CLASS AJ:ID TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTKi,DED 
Middle Class Working Clus 
Integration of Totals 
schools and Parochial Public Parochial Publio 
neighborhood, School School School School 
attitude toward 
l;egro minority 
No. Per No. Per Ho. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Oent Cent Cent Cent 
Favor. 
Same achools 17 65.4 13 50.0 21 55.' 22 57.9 73 57.0 
Separate .. 9 54.6 13 50.0 17 44.7 16 42.1 55 4,.0 
No response 
Negro in block 
disturb you? 
Yea 4 15.4 10 38.5 7 18.4 15 39.4 ,6 28.1 
.No 16 61.5 9 -'4.6 17 44.7 17 44.1 59 46.1 
Don't know 6 23.1 7 27.0 14 36.8 6 15.8 '3 25.8 No responee 
Attitude tOW&1:'d 
l~egro (a) 
#l.Positive 13 50.0 8 3O.a 18 47.4 11 29.0 50 39.1 
112. QualUied 
Positive 6 23.1 5 19.2 7 18.4 4 10.5 22 11.2 
#3. Negative 5 19.2 4 15.4 6 15.8 1 18.4 22 17.2 
714. Strongly 
l.egative 5 19.2 1 
I 
2.6 8 21.1 14 11.0 
n. Uncertain I 
or no resp. 2 7.7 4 15.4 6 ! 15.8 8 21.1 20 15.6 
Total students 
for each 26 26 38 38 128 
question 
-
(a) Explanation of each of these five categories is on page 89. 
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racial prejudice, the one who truthfully objects to J4egroes beoause he th:tnk8 
tha.t "the ruin a neighborhood" (category #3) may have educational needs which 
differ from the student who says, "I hate them." (category #4). 'l'eachers can 
reduoe poor group images as those in category #2 and #3 by oareful seleotion of 
pertinent and factual information and by stressing the dangers of sterotyping 
as a poor mental habit. Students in category #4 ~ possibly be reaohed by a 
very understanding teacher, but often, if a teacher recognizes that a student 
baS this type of emotionally cha:rged response, he must be willing to accept 
the fact that be will probably have little short-ra.nge effect no matter what 
bis efforts ~ be. 
Eoonomics. Table XXII gives the students· own evaluation of the question, 
"If you had to ohoose, would you say that your i_ily ia in the upper class, the 
iddle class. the working class t the lower class 1" Of the 52 students placed 
in the middle clus because of their father's occupation (see Oh. II, pg. 48-49), 
our placed .themsel'fts in the upper clus and eleven placed themselves in the 
working claes by subjective evaluation. Among the working class students, 
exactly half of each school group would select middle class as a better descrip-
tion of their social clus. For a clearer picture of the advisability of using 
the subjective or an objective classification for this study, the education 
f the parents, ~abl. V), would generally substantiate the objective standard 
ed. Table XXII i8 presented at the top of page 92. 
The patterns of responses on three questions adapted from the Ler~ki study 
o investigate the attitude of sophomores who are Catholic toward different 
pects of economio activity are given in Table XXIII. In checking for a 
sitive attitude toward work, the responses show differenoes but there seems 
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T1JjLE XXII. STUD.EI~TS' SUBJEC~PIV.l!,; SOCIAL CLASS l::V~U;UA'1'IOli OF ~lSELVES AS COM-
PARED WITH SOCIAL CUSS b~ALUATION USED nl 1'HIS STUDY DERIVED l"ROll 
FATHER'S OCC0,pATION 
-
. 
Middle Clus Working Clus 
Students' choice . Totals 
of subjective Parochial Public Parochial Public 
social clus School School School School 
No. Per No. Per No. Per l~o. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Upper 1 3.9 , 11.5 4 ,.1 
Middle 18 69.2 19 13.1 19 50.0 19 50.0 75 58.6 
Working 7 27.0 4 15.4 19 50.0 16 42.1 46 ;6.0 
Lower 2 5.3 2 1.6 
No response 1 2.6 1 .8 
Totals 26 100.1 26 100.0 ,8 100.0 38 100.0 128 .. 00.1 
to be no consistent pattern according to social class or type of school attend-
ed. Howver, examination of auch variables as the type of education of the 
parents, and nationality background showed even less divergent patterns of 
response. In Chapter IV the results of investigating the responses according 
to the amount of education of the parents of the respondents will be presented. 
The attitude toward work expressed by the public school students raises the 
question as to the possibility that the public school is less influential in 
teaching tbis favorable economic value to middle class students while it is 
more effective in developing such attitudes among working class students. 
According to Lenskifs reVised paperback edition of !h! Relig;oua Factor 
,"hieh has recently been published, there are "two divergent conceptions of the 
Protestant Ethio. • • • the classical Weberia.~ understanding of the term, • • • 
(and) the current popular understaJ:'lding.'t In discussion of work values, Lensld 
associates a preference for work that is important t and gives a feeling of 
accomplishment with Weber's classical u.s~, and high income with the more cur-
rent, or popularized t concept of the Protestant Ethic. 9' If this distinction 
is valid, then it would appea:r that in this study the middle clus parochial 
school Catholios are at least &8 classically Protestant or more classically 
Protestant in work attitudes or orientation than the Catholio students in 
public echool who do not have as much opportunity to imbibe a "Catholic ethic," 
and have a greater percentage of Protestant relatives L~d frienda. 
The @'ea.t differenoes between the responses of Catholics in this study as 
compared with Catholics in the Detroit Area Study on the question of belief in 
success for the children of workingmen (Table XXUI) must be due to some 
experience encountered in the actual economic marketplace; this group studied 
certainly ia not inhibited by a "lack of confidence in ability and in chances 
for upward mobility" from home or achool experiences thus far. 94 Table XXIII 
is given at the top of page 94. 
Responses to a question about science as a good oocupational field to 
enter indioates that, if there wu a tendency to avoid scientifio endeavors 
beoause of coni'1icts between scientific and religious teachings in the past, 
9~Gerhard Lenski, !b!. Reli.g.oua :Factor, rev. ad. (New York, 196~)t p. 89. 
(Note I Unless specifioally stated otherwise, all further references will 
be to the first edition publiahed in 19(1). 
94Lenski, p. 95. 
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TABL.E XXII I. AII'T I'fUDES TOWA,.W \YORK, FUI£lUIili JOBS, JilU) :BELW' n~ SUCCbSS BY 
SOCIAL CLASS JUm 'lYPE O}' SCHOOL ATTEimED 
Middle Class Working Class 
Totals 
Attitudes toward Paroohial Public P8Z'ochial Public 
economic activity School School School School 
and success 
tIo. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Attitude toward 
works 
Positive 11 42.3 8 30.8 15 39.4 20 52.6 54 42.2 
l'l"egat ive , 11.5 ; 11.5 4 10.5 3 7.9 13 10.2 
Neutral 10 ,8.5 12 46.2 19 50.0 10 26., 51 39.9 
No Respon •• 2 1.7 , 11.5 5 1;.1 10 7.8 
Prefer in a job I 
High income 2 '1.7 5 19.2 4 10.5 4 10.5 15 11.7 
l~o danger of 
being fired 1 ;.9 5 13.1 2 5.; a 6., 
Short hours 1 ;.9 2 5.3 3 2.3 
Chance for 
Advancement 8 30.8 5 19.2 11 29.0 12 ;1.6 36 28.1 
Gives feelin6 f1 
accomplishment 15 57.6 14 5,.8 13 34.2 19 50.0 61 47.6 
No response 1 3.9 , 7.9 1 2.6 5 '.9 
Beli.r in succesa 
for working-clus 
children. 
Little chance 3 11.5 4 15.4 5 13.1 , 7.9 15 11.7 
Good chance 22 84.6 21 80.8 32 84.' 35 92.1 110 86.0 
No response 1 3.9 1 '.9 1 2.6 , 2.3 
Total students 
each question 26 26 38 38 128 
this hesitancy app&rently no longer exists. Only seven students in the entire 
st'J.dy tel t that acience Tt&8 not a good field for a young man to go into today; 
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three of these were in parochial schools and four in public schools. 
14either social class nor type of school attended appears to have a strong 
influenoe on the attitudes expressed toward school (Table XXIV), but both of 
these factors show some relationship with intentions of the student to seek 
formal education after graduation trom high school. 
TA.bLE XXIV. ATTITr.;1)B TOwARD SCHOOL, AhD II~TIa~'lIONS :&'OR FUTURE HIGHl~R EDUCATIOl'l 
.BY SOCIAL CLASS AIiD TYPE O}!' SCHOOL A1'TEhDED 
It'fiddle Clus Working Class 
Totals 
Attitude toward Parochial Public Parochial Public 
school and School School School School 
future . 
education 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per no. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Like school 19 73.1 18 69.2 27 71.0 28 1,.6 92 11.9 
Dislike school 1 '.9 2 1.7 1 2.6 1 2.6 5 '.9 Neither like nor 
dislike 6 23.1 6 2,.1 10 26., 9 2'.1 ,1 24.2 
Intend to go to 
c~llege, trade or 24 92.3 23 88.4 32 84.3 29 76., 108 84.4 
bus:iness school 
Question 57 asked, "We are interested in what students lIOuld do if they 
really had free leisure time. Suppose you had gTaduated from high school, you 
didn't have to work, and you had some extra .money. Imagine this started in the 
summer. List the thing you would want to do most." The responses were divided 
into two types--thoae which were self-indulgent and thoae Which were productive 
and constructive. Answers such as the following were listed &8 self -indulgent I 
"b~ a good hi-fi stereo," "Go on a trip. Spend a few weeks with my sister up 
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:;orth," flilo to Uawaii," "Play ball and other sports," "Bowl, swim, golf, 
d.a.ting. Have parties ,'t "BU¥ a oar and goof around." 
Perhaps at times these oriteria mB¥ seem somewhat arbitrary but an attempt 
wae made to eelect those constr:J.otive and productive activities according to 
the idea of long-range, self-improvement pla.ns, or the activity was somewhat of 
a sacrifioe for the student but of' assistance to others. Inoluded were sllch 
choices &8 ":Attend modeling school,tt "'1'Ty to find a. part-time job," "Travel 
and photography," "See Russia," tlS&ve moneyl" 'tHelp people who really need 
help with everyda.y lite." 
Table XA~ indicates that working class studenta tend to be somewhat more 
inolined toward self-indulgent activities than do middle class students, and 
parochial school students show a slightly more consistent ohoice of produotive 
or constructive activities, although the di:Cferences in numbers are too small 
to be conclusive. 
liow student 
would use 
leisure time 
Self -indulgent 
activities 
?roductive or 
constructive 
activities 
Nc response 
Middle Class 
Pa;roohial 
School 
Publio 
School 
Working Clus 
Parochial 
School 
Public 
Sohool 
Total. 
l~o. Per No. 
Cel'lt 
Per .No. 
Cent 
Fer No. 
Cent 
Per 110. 
Cent 
Per 
Cent 
9 34.6 12 46.2 
16 61.5 14 53.8 
1 '.9 
19 50.0 18 47.4 
18 47.4 16 42.1 
1 2.6 4 10.5 
54 42.2 
68 53.1 
6 4.7 
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Whether it is necessity or the entrepr~neuria.l spirit which motiva.tes the 
middle class parochial school stud~ntst at least it is evident that they are 
involved in more economic activity than any of the other three (~oups (Table 
XXVI). They average a larger amount of sperlding money par week a.nd almost all 
of them (24 of 26) earn pa.l't or all of this ltlOUey themselves. The parochial 
school working claas students average the leMt amount of spending money per 
week but also have the least number of students workillg to earn money. Clasa 
seems to have no inf'luence on the public school Catho11c students eithpr in the 
amount of mon.ey spent or the percenta.e,"8 oi' students gainfully employed. 
IJ'.A.»LE XXVI. Aj,1OtrnT OF SPEfTDn:G: ,UOIU:Y, Al"'lD !Hn'J3LR 0:8' STTJDJ:Ji'I'S EAr{j'~nw PART OR 
ALL ()]' IT BY SOCIAL CLASS Aim TYPE 01' SCHOOL ATffro1DED 
Students' 
spending 
money 
Earns part or 
all of it 
Amount of spend-
ing money per 
week 
!ldddle Class 
Parochial 
School 
Piiblic 
School 
Working Claas 
Parochial 
School 
Public 
School 
Totals 
No. Per No. Per l~o. Per No. Per .No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
24 92.3 19 73.1 24 63.1 28 73.6 95 74.3 
$2.72 $2.11 $2.77 
When Table Xi:VI 18 considered in conjunction with family size (page 59), 
it appears that working class parents of parochial school students are more 
self-saorificing for their ch11dren since these families average 4.6 children 
and yet less than two-thirds of the children ea.rn part or all of their own 
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spending money. The public sohool students in both sooial olasses (average 
;family size :;.4 and }.2) would come next in line in ranking for self ... saorifio:.in@ 
parents, while the middle class parochial school parents (family size 4.0) 
could hardly be accused of being indulgent in this matter. It would be of in-
terest to follow-up these working and nOll-working students to see if there is 
any relationship between their scholastio average and their youthful work 
history. Is the quality that is developed here in these students a oonfidenoe 
in and antioipation of future eoonomic aotivity, or 8. habit of immediate satis-
faction of desires involving economic p8¥Llent and an unwillingness to forego 
this satisfaction for such long-range plans &8 a oolle,!Se eduoa.t ion ? 
Questions 55 a..lld 55&, adapted from the Detroit Area. Study, had been used 
to study the ohild-training attitudes of parents, specifioally, the tendenoy to 
8. present or future orientation in the channeling of the child's interests. It 
was intended in this present study to investigate the personal tendenoy toward 
these same orientationa among the teenage group. "Suppose a siltteen ... year-old 
teenager were interested in some worthwhile aotivity that gave him (her) little 
time to spend with other teenagers. The things the others were doing are just 
as worthwhile, but they don't interest this particular teenager. Do you think 
he (she) should go on with the interest or ohange to something that he (she) 
can do with other teenagers? Why?" The responses to the first part of the 
question are given on Table XXVII, page 99. The explanations were not tabulated 
when it became apparen~ that the answers given by the students did not fit the 
categories investigated in the adult study. The responses did not usually 
refleot a future va. present orientation but took on a "let's live here-and-
now" attitude. For example, reasons for going on with the interest included, 
"1£ those things don't interest him, why should he want to do them?" ttl think 
So person with a. good interest should go on with it because they have plenty of 
time for social events. 1t "He shouldn't challb~ just i'or the sake of conformity.' 
n:;'eca.use if it was worthwhile, he could make friends by it. 1t ttA person should 
al~ do what he feels is right and. best." 
Reasons for changing to something that can be done with other teenagers in-
eluded, f~e should associate enough with other people to be able to get along 
'I'd th them. It "He or she must do things with other people. II Mi~hen he won f t have 
e. lack of interest in life." "He is d.epriv1ng himself of something very valu-
able to his character." "Teenagers belong together. M 
!L'abLE XXVII. ATTITtt1)E 'rOVIARJ) P8RSO!'IA,l. INTERr:;8rrS vs. AC:i'IVITE~S WJlPH OTHER Tf;}1;. 
AG.E...ItS BY SOCIAL CLAS:3 ALD TYPE or-' SCHOOL ATTEl;DED 
laddIe Clus Working Class 
Totals 
Choice of personal Parochial Public Parochial Public 
interest va. School School School School 
change to 
teen-group 
activity llo. l)er No. Per No. Per l~o. Per ';:~o. .Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Go on with 
interest 12 46.2 16 61.5 22 57.9 26 68.4 76 59.4 
Change to be with 
other teenagers 1, 50.0 9 34.6 12 ,1.6 10 26., 44 34.4 
1:10 response 1 '.9 1 '.9 4 10.5 2 5.' B 6., 
Totals 26 100.1 26 100.0 ,8 100.0 38 100.0 128 100.1 
Parochial school students in both social classes more frequently expressed 
the opinion that the student should be with other people his own age, or learn 
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to get along with others, while the VJblic school students in both classes 
favored going on with the interest. Does this indicate a preference for inde-
pendent activity and individual self-expression on the part of the public school 
C:1.tho1ics while the :parochial schlJol students are more inclined to 8ubmi t to 
the teer~ge sub-culture and seek satisfaction withul it? This is an area whioh 
should be investigated more carefully. 
Political. beliefs. In 8tu~:U11:§ attitudes toward the welfw:'e sta.te, stu 
wer€! asked to deoide if the government, on the whole, was doing too much, about 
right, or not enough, on problems such &8 housing, unemployment, etc. ~'hose 
who responded "not enoughn were asked if they would "like to see the government 
go so far as to take over and run the big industries in this country such as 
the ra.ilroads, or the steel inc1ustry?tt Table XXVIII shows that the parochial 
school students are more inolined to believe that goverrllnentaJ. action iB about 
right. while the public Bchool students think the government is not doing 
enough. The further breakdown of the replies of the students who think that 
the government is not dOing enough show that very few (b., :per cent of the 
total group) favor governmental control of railroads and steel industries. 
There is a. definite relationship between attendance at public school and 
a tendency to feel that the government should do more in solving problema with 
the country. Since publiC schools are supported by looal governmental action 
ra.ther than private endeavor, does this encourage further dependence upon 
governmental aid and action? Is the private school system in America. indirectl 
or directly encouraging a form of individualism in solving problems of national 
concern? (See page 101). 
Or. as Ta.ble XXIX suggests, could the students in the parochial school 
system be less aware of national and international problems whioh oonfront 
todl\Y's world, as .ome reoent studies have auggested? The parochial school 
students were a little more inclined to think the U.S. is spending too much 
money helping other eountriee, also. The middle elMs parochial school students 
were the most willing or interested in helping people in other countries to i:m.-
prove their living conditions, however, as shown by their interest in joining 
the Peace Corps. (See 'lable nIX, page 102). 
The parochial school students appear to have grasped the significance of 
the Bill of Rights, especially the conoept ot freedom of speech t as shown in 
Table XXX. ~~ public school Catholics who attend OeD religion classes are 
consistently less willing to grant others the right to criticize what the 
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']!AbLE XXIX. ATTITUD.r.; frOWARD wORLD PHO.tiW,IlS Al;D SElJ.t~ INVOLVl]\JJEIiT lli PEACE CORPS 
BY SOCIAL CLASS Alto SCHOOL AT~11JmED 
world problema 
and selt 
involvement 
Thought given to 
world probl .. s 
Very great deal 
Some 
Very little 
U.S. spending 
too much abroad 
for aid? 
Agree 
Disagree 
.No response 
Intereated in 
joining Peace 
Corpa 
Yes 
140 
:r~o response 
Middle Class Working Class 
Parochial 
School 
Pu.blic 
School 
Parochial 
School 
Public 
School 
Totals 
:No. Per .No. .Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
5 19.2 
18 69.2 
3 11.5 
7 
16 
3 
27.0 8 
61.5 20 
11.5 10 
5 19.2 3 11.5 
21 80.8 22 84.6 
1 3.9 
16 
10 
1, 1, 50.0 50.0 16 47.4 20 52.6 
11 
22 
5 
29.0 31 
57.9 76 
13.1 21 
7 18.4 24-
,0 78.9 101 
1 2.6 , 
20 
17 
1 
67 
60 
1 
president does, to make speeches against the Catholic religion, or to make 
speeches in favor ot Communiam. Since the public scnools are not permitted to 
emphasise religious values to 8JJ:3' 8l'eat degree, it would be expected that their 
emphasis on democratio values would be stronger. !hi. does not seem to be the 
case in the present sample. (See Table XXX at the top of page 103~. 
When asked about the desirability of passing laws to regulate a moral issue, 
tha.t of Sunday business closings, parochial school students were somewhat more 
10,. 
:j.lAl)LE xxx. Ai~ITL'1)l:; TOWARD :F'lU.J;;DO.M Ol' SPEECH BY SOCIAL CLASS AND TYPE OF SCHOOl 
ATTElm.bD 
Activities 
permitted by the 
Bill of Rights 
Ori tici.e what 
the President 
doe8. 
others malce 
speeches againat 
your religion 
Make speeches in 
favor of 
communis. 
:Middle Claae 
Parochial 
School 
Public 
School 
Working Clus 
Parochial 
Sohool 
Publio 
School 
Totals 
lio. Per lIo. Per No. Per No. Per I~o. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
24 92., 19 73.1 ,2 84.' 29 76., 104 81., 
I 
2, 88.4 18 69.2 29 76.3 28 7,.6 98 76.6 
inclined to favor this legislation than were public Bchool Catholios. The per-
centages in each category favoring a law a.ga1nst Sundq business openings was 
Another area of politioal attitudes is shown in Table XXXI. Students in 
the parochial schools were more inolined to prefer a president who takes longer 
to get things done but abides by the rules and re~llations rather than one 
who gete things done by never letting governmental rulee and regulations stop 
him. Three-fourth of all the student. in the stu~ prefer the former to the 
latter type of national leader. As can be noted on this question &8 well a.s 
throughout the stu~, the "no response" group is quite small. 
T.filiLfi XXXI. RESPECT FOR GONSTITUTIONAL GOVBmnt!Jo..llT BY SOCIAL CLASS AND TYPE OF 
SGHOOL ATTM~DED 
lJ.lype of man 
preferred 
in the 
wbite House 
Gets thinga done, 
rule. don't stop 
him 
Take. longer, but 
abide. by rule. 
end regulations 
lio response 
Total. 
Middle Claas 
Parochial 
Sohoo1 
Publio 
School 
Working C1u8 
Paroohial 
School 
Public 
School 
Total. 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
4 15.4 5 19.2 9 2'.7 8 21.1 26 20., 
22 64.6 19 7,.1 29 16., 27 71.0 97 15.8 
2 7.7 , 7.9 5 '.9 
26 100.0 26 100.0 ,8 100.0 ,8 100.0 128 100.0 
The lut table in this chapter t Table XXXII, presents the responses to a 
aerie. of questiona not ... ked in the adult Detroit Area Study. The .tudents 
Hre asked to evaluate the &mOunt of influence that they thought their religious 
beliefs should!!!.!.!. on Ya.l'ious aspects of dai17 liT1ng, i.e., amusements, 
daily occupation, politics, and choice of friends. From cOllllMnts written in by 
the students on the questionnaire, it is evident that !2!! confused the term 
"religious beliefa" in the questions and took it to mean direct Catholic affil-
iation or endorsement of the activity or person. The term was meant to imply 
the basic guiding principles of a person'. life and personal active commitment 
to the dictate. of conscience. This misunderstanding was most evident on 
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the question about the influence religious beliefs should have in deoisions in 
voting for various laws and ~ldidates. One boy checked "no influence" and 
then oommented "except in virtues (choosing the best man)." A girl oheoked "A 
little influenoe" and then added, "It would depend upon the political issue at 
hand." 
The problem of the weight or reference value which religious beliefs have 
on daily life ia a central question of this study. The responses to questions 
Sl, 52, 5}, and 54 seem to indicate that in some areas, especially political 
and social t there i8 in many cases not much awareness of the Churoh t s solici tud 
"for the requirements of men in their daily lives." Thia ia especially true 
for the CatholiC students in public school. Theae are delicate, but very 
neoessary. conoepts to be clarified in the religious education of youth if the' 
lives are to have the unity and wholeness which is the aim of Catholic educa-
tion. Table XXX!I i. presented at the top of page 106. 
Summary. In this chapter the firat ~pothes1s was exam4ned according to 
800ial cl&8s and. type of school attended by the Catholic student, that is, 
parochial or publio. It was stated &8 follon I The responses of these students 
will differ more in relation to their socio-economic baokground than they do 
according to the type of education of the students. 
To prove or disprove the ~pothesis in each area, the follOwing method was 
utilized. The total responses in percentages for public school students were 
compared with the total responses in percentages for the parochial school stu-
dent.. The percentage difference between the public school and parochial school 
group was then computed. This differenoe was oompared with the difference found 
between the total middle class and total working class responses. If the 
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TABLE XXXII. AMOm;T OF Dlli'LTYiJiCE RESPONDl.l\'Tf~S :F'LLZ THAT RELIGIOUS BELDlFS SH07JLl 
HAVl.: ON RECru;A~IIOU f OCCUP.ATION, VarnlG, AIm CHOICE OF k'RI1..:1::DS BY SOCIAL 
CLASS A.&~D TYPE OJ' SCHOOL ATT.B1mED 
Middle C1us Working Clasa 
fotals 
Influence of Parochial Public P&rochial Public 
re1igioua belief. School School School School 
upon. 
No. Per I :No. Per No. Per No. :.Per No. Per 
cent! Cent Cent Cent Cent 
I ! Choices of 
I 
I 
amusements, i 
Very much 15 57.6
1 
8 30.8 19 50.0 16 42.1 58 45.4 
Some 11 42.3 13 50.0 15 39.4 13 }4.2 52 40.6 
A little i 4 15.4 2 5.3 5 13.1 11 e.6 
1[0 1n.fluence I 1 3.9 1 2.6 3 7.9 5 3.9 
:No reaponae I 1 2.6 1 2.6 2 1.6 I 
Daily occupation I 
Very much 13 50.0 I 9 }4.6 16 42.1 15 39.4 53 41.4 
Some 11 42.3 11 42.3 18 47.4 12 31.6 52 40.6 
A little 2 7.7 4 15.4 2 5.' 7 18.4 15 11.7 
No influenoe 2 7.7 1 2.6 2 5.3 5 '.9 
No response I 1 2.6 I 2 5·3 3 2.3 
i I 
Voting I 15.8 1 Very much 5 19.2 7 
1
18
•
4 6 18 14.1 
Some 11 42.3 6 23.1 11 29.0 11 29.0 39 30.5 
A little 6 23.1 6 23.1 1 5 13.1 4 10.5 21 16.4 
:tIo influence 4 15.4 14 53.8 14 36.8 15 39.4 47 36.8 
l~o ree plnae 1 2.6 2 5.} I 3 2.3 I 
Choioe of friends ! j 
38.51 Very much 10 I 3 11.5 11 29.0 10 26.3 34 26.6 
Some Ul 42.3 9 }4.6 21 55.3 15 39.4 56 43.8 
A little 3i 11.5 8 30.8 4 10.5 . 6 15.8 21 16.4 
No 1n.fluence 2 7.7 6 23.1 ' 1 2.6 ! 7 18.4 16 12.5 
Ho respons. 1 2.6 I 1 .8 
Total atudent. 
ea.ch oategory 26 26 38 38 128 
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difference acoording to sooial clus was obviously greater, the hypothesis was 
considered verified for that issue, if the differenoe was definitely greater 
acoording to type of sohool, the hypothesis was oonsidered disproved in that 
instanoe. Differences between the sooial class variables and the type of sohoOl 
variables were considered "obvioualy or definitely different" if they reaohed 
10 peroentage points or higher or the patterns were consistent for 2 or 3 
questions in the same area. 
The only major are. in which a 10 per cent difference was found according 
to socio-eoonomic background were descriptive rather than attitude resr~naes. 
These inoluded I the amount of education of the parents J and the praotice of' 
earning all or part of his or her own spending money on the part of the student. 
These were the only major ceaa in whioh socW clus is l'IlOre datini tuly 
a.ssooiated with the responses then type of school attended by the studel.l.t. The 
hypotheSiS did not stand on m08t iSBues centering directly or indirectly in the 
area of religionJ this is understandable considering the nature of some of the 
questiona. These areas included: type of education (publio or parochial) of 
the parents as related to the type of eduoation the child is now receiving, and 
the type of sohool present students want for their future offspring, membership 
in Church-affiliated activities J degree of aasooiational involvement (Mass 
attend.ance) for the mother, father, and child as a fasdly unit, degree 01' oom-
munal involvement (religious affiliation of relatives and friends); expressed 
interest in religion now as oompared with ti va years ago f acceptanoe of the 
concept that they have a right to disbelieve or doa.bt what the Church teaches 
as tr,lth, belief that religi.ous ideals should influenoe occupation, politioal 
activities, and friendships, and the judgment that shopping on Sunda¥s and 
lOU. 
divorce were alway. or uaually morally wrong. 
These are only the more obvious and !·easonably expected responses which 
show.d .. greater rela.tionship with the type of school the Ca.tholic student was 
a.ttending. Other findings which disproved the hypothesis. differing by at leas1 
ten percentage points more a.ccording to type of achool attended than try sooial 
class included. images expressed of othEir groups. especially the Negro; belie1 
that Jen are getting too much power, attitudes toward welfare state activities 
interpretation of freedom of apeech as granted in our Bill of Rights, ti'itS with 
friends rather than kinship grouPJ size of family, and choice of obedienoe and 
helping others as the moat important thi:llg' for a ohild to learn to prepare him 
for lite. 
The remainder of the issues studied either showed little differences or 
the patterns were not related as simply as those mentioned above. ~hese will 
again be di.cuas.d in Chapter V in the sUll'l.!ll&'l'ization. 
In Chapter IV the responses of the students will be studied to aacartaill 
the relevanoe of Hypothesis Two, Three, and F'our. This w111 invol va examinatioll 
of the folloving variables, ethnic groups, amou..'"l.t of eduoation of the paxell ts , 
&ld type of education of the parente. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FINDINGS ACCORDING TO NATI01iALITY BACKGROUhD, 
TYPE MID A1IDUl~"T OF EDUCATIOH 
OF TIIE PMtElt"1'S 
Other Variable. Inveatigated. Although it was the basio aim of this study 
to oompa:re Wld possibly contrast Catholic 15 ... and l6-yea:L"-old sophomores living 
in the same neighborhood but attending paroobial or public schools and COD 
religion classes, this writer has not attempted to prove that the i'il'ldings as 
presented in Chapter II! are o&uaal, but simply descriptive. It was not the 
plan of thie investigation to demonstrate that the attitudes, opinions, or 
stated action patterns of the students were direot results of polioies or prao-
t.10ss of the schools involved. rather. the investigation atte!npted to deterI!d.ns 
if there werQ similarities or differences of attitude in these Catholic student 
according to social 01888 and/or types of sohool which the students attended. 
Aa chapter III demonstrates, there were some very notable differenoes ac-
cording to the ,type of eduoation of the student. Of course, the description 
presented of these Catholic sophomores in the Detroit area is not a complete 
picture. There are innumerable variables which could be selected as a foous fo 
study besides social olus and type of school. for example, 
of education of ea.eh of the parental the nationality descent and immigrant back 
ground or generation in America; the degree and ·type of involvement in the 
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Catholio Church and the Catholic subcommunity for the student and his parente; 
the orthodox or devotional orientation of the student, and the sex of the re-
spondent are some of the variables which m8¥ show more striking differences t~ 
those alre~ presented. 
It is not possible, nor neoessarily desirable, to present all of this in-
formation. However, in the responses, some of these variables did show inter-
eating differenoes, and in some oases, were of greater magnitude than thos. 
shown by sooial cl&8s or type of sohool attended by the student. 
In this ohapter the seoond, third, and fourth bypotheses are examined. It 
will be reoalled that they were stated as follows. 
DUferenees in responses are related more to ethnio background than 
to type of eduoation of the stUdent. 
Differences in responses are related more to type of education of the 
parents than to present type of education of the student. 
Differences are related more to amount of education of the parents 
than to present type of education of the student. 
The responses of the students were tabulated according to father's nation-
ali ty background, type and amount of parents' education a.ccording to the follow-
ing sub-groups a northern arld western Europe t the .ari tish Isles t Canada (IQ=65) 
compared with eutern and southern European (n-55 h both parents educated com-
pletely in the Catholic schools (N-17) oompared with responses of students 
whose parents were both educated in the public sohool system (N-54), responses 
of students whose parents had both completed at least a high school ed.ucation 
(~-55) in comparison with students whose parents both had less than a high 
school eduoation (N-27). 
Student. were considered to be from a home in whioh the parents were the 
reCipients of a Catholic education only in those cases where !2!h E!lents had 
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received!!! of their education in a Catholio sohool. ~nis was the case 
17 families of the 128 in the study. The vablic sohool parental group was just 
as restriotive; .22!h pa;rents must have attended onll publio 8chools. F.'1fty-fo 
students t parents met this requirement. l"he remaining 5" students who had in-
dicated that one or both of their parents had been partially educated in eaoh 
school system were not used in this phaae of the investigation. 
The amount of education of the paronts (which in a certain sense is a 
social olass factor) and type of eduoation of the parents (more generally a 
religious factor) are the two 8ets of variables which most often proved signifi 
cant in this chapter. Area of .buropean origin in immigrant background showed 
differences in fewer phases of the study. It is possible that the nationality 
groupings did not show such a large range of difference8 because they included 
almost all participant8 in the study on an either/or basis. The 8tudent was 
placed either in one category or the other based on the national origin of the 
father only and no account .... taken of the national 1 ty of the mother. A. more 
restrictive breakdown was U8ed in tallying the re8pon8e8 acoording to amount 
and type of eduoation of the p&Tents J thi8 excluded all "mixed groupings" and 
ma.y acoount in 80me case8 for the swper differenoes in percentages within 
those groupe. 
Description !1! .!!!!. GrouP. The mean number of children born to the parents 
of the respondents acoording to the type of educational background of the 
parent8 was as 1'0110"' 4.9 for parents who had both attended Ca.tholio sohools 
and }.6 for parents with a publio eduoation. Little difference was noted ao-
oording to the amount of eduoa.tion of the parente (}.8 for high school graduates 
and 3.7 mean par family for parents with less than a high school education). 
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It was also found that families in which the father was of northern or 
western European nationality descent had a mean of 4.1 child.rE:Jn per .family 
il:..ile those of eastern and southern I:.'uropean background had a mean of 3.5 chil-
dren per family. This pattern appears to contradict the genera.lly accepted 
assimilation pattern. for the nationality groups. However, as Lenski and others 
have attempted to demonstrate, there is often a relationship between commitment 
to Catholic teachings and family size. It was found irl this study that 87.0 
per cent 01' the Catholic fa.thers of northern and central European ba.okgrou..'1d 
attend weekly l\iass while 6;S.O per cent of the Catholic .fa.thers of southexll and 
eastern ~uropean background did this. ~~e percentages for the Catholic mothers 
were 93.4 and 72.8 per cant respectively. This possibly sugoests, therefore, 
that family size is related more to religious commitment than to assimilation 
patterns for the nationality groupe. 
Table XXXIII differentiates the educational experience of the parents ac-
cording to the nationality originS of the fathers of the stUdents. As expected 
those parents in the more recently immigrated. groups have received the lea.st 
amount of educa.tion. The numbers of th08e parents who attended. Catholic or 
public school 8ystems do not vary as greatly as might be expected, a1 though 
there is a pattern of lI10re education in public schools for the euterll and 
southern huropean nationalities, and more education in Catholic schools for 
those from the British Isles, particularly Ireland. This table i8 presented on 
the next page. 
Table XXXIV presents the immigrant generation of the stUdents. The fewer 
students in the second- and third-generation verifies the fact that immigrant 
influx from northern arld western EUrope for this group studied had reached its 
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TAbLE XXXIII. l~A'rI01{ALI~ryBACKGROUND BY Al'iiOUNT Al:~D TYPE OF EDUCA11ION OF BOTH 
PARtN'I'S 
Nationality back-
ground of 
fathers 
Canada 
british 181es 
Western l!.'urope 
Southern i..'urope 
Northern Europe 
Other 
No Nationality given 
Totals 
Amount of Eduoation I Type of Eduoation 
of Parents I of Parents 
Both h.s. l~either h.s. I Both Catholic Both public I graduates graduates I lohool sohool 
r 
I 
No. 
2 
I 11 
I 18 i I 12 
I 2 
1 
6 
I i 55 
i 
Cent 
20.0 
21.8 
1.8 
10.9 
l~o. 
2 
4 
12 
7 
1 
1 
27 
Pel' 
Cent 
14.8 
NOe 
4 
4 
5 
2 
2 
17 
Per 
Cent' 
1 
4 
12 
23.5 
2;.5 
29.4 ! 20 
I 11.8 I 10 
I , 
! 
I 
I 11.8 
2 
2 
100.0 54 
Per 
Cent 
22.2 
100.0 
peak at least two gener"tiona in the past while eastern and southern European 
immigration almost oeased one generation later. Since no student8 from the 
Latin American or Negro minority were aVailable to thi8 study, this may indioate 
that the new immigrant groups have not u yet really penetrated the Catholic 
sohool system and CCD classes to 8.B¥ great degree lor, since aenn schools in 
the more radioally "changing neighborhoods" were deliberately eliminated from 
this study (see Chapter II, page 41), this mq explain in great part the absence 
of this group from the sample. 
TA.liT.Ji; XXXIV. l1ilMIGli,AHT GBl.JERATION Th AJ:iiERICA Oli' STlfDEUTS BY ii.'Tml.lC-GEOGRAPHIC 
ARBA m' FATIlllR A.ND BY AMOUlJ1r Oil EDUCATION OF 'l1J1E PARElJTS 
:=:;;"" ==': -: 
Immigrant 
generation of 
student 
Seoond 
'rhird 
Fourth, or longer 
~otala 
I ! Ethnic Origins , I 
I i 
I ! i \ northern, Southern, 
I l Weatern j Eastern 
! Europe J<.'urope 
! i ! 
I ; , I l~o. Per , No. Per ! Cent Cent , 
1 i j 
i 
j 2 I ,.1 , 2 ,.6 
i i I a 12.; 22 40.0 I I \ 
I I : I i 55 ! 84.6 : 31 56., i I 
! i I ! I 65 100.0 : t 99.9 : 55 I , 
I i 1 
Amount of Education 
of Parents 
:Both h.e. Neither h.e. 
graduates 
I 
gradua.tes 
, 
I 
I No. Per ! No. Per Cent Cent ! 
! 
I 
, 
1 1.8 1 3.7 
5 I 9.1 12 44.4 
I 
49 89.1 14 51.8 
i ! , 
\ 
55 . 100.0 \ 27 99.9 i 
i I 1 
This again emphaaizes the tact that these students were seleoted on two 
very limiting cendi tiona a both parents had to be living in the home, and the 
student had to have attended one sohool system for the past eight years. 
Within this group, the parents with a high school eduoa.tion were More 
likely to have their child enrolled in 8. paroohial high sohool (Table XXXV) 
while those with le88 than a high sohool education were muoh more likely to 
have their child enrolled in a public 80hool. A seoondary analysis was made 
of the twenty-five fathers who had thirteen or more years of education t however. 
i'ourteen of these fathers were "born" Catholios, five were converts to the 
Ca.tholio faith, and six were non-Catholic. Of the fourteen "born" Catholic 
fathers t seven had their child enrolled in public school and seven were in a 
parochial high school. Of the five fathers who were converts and had over 
-thirteen years of educa.tion, four had a child in the public school, one in 
Ca.tholic school. SiX fathers were non-Catholio, five of the students were in 
publio school, one in a Ca.tholio school. The same trend was fOlmd v.hen the 
mothers with higher education were checked. A completed high school eduoa.tion 
for the parents does show a relationship with attendance at a paroohial school, 
but parents with less than, or more than a high school educa.tion did not show 
this direct relationship. It is evident, then, that oollege eduoation among 
these Catholic parents does not necessarily bring a greater appreoiation of t or 
desire for, Catholio ed.u.oation for their children. 
'llA.ULE XXXV. SfrUDiil{TS' AT'l'EKi)Al~CE AT PuBLIC OR. PAROCHIAL SCHOOL bY A1v'lOU1'iT L\.n 
~!PE OF iDUCaTION OF TaB P~~TS 
Type of school 
attended by 
student 
Public 
Parochial 
Totals 
I 
I 
I 
Amount of Education 
of Parents 
Type of l!:duoation 
of Parents 
,-----------r----------~------------_+-----------
Neither h.s.: Both Catholicl Both pu.blic 
I 
:Both h.s. 
graduates graduates school: sohool 
----~-----+----~~----------~------.-----~-----f ! ! I I 1:0. 
, 25 
! ,0 
I 
) 55 
.I 
! Per I l~o.! Per no. i Per l~o. Per 
, 1 ~ 
cent lj Cent ! Cent: ! Cent 
. I I I j I 
,. 45.41 
54.51 
i 
19 
8 
27 
I 
99.91 
I 
i 82.4 I 17 
17 
I 
! 100.0 54 
i i : 100.0 i 
There are more Catholic fathers among the non-high school graduates t but 
when the percentage of fathers who attend weekly Mass is oomputed, the fa.thers 
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~10 completed high school are far more faithful to this religious duty than 
those who are not high school graduates. The sa.'Ue trend is evident .for the 
l'Ja.ss attendance patterne of the Catholic mothers and of the students whose 
parents are both high school graduates although the differences are not as 
great. ~Tom Table XXXVI, then, it is possible to generalize that the Catholic 
parents in this study who had received at least a high school eduoatioll were 
also the more faithful in weekly Mass attendance than were those with less 
than a high school education. Howver, this is not offered as a O&1.1sal expla-
nation since completion of hiBb school also is related to nationality background 
'lthe more reoent immigrant groups have, in general, less education but are also 
less regular at MBas attendance. 
Of special note here is the fact that the type of education received, that 
is, public or parochial, by the fathers in this study does not seem to have 
much relationship with weekly Mass attendance. Catholic fathers with both a 
wholly Catholic and a wholly public school educa.tion attended Jiiass in the same 
proportions (11 per cent). For the mothers, however, those with a Catholic 
educational background do show a much higher adherence to the praotice of 
attending Uass weekly (~able XXXVI). 
This matter of 1.U8 attendance can also be viewed for a family as iii. unit. 
For the reasons and criteria established, see page 51, Chapter II. Involve-
ment in the CatholiC Church by commitment to Sunday Mus as a family practioe 
('fable XXXVII) is higher for thoa. in which both parents were educated in the 
Catholic schools. Another important relationship on Irable xx.nn t pe.ge 118, 
is the amount of education of the parents. If both parents are high school 
graduates, the religious consensus wi thin the home regarding Sunday Mass appe&18 
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'fJ..13LE XXXVI. RELIGIOUS Al!'FILlATION AIm PtASS ATT1ill:rDAiiCE 01<' PAru..J~'l!S AND CHILD 1)Y 
Al10trkiT A.t~D TYPE OF EDUCATION OP THE PARH;Ii'S 
i 
Amount of Education 
of Parents 
Type of Education 
of Parents 
ReligioWIJ 
affiliation 
and 
Both h.e. 
: graduates 
·Neither h.e. 
graduate 
Both Catholiol Both public 
school i school 
lil&S8 attendance 
i 110. lio. I I 1 Per I N'o. i Per Per No. Per I Cent I ! Cent Cent i Cent 
i! 1 ! --.----------------~----~----~----~----+-----+-----+-----~----
1 i I I I b'ather. 
Catholic 
Weekly Mass (a) 
No Weekly Mass(a) 
Non-Catholic 
.Mother. 
i 47 
141 
6 
8 
Catholic 52 
Weekly Mass (a) : 46 
llo Weekly Mass (a) 6 
l~on-Catholic ' 3 
Child (all are Catholic) 
Weekly Mass 
No weekly Mass 
Total in 
each ca.tegory 
52 
3 
88.5 
11.5 
I 25 92.5 17 I 100.0 i 48 I 88.9 
f t i 
114 ! 
, 11 
I 
2 
j 
i 26 
I 
I I 2~ 
I 
I 1 
I 
1
23 
j~ 
I 
56.0 12 I 70.6 i 34 
44.0 5 : 29.4 14 
1.4 
96.3 I 17 
76.9 I 16 
23.1 I 1 
I 
85.1 j 15 
14.8 2 
I 
j 17 
I 
, 100.0 
88.2 
! 11.8 
6 
53 
41 
12 
1 
49 
5 
,54 
j 
i 70.8 
29.2 
I 
; 11.1 
98.2 
77.4 
22.6 
(a) Percentages here computed on tota.l number ot Catholics in the group, 
not on the total group. 
to be much more unified (67.3 per cent) than. is true of the families in which 
neither parent is a high school graduate (44.4 per cent). 
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Amount of eduoa.tion of the parEints does not seem to be of grea.t importance 
in investigating the relibrious sub-oommunity pattern, communal involvement, 
(expla.ined on pag~ 50) of these students, but the investigation of the type of 
eduoation of the parents does indioa.te that ohildren of Catholio-eduoated 
parents have stronger rela.tionships with Catholic relatives and friends than do 
those whoae parente were educated in the public sohools. 
t,l'AbLE XXXVII. ASSOClA!l'rONAL OR COJ;.:STONAL INVOLV£J.·1f:;NT OF STUDLl:T MID J;'A1,ULY :til 
.uroUNT AND TYPE 01" EDUCAT ION OF PAREf-ITS 
Amount of education Type of education 
of parents of pa;rent. 
Religious Both h ••• l~either h.e. Both Catholic Both publio 
involvement graduate. graduate .chool sohool 
of family (a) 
No. Per no. Per No. Per lio. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Assooiationall 
High 37 67.3 12 44.4 12 70.6 ,0 55.6 
Low 18 32.7 15 55.5 5 29.4 24 44.5 
COl'lUtlunal, 
High 26 47.' 13 48.1 11 64.7 25 46., 
Low 29 52.6 14 51.8 6 35.; 29 53.7 
It'ota.l. each category 55 27 17 54 
(a) See explanation in footnote., Table IX f page 70. 
In cheoking for the variables which related with a response of "less 
interestedtt (1~-16) on the question of the students f religious interest now as 
compared with five yea:rs &{50, Table XXXVIII shows that students whose parents 
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have the least education or were not educated in the Catholic school system 
respond with the greatest percentage of negative al~wers to this question. 
TAbLE XXXVIII. PRESENT RELIGIOUS lJ~TERBST EXPRESSED BY ST'IDU·(TS BY AMOUN'.l.i AND 
TY7B OF EDUCA~rON OF TEL PARt~S 
tion with God) was categorized as high in one of three students. !~o variable 
examined gave evidence ot significant relationships with this commitment except 
Catholio education for both parents; 58.8 per cent of these students were high 
in devotionalism, while 24.1 per cent of the children of parents eduoated in 
public school were rated high in devotionalism. (See page 5' for an explanatim 
of this orientation.) 
Fifty-five of the 128 students in the study felt they have the right to 
disbelieve or doubt the teachings of the Church. Only two variables showed 
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iI!1portant ranges of differenoes; the type of school of the student wu one, and 
this has been presented in Chapter III, Table XIII. 'rhe second variable to 
show differences is the amount of education of the parents. Two-thirds of those 
whose parents had not completed a hiBb school education responded that they did 
have the right to disbelieve or doubt tbe teachings of the Church, while 43.6 
per cent of the children of parents who had completed at least a high school 
education responded in this way. 
Of the variables examined for association with membership in Church-
affiliated organizations, students who are of northern or western E'Uropeall 
background (44.6 per cent) and those whose parents were both bigh sobool grad-
uates (43.6 per oent) did participate in Church-related activities more often 
than did those students of eastern and southern European background (32.7 per 
cent) or Whoae parents had less than a high sohool education (29.6 per cent). 
~he type of education which the parents had received showed less difference in 
responses. 
Attitudes toward t~iage ~ Fami61~. Further examination of the 
age which these students felt was most suitable for marri~~ for young people 
today showed that the nationality groups differed more than any other set of 
variables. Those of southern and eastern :E.'uropean descent favored an average 
of 22.4 years as the best age for a boy to marry and 20.6 for girls; while 
those of northern and western European descent had averages of 21.8 and 20.2 
years respectively. 
The most notable differences of opinion on the question of personal 
a.utonomy VB. personal heteronomy oocur in the responses according to national-
ity descent. Two-thirds of the students of northern and western European 
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desoent chose thinking for self above obedience while les8 than half of the 
students of eastern and southern nationa.lities d.id this (66.1 and 47.3 per 
cent). 
Responses to the two contradictory stateraents a.bout the outlook for the 
fu.ture for yount people today shows that students whose parents were educated 
in the Catholic schools were the more optimistic about children ha.ving a. wonder 
ful future (70.6 to 59.' per cent). Of importance also is the finding tha.t 
37.0 per cant of the children of non-hie,>h sohool graduates felt that it 'ftU 
hardly iair to bring children into the world because of the future, while 7.; 
per cent of those whoae pc.ronts were high school graduates said thiS. 
As mentioned in Chaptex' III, question 39, investigating the ties with 
relatives or friends, was a difficult preference tor lllany students. Those of 
families from eastern and southern ~urope chose ties with relatives as most 
important almost twice &8 often && ties with friends. This group also bad the 
greatest number of students who gave no response. 
About half of the students whose parents had both graduated from high 
school chose "ties with friends"; those whose parents had not completed high 
were much more inclined to answer "ties with relatives" (Table XXXIX, page 122~ 
'l'ype of educa.tion of the :pa:E'ents seemed to show little difference in response. 
Ima&,!s .2£ Other Groups. Those of southern and eastern l.wopean back-
grour.t4 expressed more negative attitudes toward. l~egroes tha.n those of northern 
fl.{l.d western Euz-opean desoent. This was particularly evident on the question 
of Negroes getting too much power in this country and in checking on the 
reasons why they approved or opposed integr-ated neighborhoods. Sa. Ta.ble XL 
tor this ill£ormatlon. 
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TABLE XXXIX. CHOICE OF T:lliS WITH F1U . .Al'm;S OR TIES WITH FRn;:NDS BY NA'l'IOnA1ITl' 
BACKGROUND O:&~ ii.ttlH.ERS Alm BY A1{OlJ'N'.J: 01<' lillJCATIOli 01l PARBI?I.'S OF STUDENTS 
: 
I I 
Ethnic Origins Amoun't of Educa.tion 
of parents 
; 
Choice of 
I 
rIorthern, Southern, :Both h.s. i~ei ther h.s. 
ties western eastern graduates gradua.te 
I Europe E.'Ul'ope 
I 
I 
: no. Per IJo. Per No. Pel' l!o. Per 
Cent Cent Cent , Cent 
i 
: i 
. 
With relatives 27 41.5 28 I 50.9 : 19 34.5 16 59.2 i 
With friends 34 52.3 15 27.3 i 27 49.1 a 29.6 
j 6.2 i I 16.4 No response 4 12 21.8 i 9 I 3 11.1 i 
! 
Totals 65 100.0 55 100.0 55 
1
100
•
0 2'7 99.9 
Table XLI indicates that students whose parents have the least amount 
of education more often gave a response which indicates a poor image of the 
Protestant, Jewish, and 11egro minority. The students from homes where the 
parents have both attained a high sohool diploma were more likely to express 
a favora.ble im~ of all three groups. Not only amount of educa.tion, but 
type of eduoation of the parents seems to be important also. Catholio educatioI 
of the parents shows a definite relationship with more positive images of .Ten 
and Iiegroes than does public sohool education of the parents. 
1'he seoond phase of this minority group image study conoentrated on 
attitudes toward integration of sohools and integration of neighborhoods., Ac-
cordinr:r to Table XLI , students whose parents both had a high Bchool educa.tion 
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TAlHJ; XL. n:lAGE Olf ImGROES AS G£?l' n.G "'1'00 j,roCR POWBR't :BY L""l'HlHC ORIGINS 
:: I ! 
, liorthern, Western I Eastern, Southern 
Europe I lo'urope Iiegroes getting 
too much PO'Hl"? I I 
I 
I l10. Par No. Per i , Cent Cent 
I i I Yea 18 27.7 , 29 52.7 
No ! 46 I 70.8 I 24 43.6 
Eo responae 1 
, 
1.5 2 3.6 
i I i 
Total 65 100.0 55 i 99.9 : 
~ i ! 
Attitude toward Negro : 
#1. Positive 27 41.5 20 I 36.4 
#2. Qualified PositiVQ 10 15.4 10 I 18.2 
#3. Negative 12 le.5 I 9 16.4 
114. Strongly Negative i 3 4.6 10 18.2 
#5. Uncertain or I , : I 
, 
no response 13 I 20.0 6 10.9 1 
I 
I i 
I i 100.1 I Totals I 65 100.0 55 
all' were both eduoated in a Catholic school were consistently more willing to 
accept integration of schools and neighborhoods than were other students. 1~e 
patterns are cle., and the ranges of differenoe wider here than in any other 
variables used for this question. Table XLI will be found on page 124. 
Economics. ~ studies have documented the fact that Catholics in 
America have not adapted to our acquisitive society in the same ~ as other 
religiOUS groupe, this study haa also found evidenoe of differences within 
80me subgroups of Catho11eB. Those variables which showed an apparent relation-
ship are presented in the following pa;ragrapha. 
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TABLE XLI. DfAGE OF PROTESTANT, CAlJ.1HOLIC, JEWISH, AND NEGRO GROUPS !lID ATTITUDl 
:i:OWARD n~TbGltATED SCHOOLS AIm N"LIGI:lJj()RHOODS bY At1Du"NT Alm TYPE OF EDUCATION OF 
PARLJiTS 
Amount of education Type of education 
of parents of parents 
Image_ of other Both h ••• lleither h.a. I Both Catholic Both publio groupe and attitude graduates graduate achool school 
tOWlU'd racial I 
integration 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per 
Cent Cent Cent Cent 
i 
Groups having or 1 
getting "too much power" 
7.3 I Pro testants--Yes 4 5 18.5 2 11.8 6 11.1 
Cathol1oa-Yea 4 7.' 1 3.7 1 5.9 5 9.3 
Jews-Yes 7 12.7 1 25.' 2 11.8 12 22.2 
Negroea--Yes 18 32.7 13 I 48.1 2 11.8 22 40.8 
:ravors 
Same sohools 35 6,.6 12 44.4 13 16.5 30 55.6 
Separate schoola 20 36.4 15 55.5 4 23.5 24 44.5 
I 
Negro in block disturb I you? , i Yes 12 21.8 12 I 44.4 3 17.6 18 33.4 l{o 30 54.51 11 40.7 11 64.7 24 44.5 Dontt know 13 23.6 4 14.8 3 17.6 12 22.2 
Attitude toward Negroes I 
#1. Positive <a) 2; 41.8 I 6 22.2 9 52.9 19 35.2 
#2. Qualified Positive 9 16.4 :5 11.1 4 23.5 7 13.0 
#3. l~egative 9 16.4- 5 18.5 2 11.6 12 22.2 
#4. Strongly Negative 5 9.1 1 25.9 1 5.9 9 16.7 
#5. Uncert&in or 
no responae 9 16.4 6 22.2 1 5.9 7 13.0 
Totale in each 
category 55 27 17 54 
(a) See page 89 £01' an explanation of these categories. 
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The students whose parents had both graduated from high school responded 
with &. positive attitude toward work by a. percentage of 45.4. while the non-
graduates' children showed 29.6 per cent with positive attitudes (Table XLII). 
liegative attitudes did not differ much for these two groups. In many studies 
the amount of education has had somewhat of 8. rela.tionship with, or pa;ra.llel 
to, social clus. This does not seem to be the case here. The responses 
aocording to social olus are reversed, that is, ,6.5 per cent of the middle 
class and 46.0 per cent of the working clus students had a positive attitude. 
It appears that those who would be least likely to have positions of economic 
advancement and responsibility offered to them, that is, working clus students, 
are those Who express a greater verbal appreciation for these activities. 
Could it be possible that those parents who did complete high school but have 
remained in the working class have instilled this positive mentality in their 
children? But ~ are the children of thon who are in the middle clus less 
likely to have a positive attitude toward work? 
Using Lenald.'. concept of the clu.ioal and· popularized version of the 
Frotestant EthiC, parental eduoation in a publio school does show a higher 
relationship with the classioal concept (51.8 to 2,.5 per oent if parents are 
educated in paroohial school) of chOOSing work which is important and. gives a 
feeling of accomplishment. The same trend can be noted in the responses 
acoording to type of education tor the children themselves although the differ-
ences are far leas (51.5 per cent tor public scbool Catholics, 4,.8 for those 
in parochial school). Could this indicate that there is a new concept of the 
Protestant Ethid'in the ycunger generatiOns of American Catholics or a recent 
shift of emphasis within the public or parochial schools? 
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Catholio sohool eduoation of both parents was assooiated with seleoting 
"ohanoes for advancement" &II the advantage most preferred in a job (Table XLII) 
Lenski believes this ohoice expresses a middle ground between the clasSical and 
populazized conoept of the Protestant Ethic. 95 When the type of education of 
the students w .. uaed &II the variable of investigation, differences between 
the public and parochial school students were only 3 per oent. 
TABLE XLII. ATTl'l'UDES TOWARD WORK A.ND OCCUPATIOrIAL FUTURE BY Alll01lNT !lill TYPE 
OF !;DUCAT ION 0.1'1 PA..lUi::l'lTS 
JJ.uount of education , Type of education 
of parents of parents 
, 
Attitude toward Both h ••• l~either h ••• jBoth Ca.tholic Both public work, and 
work values graduates graduate school school , 
I ~o. Per I No. Per Ho. Per I No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
I i 
Attitude toward work. I 
I 
, 
! I 
Positive 125 45.4 a 29.6 1 41.2 I 24- 44.5 i , lJegat1ve 6 10.9 , 11.1 I , 17.6 , 9.' l;Jeu1lral 20 36.4 I 11 40.7 6 3'.' , 20 :51.0 I No response 4 7.3 5 18.5 1 5.9 , 5 9.' i I 
JIIost prefer .in a job. I i 
IUgh inoome l10 18.2 i , 11.1 2 11.8 10 18., 
No danger of being , , 
I i I tired I 4 7.' 2 7.4 , 17.6 2 I '.7 
Short hours ~ 1 1.8 1 '.7 1 '.9 Chances for a4vanOEen 13 23.6 i 9 33.' , 7 41.2 12 22.2 
Work'. important and I 
give. feeling of 
accomplishment 27 49.1 11 40.7 4 2}.5 28 51.8 
No response I 1 }.7 2 I }.7 I 
Total eacb category 
" 
27 17 54 
95Lenski, rev. ed. t p. 89. 
Amount of education of the parents i8 the variable which shows a high 
relationship to the students t intentions of gaining further education after 
high school, 62.9 per cent of those Whoee parents are not high school graduates 
and 96.4 per cent of those whose parents are high echool graduatee intended to 
continue their formal education after high school. 
fable XLIII conf1rm8 T~ble ,XXV, Chapter III. in the finding that the paro-
chial ~chool attendance is associated with selection of productive and oon-
structive leisure time actiVities while the public school Catholics a.ttending 
CCD classes and those whoa. parents attended public school seleot self-ind~ 
activities more frequently. 
lIow students would 
use leisure time 
Self -1:.'l.dulgent 
activities 
Produotive and con-
structive activities 
:tio respon8e 
Totals 
Amount of education 
ot parents 
Type ot eduoation 
of parents 
Both h ••• 
graduates 
Neither h.s. Both Ca.tholic Both public 
graduate sebool school 
No. Per lio. 
Cent 
17 13 
36 11 
2 
55 27 
I 
Per : 110. 
Cent I 
i 
4
8
•
1
.1 5 
40.1 I 12 
11.1 
Per lio. 
Cent 
I 
! 29.4 29 
70.6 
1 J 
Per 
Cent 
17 IlooeO 54 1 100•1 
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Students' spend1ng~ney patterns are of interest for they show that 
students whose families originated. from southern and eastern Europe (with less 
eduoational baokground, more reoent immigration, and presumably loftr oooupa-
tional status in America. at this time) and those whose parents were eduoated 
in the public sohools, a.veraged over eighty oents more spending money per week 
($3.26 and $2.96, respeotively) than those from northern and western Europe 
($2.37) or those whose parents were eduoated in a Catholic sohool ($2.l0). 
About three-fourths of the students in each of these f~roupa earn p&Tt or all 
of this money themselves. 
'politics. On the question at the welfare state policies. there was a 
relationship between the responses of students whose parents had completed at 
least & higb school eduoation and the bslie£ that governmental action was 
"about right" on employment problema, housing, o.nd social seourity (rr1a.ble XLIV) 
Those studen$8 whose parents had not oomple$ed high sohool were much more in-
clined to respond. that tlw government 11&8 not doing enough. A similar pattern 
ot dUf'erenoe ..... ged in the 'breaJmown acoording to type of sohool attended by 
the parents, s.phomor.. whose parents had both had a Catholic SChool education 
gave responses more like those of the parents who were high school graduates 
and public school responses pe.ralled those of the non-high school graduate 
parent •• 
Table XLIV also indicates that the educational variable which shows a 
possible relationship with a response of "yes" or"uncertain" that the govern-
ment should take over big industries like the railroad. and ateel industries, 
is education in the public sohool system for the parents (16.7 per oent). No 
other variable in the study ahowed this much approval of such .. view of the 
state functions. 
TABLE XLIV. ATTD.'UDES TOWAlID TIlli WELFARE STATE :BY AJ,';OUUT AIm TYPE O~ .. EDUCATION 
OF THE PA.RJ.;l~TS 
Amount of education I TYPe of education 
oS: parent. i of pa;rents I , 
Governmental action 
I 
:Both public on housing, .Both h ••• Neither h ••• iBoth Catholic 
unemployment, graduatGs graduate i school school 
social seourity I I I 
i No. Per No. Per ~ro • I ! Per Per i No. 
i Cent Cent I Cent I I Cent 
I 
: I Too much i 5 9.1 1 I '.7 I 1 5.9 I 2 ;.7 
About risht : 
" 
60.0 10 '7.0 I 10 : 58.8 ! 21 ,8.9 
Not enough 17 ;0.9 16 i 59.2 : 6 i '5.; i ,1 57.4 
Should the gov' t I i i 
I take OYer bit 
I , 
, i 
, 
industries? .. ) I i I I i Ye. ; 5.9 1 l }.7 i , 1 1}.0 , 
I 22 10 14 25.4 9 I ;,., 6 I '5.' 40.8 
Uncertain 5 I 
18.5 I I 2 }.1 No responae 1 '.1 j , 
To'-l students in 55 27 11 : 54 ! 
each ca.tegor,y I 
(a) Computed for those respondents who replied that the government waa 
not doing enough. 
NO one of the variable. used showed a range of difference of more than 9 
peroentage points on the question of "very muoh" thought given to world prob-
lema, on the response of "very little" the amount of education ot the pa:rents 
ahow. the only significant differences in views &8 it also does on the idea 
that the United States is spending too much abroad. Table XLV i8 presented 
at the top of page 1,0. 
More liberal interpretation of the Bill of Rights in the matter of 
TAJjLE XLV. A'I'TITUDE TOWARD WORLD PROBLEMS :BY A.MOlT.NT OF EDUCATION OF 'PRE PARElll'B 
freedom of apeech is very definitely &Bsociated with Catholic education for 
the parent. (Table XLVI) just as it was for the Catholic studenta now attending 
Catholio aohoola (Table XXX). 
Preference tor a preaident who ia alower to get things done but who doea 
abide by the rule. and regulationa (Table XLVI, also) appears to increase in 
proportion to the amount of education of the parent a of these Catholio students 
in the study. Table XLVI ia given on page 1,1. 
The aUl!1l!l&TY questions. seeking a direot subjective evaluation of the 
influenoe religious beliefs ahould have in everyday life, are reported in 
Table XLVII. There is no oonsistent pattern according to the amount of 
education of the parents, but Catholio eduoation of the parents does show 
relationships with an increased appreCiation of religious values in daily 
li ving particularly in the area of vOtillg for candidate. and lawe and in 
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TJ..SLE XLVI. ATTITUDES 110WARD ll'lU!:}';Dmi OF SPEl!.'CB. AJ:iD RESPECt.l' :l!'OR CONSTrn,ilJ,'IONAL 
GOV.ERM!.E.NT :BY AMOUNT AND TYPE OF EDUCATION OF 'rID.. PARI:1NTS Ob' THE STUDEtfl'S 
Amount of education 
of parents 
Type of education 
of parents 
Attitudes toward 
government Both h ••• 
graduates 
Neither h.e. Both Catholic Both public 
Activities permitted 
by the Bill of Rights. 
Speeches criticizing 
what the Pres. does? 
Yes. 
Others mak8 speeches 
against your reli-
No. 
45 
gion? Yes. 35 
Speeches in favor of 
Communism? Yes. 44 
Type of man preferred 
in the White Rouael 
Takes longer to do 
things, but abides 
by the rules and 
regulations. 
Total numbers upon 
45 
which percentages are 55 
computed 
graduates school school 
Per 110. 
Cent 
81.8 18 
6;.6 I 16 
80.0 19 
81.8 16 
27 
Per No. 
Cent 
66.6 1.4 
59.2 13 
17 
Per No. 
Cent 
82.4 40 
I 
76.5 33 
88.2 39 
54 
Per 
Cent 
74.0 
60.1 
72.3 
1
72
•
3 
I 
choices of friends. The question of "religion and "politics" seems to revert 
into a "religion VB. politics" issue for many of these Catholic sophomores. 
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1:'ULE XLVII. AMOUNT O}l' Il'fl"Lll'ENCE RESPOlmUffS l<""ELT THEIR RELIGIOUS BELID'S 
SHOULD HAVE: 0ti ru;CP.EA.TIOH, OCCUPAr,PIOli, VO~ln¥G, CHOICE Ot' F.l:U.BNDS, BY A)VIOU!\T 
AND TYPE OF' EDUCA:J.1 IOl~ OF P~'lIS 
1nfluence of 
religious beliers 
Choices of amusement. 
Very much 
Some 
A little 
No influence 
No response 
Daily occupation. 
Very much 
Some 
A little 
l~o influence 
No responae 
Voting for Ian and 
oandidates. 
Very much 
Some 
.A. little 
No influence 
lio responae 
Choice of friendSI 
Very much 
Some 
A little 
l~o influence 
No response 
Total for 
each category 
I 
I 
i 
Amount of education 
of parente 
Type of education 
of parents 
i :both h ••• Neither h... Both Catholic Both public 
graduates grad.uate school sohool 
110. 
28 
19 
I ~ 
1 
8 
17 
10 
19 
1 
15 
19 
12 
8 
1 
55 
Per No. 
Cent 
47.; 
41.8 
7.' 
1.8 
1.8 
50.9 
34.5 
10.9 
1.a 
1.8 
14.5 
,0.9 
18.2 
}4,.5 
1.8 
27.3 
34.5 
21.8 
14.5 
1.8 
I 
I, 13 
i 8 
I 3 
I 3 
i 
I i~ 
1 
I 5 
I 9 
I : 
I 11 
4 
5 
27 
Per No. 
Cent 
48.1 10 
29.6 7 
11.1 
11.1 
I ! 140.7 I a 
i 37.0 I 6 
I 7.4 I 3 
1 11•1 i 
3.1 I 
I 
I 
18.5 3 
33., 7 
11.1 3 
;3.3 4 
3.1 
25.9 5 
40.7 12 
14.8 
18.5 
17 
Pel' lio. 
Cent 
58.8 
41.2 
, 17.6 
141.2 
117.6 
1 23•5 
I 
: 29.4 
I I 70.6 
21 
25 
5 
2 
1 
a 
13 
8 
25 
12 
25 
10 
7 
54 
Per 
Cent 
38.9 
46.; 
9.3 
3.7 
1.9 
22.2 
46.; 
18.5 
13.0 
In the last chapter ali attempt will be made to generalize from these 
fi.."ldir..ga to Bee if any sif,rnificant and consistent patterns do emerge from the 
study of these variables disoussed in Chapters III and IV. 
CHAPTER V 
S'O};WAltY AnD CO,NCLUSlons OF THE STUDY 
!h.! Problem. fIlpOtheses a .!!!! Method. Tbe general question which motivated 
this study has been implied or stated in much of the recent literature on 
private and public school education, the contributions of Catholios to the 
.A.merioan way of life, and--of special interest to Catholio educators--the 
effectiveness of Catholio elementary and secondar,y schools in imparting the 
teachings of the Church to Catholic young people in addition to the general aims 
of preparing young people to live effectively in our society. 
There are acme who s~ that the development of a Catholic educational S7S-
tea in America ... unfortunate or, less ld.ndly, a serious detriment to the aims 
and ideals of true democracy in the "melting pot" of the world. There &re 
others who &dmi t that the Catholic schools served a very useful purpose wi thin 
the immigrant ghettoes of the growing metropolis of the last hundred years. 
Catholic schools gave an acoeptable education and, probably of more importance, 
a senae of security to the parents and children whom they served. The parents 
trusted the administrators and teachers of the Catholic schools and turned 
their children over to these sohools to do the job of Americanizing the childre 
which they, the parents, were not in a position to do themael ves. But, this 
latter argument continues, thos. needs have been met, and so the functions of 
the Catholio schools are now at best a duplication of the public school services 
Catholio parents are more bighly educated now, they also know their religion 
134· 
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better, the argument continues. The child oa.n be taught religious principles 
in the home and at wekly religion classes. '!'he Catholic school is too expen-
sive, too restrictive, and too authoritarian for our democratic w.,y of life, 
it should be discarded just as immigrant Catholics have reno~~ced their foreign 
language and customs as they are assimilated into the American culture. 
Ignoring here the religious function of the Ca.tholic school, these 9.l'gu-
ments presume that the publio sohools do the ,job of sooialising Catholic 
chlldren-of teaching them how to live in the complex political, economic, and 
social milieu of modern America--a.8 well as or even far better than the Cath-
olic sohools can. 
But who really knows for sure that this is fact? Do Catholic educational 
methods and aims oppose, or at least t obstruct somewhat the development of 
"good" citizens at this world while they are developing "good" CatholiCS? If.as 
the Catholio school system in many ~s outlived its usefulness? Is it too 
expensive an investment for the return. it ~"ives? 
These are pragmatic and reasonable questiOns, and ones which Ca'l:;holic 
educators and Catholic parents, have asked and. are asking. Sociological specu-
la.tion 8.8 to the impact ot religious commi tl'OOnt upon other aspects of daily 
living--economic, SOCial, and familial-for example, bas recently received 
gHater a.ttention &lso. There i8 recent emphasis on the institutional aspects 
of manta interrelationships with other mena publio and private educational 
institutions have received scant attention from a sociologioal perspective in 
the past. 
The area is almost unexplored and this study is limited in scope. No 
claims are made for general anawers to the a.bove questions. It i8 hoped, 
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nowever t that the study will be of value ill clarifying some of the impressions 
a.~d vague generalizations which have for so long been a substitute for facts 
with l'egard to the education of Ca.tholic children in the public or Catholic 
school system. 
It was not the aim of the study to prove that Catholics attending one 
school system or the other are "better" because of the school system in which 
they were sooialized. Roathlll't it was the purpose of this thee is to examine somE 
of the oh&1"aoteristios, that is, background, attitudes, and practi ces, of a. 
group of high school sophomores who have had a Catholic school or public school 
education. What do these Catholic students from either school system believe, 
and how do they claim they would act when faced with economic. social, and 
political foroes in their daily lives? Wtlat are their general oharacteristics, 
how are they similar, in wtUllt ways are they different? 
The research was planned to study a group of sophomore high school student. 
who were Catholics and atteu<ling either e. publio or a parochial high school 
within the S8l11e geographical area used by Gerha.rd Lenski in the 1958 .Detroit 
Area Study. These 15- and 16-yea:r-old sophom.ores were identified 6S "Catholic" 
by their attendance at a Catholio paroohial high school or at CO.niraterni ty of 
Christian Dootrine r~ligion classes offered weekly to students in the same 
parish who are attending public high sohools. Eight parishes with parochial 
high sohools were randomly selected &.."ld the total questionnaires administered 
to the two groups and returned to this vi tel' amounted to 465 in the eight 
pariahee. One hundred twenty-eight questionnaires were seleoted from this 
gl'OUPt 64 from each school system, on the condition that they meet the follow-
ing criteria., students lived with 'both parents a.l1d had been enrolled in the 
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public or Catholic achool syatem for at least the la.at eight consecutive yeara. 
Students must be Catholic, must be 15 or 16 years old, must reside wi thin the 
parish boundaries and must have indicated the occupation of the father clearly 
enough to establish social clus according to this one factor as used by 1enski 
in his study. The two groups, public and parochial t were then matched as far 
as possible according to the S8X of the respondent and social class by occupa-
tion of the fathsr. For a more complete explanation of the reasons for adopt-
ing these limitatiOns, see Chapter II. 
Sixty-four males and 64 females were included. Twenty-eix students from 
each school system were from middle class families and 38 from each type of 
school were members of working class families. 
fhe questiollI'l.8lJ.re. directions to the student, and those to the teachers 
who administe:red the survey are given in AppendiX II. '!'he survey 'tII&S planned 
to obtain data in the four areaa examined by Lenski, that ia, a deacription of 
the socio-re11gioua group, economic attitudes and behavior, political beliefs 
and opinions. and attitudes toward family life. Most of the questions used 
were adapted from the Detroit Area Study as ia indicated in Appendix II. 
From much of the moat accepted literature available in the area of social-
ization of the child, it was possible to form the following primary hypothesis I 
1. 1~ responses of these students Will differ more in relation to their 
socio-economic background than they will according to the type of education of 
the 8tudents, that i8, public or Catholic school. 
Of secondary importance are the following hypotheses which were used to 
clarify the value of HypotheSiS Onea 2. Differences in responses are related 
more to ethnic groups than to type of education of the student. 3. Differ-
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enoes are related more to the type of education of the parents than to present 
type of eduoation of the students. 4. Differences are rela.ted more to the 
amount of education of the parents than to present type of education of the 
student. 
HYpothesis ~--Di8ouss1on ~ Conolusion. In Chapter III the first 
~thesis was examined acoording to social olass and type of school a.ttended 
by the Catholic student, that is, parochia.l or publio. The ~~pothesis did 
hold true on a few descriptive factors, partioularly revolving around economic 
issues. Or, to s~ this in another way, responses of the students in the mid-
dle clus differed from those in the working class by a larger peroe:ntage than 
did those of the same group of students When tallied by type of sohool attended 
in the following are ... 
Middle class fathers averaged almost three years more education ~~d the 
mothers averaged a little less t~~ one and o~~-half years more formal educa-
tion than did the working class parents. 
Of those families in whioh "another ad1l1 t" was present. twice as many were 
working class 88 middle class. 
As would be expected, the middle class stud.ents expressed the i."'1.tention of 
acquiring further formal education after high school graduation more frequently 
than did those of the VIOrking class. 
The middle clas8 students earned all or part of their Olm spending money 
wi th greater frequency (82.1 per cent) than the working Cl888 students (68.4 
per cent). Students in the two school systems differed by less than 2 percent-
6g9 points, 73.5 for public sohool and 75.0 per cent for parochial school. 
I~thesis One was rejected in the following cases beoause the responses 
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of the students differed more by type of school attended than by social class. 
lJore favorable images of the Jewish and 14'egro group, arid greater verbal 
acceptance of integrated schools and integrated neighborhoods were expressed by 
students in the parochial sohool than those in the publio school. In explain-
ing -h1' they felt as they did with regard to integrated neighborhoods, there 
was a difference of about 19 percent8.(:s"G points (48.5 and 29.7 per cent, respect 
ively) between students in the two schools on category #1, (:Brotherhood or 
equality h category ~f4 (Just don't like them) showed 1.6 and 20.3 per cent 
respectively. When these same two categories were eDWlined by social class, 
the differences were 2 per cent in each case (40.4 to 38.1 per cent and 9.6 to 
11.8 per cent respectively). Category #3 (Negroes don't take care of the 
neighborhood. etc.) showed no differences for either type of variable t and 
responses on ca.tegory #2 (If eduoated, OK) and #5 (Confused, or no response) 
showed equal difference according to sooial clas8 or type of school attended. 
The parochial school responses paralleled the more favorable respol~es of the 
middle claas while the working olass and public school students showed similar 
responses and these tended to be more negative. 
In the investigation of the attitudes toward welfare state activities, 
analysis showed little difference between the middle class and the working 
class. AnalysiS of the same three items by type of school attended indicated 
that the parochial school students were consistently les8 inclined to favor the 
we1£&.1"e state concept than were the public school students. 
On the three questions relating to the interpretation of the Bill of 
Rights in the granting of freedom of speech to criticize the actions ot the 
president, to speak against the Catholic religion t arid to make speeches in 
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favor of Communism t the public school Catholics were consistently less willing 
to grant that these actions were permissible to Americans than were the parochi-
al school students. The percentages were 15.0 to 87.5. 51.8 to 10." and 71.9 
to 81.3Jjrespectively, in granting th{;se freedoms to others. The middle clus 
and working cl&8s students showed little d1!'ferences on the three questions 
(62.1 to 80.,. 65.4 to 6;.2, and 18.ii to 15.0 per cent, respectively). 
The public sohool students' families were smaller in number than those of 
the parochial school students J the mean number of children per family was ,.; 
for the publio sohool Catholics and 4.4 for the parochial Bohool stUdents. l~e 
mean difference computed acoording to social olus was .2 <".9 and '.1 for the 
working and middle olaas,respGctively). 
Also, in description of the background or characteristics of the two gro1Jll!i 
the hypothesis was rejected in the following 1n8tancesl 
The students' attendanoe at a publio or parochial school showed a high 
relationship with the type of education the parents had received. If both 
parents had been educated in the public school, the chanoes were two-to-one 
that the child would be in publio school J if both parents had attended Catholic 
school, four out of fi va times the child was also enrolled in a religious 
school. 
Parochial school attendance was more closely associated with a tendency to 
affiliate with some organization or club in connection with the Church. 
A high degree of aasociational involvement was more frequent11 &ssociated 
with attendanoe at parochial .ohool (16.5 to 43.8 per cent for public school), 
and communal involvement for the two school groups was T.5.5 to 28.1 per cent 
for p&T'Ochial and public schools, respectively. AnalySis aocording to the 
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social class brought only small variation. 
1~e responses also rejected the hypothesis on such religiously oriented 
questiona as the following. an expressed increase in interest in religion .. 
higher among pal'ochi&l school students; almost two-thirds of them as compared 
wi th about two-fifths of the public school students lIere "more interested" in 
religion now than five years ago. The differences in reSl-lODees on this item 
according to class were less than ten per cent. 
Attendance at public school by these CatholiC sophomores was related to a 
greater acceptance of the concept that they have a right to disbelieve or doubt 
what the Church teaches as truth. 
The parochial school Catholics expressed a greater acceptance of the at-
titude that religiOUS ideals should influence our work, politics, and friend-
ships. 
Attendance at .. Catholic school also brought more frequent choice of a 
religious school for the future education of the children of the respondenta. 
The expresaed judgment that shopping on Su.nday as well as divorce ... re 
usually or alw~. wrong showed higher relationship with attendance at parochial 
school, the smallest difference between the students of the two types of school 
on these two issues was 13 per cent. The largest difference expressed accord 
to social class on the aame items ... 6 per cent. 
'!'he question about 1!!!.!!2!! important thing for .. child to learn to pre-
pare him for life brought very close to parallel responses when analyzed accord 
ing to social clus. Type of Bchool showed wider differences especially when 
only the first choice of the students was cor18idered. Both groups chose "think 
ing for oneself" with equal frequency (48.3 per cent) while another 37.5 per 
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cent of the parochial school students stressed obedience alld 29.7 per cent of 
the public sohool students chose tfhelpmi; others" for their first choice. 
When asked which me~'lt more to them, "ties with rela.tives or ties with 
friends," preferenoes for "ties with friends" has a greater rar~se of differ-
ence between students according to type of school; &nd somewhat surprisingly, 
it is the parochial sohool students who responded "ties with friends" more 
often than did those in public school (46.9 to }4.4 per oent). 
'he remainder of the issu.es studied either showed little differexlC6s or 
the difl'erenoes between the variables were approximately equal but indica.ted 
a cross-variable pattern. That i3, the responaes or students from one type of 
school ShOlVed greater agreement with, or a. relationship with, the responses of 
one of the two social claases, while the other type of school showed 8. parallel 
or agreement with the responses of the other social class. 
Since it was the purpose of this study to discover whether there were 
grea.ter dif:ferencea according to type of school or to social class t these re-
lationships by cross-variables proved interesting but not relevant to the 
hypothesis aa stated. Time and length of this paper bave dictated omission 
of theBe fjndings here. 
Other lbp?theses--DiscUSfiion ~ ConclusiOns. Hypothesis lho sought to 
find if the di:fferen08s in attitude and behavior and background are related 
more to ethnic groups than to type of school the student i8 now attending. 
"Ethnio groups" as it wu used in this analySiS divided immigrant nationalities 
into two categories. The first included those trom the British Isles, Sweden, 
Finland, Germany, b'rance and Belgium. The three Canadians in the study were 
aloo included in this category. The second category included students whoae 
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fathera' origins were in Poland, Russia., Hungary, Yugoslavia, Italy, Lebanon, 
and Sy.ria. 
~he same items which bad been checked according to social olass and type 
of educa.tion were now oompared according to these general ethnic-geographice.l 
groupings and type of education of the students. A few items were found to 
show a more direct relationship with ethnic groupe than with type of school 
attended. 
The amount of educ::a.tion of the fathers di.t'fered greatly. Twice &8 many 
fathers of eastern and southern European background did not complete high school 
as oompared to the northern and western ,h;uropeana. 
Study of the immigrant generation of the students showed that over four-
fifths of those of northern and western ElU'Opean background were at least four1ih. 
generation Americans while a little over half of the other group were fourth-
generation or over. 
Ties with relati vee ware twice aa strong among the eastern and. southern 
European group as ties with friends. This group ... also conspicuous in the 
tact that over one-fifth of them gave no response to this question. The stu-
dents of northern and western l!.'uropean origins were more inclined to prefer 
ties with friends and very few of them did not respond to this question. 
When the 1'1rst and second choices on the DlOst important thinga for a child 
to learn to help him in later life were examined, the students of northern and 
western European background emphasized thinking for oneself to a greater extent 
than the other ethnic group. ~he differenoes, when LElneld's either/or evalua-
tion was used., were very striking. Whereas the public sohool and. paroobial 
school students had dii'!'erenoes of about three per cent on choosing thinking far 
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oneself over obedience, the difference was 19 per oent acoording to ethnic 
groups. 
On the question investigating the amount of money the students could spend 
weekly f tb;)se of southern and eastern z.~uropean or igme &verag'Sd almost ninety 
cents moz'e than the other ethnio sUD-group. The students in both groups earned 
part or all of this money with about the same frequency. 
The belief that Negroes are getting too much power in this country showed 
a wider range acoording to ethnic background than type of school attended. The 
students whose fathers were of southern and eastern ~~pean originS were almost 
twice as likely as the northern and western European group to think that :4egTOes 
were getting too muoh power (52.6 to 27.7 per cent). The differences acoord-
ing to sohool attended. fire about 11 per cent. However, the expres8ed attitude 
with regard to r4egroes aho_ lea8 differences between the ethnic groupe than 
between the students in the tllO types of sohools attended when the sub ject of 
integrated schools and neighborhoods is examined, and when the attitudes are 
categorized as to gradations of favorable or unfavorable toward the Negro. 
In summary then, Hypothesis Two did hold true more particularly in those 
areas which are uauaJ.ly associa.ted with more recent or remote immigration and 
more or le8s assimilation into the "American" culture. that is, kinship pattern 
of associ.&tion, amount of education of' the fathers, valUAtion of obedience as 
opposed to thinking for self, and belief that Negroes are getting too much 
power in this country. L"l all other a.reu the h¥P<>thesis could not be proved 
in this study. 
FSCpothesia Three investigated the relationship between responses of stu-
dents whose parents were educated in publio school or parochial school and then 
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compared these responses with the patterns noted according to type of sohool 
attended by the student. Only those students who oame from familiee in which 
both parents had. attended only a Vablic sohool or both parents had attended onl, 
a Catholic school were used for the parental eduoation group. The 57 stUdents 
(of 128 in the total group) who noted that either or 'both of their parents had 
attended both school systems at some time were not used in this phase of the 
study. 
The only nationality group whioh Beemed to show a strong positive relation-
ship with a unified Catholio education of both pe:rents 118.8 from Ireland. Very 
few of these oouples had received a unified public sohool eduoation. 
Devotionalism. of the atudent showed 1 ts widest and only important varia-
tion when the type of education of the parents waa considered. While 58.8 per 
cent of the students whose parents had both been educated in Catholic schools 
were rated high 1n devotioneJ.1sm, 24.1 per cent of those whoSG parents had both 
attended publio sohool were high in this orientation. Yet, the peroentages for 
the students themael Yea &coording to their type of education were }4.4 and ~2. 5 
per cent, respectively. This m8\1 pos8ibly indicate a sample biu, a new 
emphuia in Catholic education, or some other factor which was sifted out with 
the parental mixed education group which was not used for this analysis. 
Publio sohool education of the parents has a strong relationship with a 
belief that ~egroes are gstting too much power in the United States (40.8 to 
11.8 per cent for children of Catholic school parents), the percentages are 
4,.8 and ~2.8 according to the type of school the student now attends, that is, 
public or parochial. 
The same type of generalization regarding parental education can be made 
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in each of the other areas of the group images expressed. Parochial school 
education of both parents definitely showed a greater relationship with accept. 
ance of integrated schools, integrated neighborhoods and positive rather than 
negative comments on the equality or brotherhood of l'Iegroes and whites. 
Work values of the etudents differed all two particular items; the parochia. 
Bohool eduoation of the parents showed relationship with more frequent choice 0 
chances for advancement. the percentages on this item were 41.2 and 22.2 per 
cent, respectively, for parochial and public education of the parents as oppose: 
to 29.7 and 26.6 per cent by type of achool attended by the students. The 
children of couple. educated in public schools more often chose work that is 
important and gives a feeling of accomplishment. The responses h.ere were 5l.a 
per cent for the children of public school parents as opposed to 23.5 per cent 
for the children of parochial educated parents. In the study of the responses 
according to the type of school attended by the students themael ves, the choice 
of work that 18 important and gives a feeling of accomplishment was made by 
51.5 per cent of the public school students and 43.8 per cent of the paroohial 
school stUdents. 
Children of parents who both bad a public school education averaged 
eighty-six cents more for spending money weekly than did those of parents from 
Catholic schools (32.96 to $2.16). This is a reversal of the relationship 
shown according to students' type of school ($2.67 to $2.88, respectively). 
When questioned about the degree of governmental action now exerted on 
various social problems, the public school students were more inclined. to say 
that not enough is being done (48.5 to }6.0 per cent). According to the type 
of education of the parents, the differences were even wider, with 'Well over 
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half (57.4 per cent) of the atadents of parente eduoated in publio school e.e 
compared with about one-third (;5., per cent) of those ot parochial background 
replying that the government is not doing ellough. 
In selecting a productive-constructive, as compared to self-indulgent. use 
of leisure time t the children of parents educated in the Ca.tholic school did 
this in over 26 per cent more oases than did their counterparts, students whose 
parents were edu.cated in public schools (70.6 to 44.5 per oent). The responses 
a.ocordil'lg to type of school of the students themselves were 57.8 and 48., per 
cent for parochial and public school students t respectively. 
This whole presentation of the comparisons according to type of eduoation 
of the parents and typ@ of eduoation of their children indicates very clearly 
the elusive "two coni'ounding factors n which ~18k1 lists in his discussion of 
the consequences of attending Catholic schools: 1. Strongly Catholic pe.rents 
may select Catholic schools for their children and, therefore, the Catholicism 
of the children cannot be oradi ted entirely to the influerioe of CatholiC schools 
and 2. There is a great deal of interaction between those Catholics who reoeive 
a Catholic education and those who do not.96 
These two faotors apparently do lead to an acculturation process among 
~atholics as the Catholic and public school influenoes aro diffused in the 
social interaction and intermarriage pattern among Catholics. Therefore, it 
seems to this writer that any atudy of the consequences of attending Catholio 
"chools must attempt to conSCientiously and rigidly control the variables whioh 
bring about or usist this diffusion. Studies in which "more than half of thair 
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education in a Catholic sehoolH is defined as Catholic education and "half or 
less in Ca.tholic schools" 18 considered public education, are not limiting 
enough in their definition of either Catholic or public school education. This 
methodology- was sufficient for the purpose of making a. pioneering breakthrough 
in an almost unexplored area. of social relationsh1ps, but it will not be justi-
fied in ~ future studies of this area. 
Hypothesi! ~ 80ught to investigate the relevance of another educa.tional 
variable, the amount of education of the parents as compared with the type of 
education of the students. The "amount of education" va:riables included only 
two polar groups a those students whose parents had both graduated from high 
school &8 compared with those students who reported that neither parent had 
completed high school. The remaining 46 students who stated that one parent 
had graduated from high school and one had not. or that they did not know how 
much education a parent had received, were not used in this pa.rt of the study. 
The follo~g items appeared to be ot importance. 
Tiea with relatives appear to have a much stronger importanoe for the 
students whose parents have not graduated from hib~ sohool. while ties with 
friends are more frequently the choice of those students whose parents &re high 
school graduates. The percentages by amcnmt ot education of the parents on 
this question of ties with relatives were ;4.5 and 59.2 per oent for high 
school graduates' ohildren and non-graduates' ohildren, res peat! vely, while 
parochial or public school attendance by the student showed a five per oent 
differenoe (4,.8 to 48.5 per oent). 
In the anal;rais by amount of education of the parents of the beliet that 
it is hardly fair to bring ohildren into the world the ~ things look for the 
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future, '} 7.0 per cent of those respondents whose parents had not gradua.ted from 
high school a.gt"eed with the above statement t and 7.'} per cent of those whose 
parents had graduated from high school said this. The responses by type of 
school, public or Catholic,were 18.7 and 12.5 per cent. respectively. 
The hypothesis seems verified in examining one nationality group, that is, 
in those families where the father was of southern or eastern };urOJi.'lE!&'1 ba.ck-
ground. The percentages here of paTents who did not complete high school was 
over twice as large as the percentage of parents who did, 70.,} to 27.3 per cent. 
Differences in response on this faotor according to type of education of the 
student were very small. 
i'he same pattern was obsened in the examination of immigrant generation 
in America. Almost one-half (48.1 per cent) of the students who reported that 
both pa:rents were not high school graduates were second- or third-generation 
Amerioans while 89.1 per cent of the students whoH parents were both high 
school graduates were in the fourth generation or more. 
Amount of education of the parents was also more significant than type of 
education of the students in expression of a poSitive attitude toward work. 
The children of high school graduates gave responses which indicated that they 
liked work more frequently than did the children of non-graduates (45.4 to 29.6 
per cent). 
Of cOUl'se, the children of high 8chool graduates were much more interested 
in gaining further education after completing high school (96.4 per cent) than 
were those whoae parente had less than a high school education (62.9 per cent). 
C11ildren of the more highly educated parents also liked school better 
(80.8 to 62.9 per cent). Type of sohool attended by the students brought no 
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difference in percentages on this question (71.9 for both grcups). 
In choice of productive and oonstruotive in preference to self-indulgent 
leisure-time aotivities, the responses by type of sohool attended wre 48.5 to 
57.8 per cent tor publio and parochial students, l"$speotively. Checked by 
amount of edlloaiion of the parents, it was 65.4 to 40.7 per oent for high soh 
'VB. non-high sohool graduates t ohildren. 
Asked if the United Sta.tes is spending too much money abroad helping other 
countries, the students indica.ted that the amount of eduoation of the parents 
was mare signifioant than type of sohool attended by the student. That is, 
25.9 per cent of thoM in hOl!lles where the parents are non-graduates ag;reed that 
we are spending too muoh abroad while 9.1 per oent of the high sohool graduates 
ohildren said this. While 21.9 per cent of the students attending paroohial 
sohools agreed with this, 15.6 per cent of the publio sohool students did so. 
The preference for a president Who abides more striotly by oonstitutional 
law showed differences ot over 22 per cent, students of more highly educated 
parente atressed this moat frequently (81.a to 59.2 per cent). 
!~ ~.!IU:~. This sample of high. school students who are Catholio a.nd 
are a~tending either a parochial high school or public h1b~ school and weekly 
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine olasses, did differ greatly in 1i1a.!lY of the 
responses aooording to the five sets of vaz1ables used in this study, namely; 
type of school attended by the student, sooW olass as determined by the 
father-s ocoupation, ethnic-geographic area of t'atherfs origin, type of educa-
tion of the parents, and amount of education of the parents. 
Fewer marked differences were found in the comparisons between the working 
olass 2r4 middle class responses. 
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A va:riable which showed ra.ther striking d.ifferences in responses on a. num-
·ber of items was the sub-groups divided according to ethnic-geographic area of 
the fathers' immigra.tion. Bthnic background is a faotor which has been shown 
to have important rela.tionships with social olass factors a.nd degree of ffAmeri-
canization" in some studies and, at least in this study, a.ppears to 06 meaning-
ful in areas which 8l'e often simply termed "religioue ll • It ma,y seem inoOngTUOWl 
to some that a ,group of predominantly r.atholic families with a. common faith 
could differ greatly on religious questions when ethnic background of the fatheJ 
is considered. :No effort was made to assess ethnic ''mixing" since no inquiry 
about the mothers' nationality descent was made. 
Amount of education of the parents (distinguishing two groups ill which 
both parents are high school graduates or neither parent is a high school 
graduate) also is clearly associated with social class in IlIost sociological 
writi.ngs. In this study the differences between the two educational levels 
wer~ evident in some areas usually associated with social olass and others 
generally considered religious. 
Social class, ethnic background, and amount of eduoation of the parents 
did not 8how important l''&lationships in as many different areas as did the pub-
lic or Catholic education of the ohild or of his parents. The follOwing table, 
Table XLVIII, gives the percentages on a few of the questions between the tllO 
sub-groups in each of the fi va variables studied. This table does not list all 
of the dependent variables which were studied but simply gives a broad overview 
of the differences a.nd r:.lirnil&1"ities of' responses in 80me of' the areas of the 
study. 
fABLE XLVIII. C01,lPARISONS OF PERC}':NTAGl';5 FOR SOblE VA.RIA:BLES ACCOlmING TO TIm FOUR HYl)(J.PJU.;;SES 
Type of edue. Social Class Ethnic Group !J.7"Pe of edlle. Amount educe 
ot student of parents of parents 
Item Paro- Public Mid. \!cork. lI. W. S. E. All All h.s. not 
chial Europe mropt Catha public grads grads 
14-64 N-64 :N-52 N-76 N-65 N-55 H-17 N-54 li-55 B-21 
llmDigrant generation 
Second 4.7 1.6 1.9 }.9 }.l 3.6 11.8 1.8 3.7 
Third 18.7 28.1 15.4 28.9 
I 
12.3 40.0 11.8 3}.4 9.1 44.4 
Fourth 76.5 70.3 82.7 67.0 84.6 56.3 76.5 66.6 89.1 51.8 
Education of father--
Lesa than h.s. gl"ad. 37.5 . 46.9 21.2 56.6 I 29.2 58.2 41.2 46.3 
"Catholic" Father 93.8 85.9 84.6 93.4 I 
83.1 98.2 100.0 88.9 . 85.4 92.5 
"Catholic" Mother 98.5 95.4 94.2 98.7 93.8 100.0 100.0 98.2 94.2 96.} 
Asaociat101lallnvol vement i I I of F8!Al (weekly Msas) 76.5 143.8 55.7 63.2 64.6 52.6 10.6 55.6 61.3 44.4 
I I Communal. Involvement of 
\ \ 
sophomore student 73.5 28.1 48.0 52.6 I 52.3 54.5 64.7 46.3 \ 47.3 48.1 
I i 
Right to disbelieve, doubt I I teachings of Churoh ;4.4 
\ 
51.5 40.4 44.7 41.5 41.8 52.9 44.5 43.6 66.6 
Al~s or usua.l1y wrong-
Sunday business 64.1 I 46.9 51.9 51.9 56.9 49.1 58.4 51.9 54.5 44.4 
Divorce 93.7 75.0 a6.5 83.0 87.7 19.9 94.1 81.5 81.2 81.4 .... \J1 I\} 
• 
TAllLE XLVIII. (continued) COf;iPARISOlm Q:h' p.MtCmlTAGr~S FOR Smlli VARlABIJSS AOCORDIUG '1'0 THE FOUR 
lIYRt1'HESES 
Type of educ. Social CIMS Ethnic Group Type or Educ. Amount educ. 
of student ot parents of parents 
. 
Item Pare PI.lblic Mid. V<'ork. l'i. w. S.B. All All h .... not 
chial Europe h'urope Cath. public grads grade , 
,N-64 1-64 1-52 N-76 N-65 1~·55 N-17 N-54 Ii-55 N-27 
Attitude towrd :Negro&a 
in neighborhood 
Positive 48·5 29.7 40.4 38.1 41.5 36.4 52.9 35.2 41.8 22.2 Qualified positive 20., 14.1 21.2 14.5 15.4 18.2 2}., 13.0 16.4 11.1 
IIegative 17.2 17.2 17.; 17.1 18.5 16.4 11.8 22.2 16.4 18.5 
Strongly Jegative 1.6 20.; 9.6 11.8 4.6 18.2 5.9 16.1 9.1 25.9 
Uncertain. no res ponae 12.5 18.7 11.5 18.4 20.0 10.9 5.9 13.0 I 16.4 22.2 
Ties with relatives 4;.8 48.5 40.4 50.0 41.5 50.9 47.1 48.1 I 59.2 I }4.5 
Ties with friends 46.9 ~.4 40 .. 4 40.9 52.3 2'(., 41.2 37.0 I 49.1 29.6 
No response 9.4 17.2 19.2 9.2 6.2 21.8 11.£, 14.8 I 16 .. 4 11.1 
Mos' important for child 
j 
i 
'1'"0 think tor self 56.; 59.4 6;.4 57.1 66.1 47.3 se.8 50.0 i 60.0 51.8 I j i 
Attitude to work--positive 40.6 I 43.8 I 36.5 46.0 46.2 ;6.4 41.2 44.5 i 45.4 29.6 I I I Future job--important and I I gives feeling 01' , 
accomplishment 43.8 I 51.5 55.7 42.1 44.6 52.6 23.5 51.8 49.1 40.7 
Others have right to 
speak against your 
religion 10.; I 57.8 65.4 6;.2 69.3 63.6 76.5 60.1 63.6 59.2 ... \J'l 
I VI • 
Discussion .2! Lenald. '8 .Detroit Area Study. Much of Chapter VI of-I!!!. 
B!ligious Factor ia devoted to a discussion of the findings in the Detroit Area 
Study of the "Consequences of Attending Catholic Sohools. ,.91 "Consequences" 
ia 8. rather presumptuous word, implying a direct c8.use-effect relationship 
which 18 not verifiable in many cases. However t IAnsld doee preface his f1nd-
ings by a discussion of the selective process involved in attendance at a Oath-
olio school, a notation of the importanoe of parental influence in this matter. 
and of the importance 0.1' interaction, and consequent reciprocal influence, be ... 
tween Catholics educated in public schools and Catholics educated in Catholic 
schools. 
The two oategories whioh he uaed for this analysis were, (A) Those who 
received more than h.al..f of their eduoation in Catholic sohools, and (B) those 
who received half or less in Catholio sohools. The categories used in this 
present study for a Catholic or public education were much more restrictive. 
Students were considered to bave a Catholic or public school education if they 
had attended only Catholic or public schools for the last eight years t that is, 
from at least grades } to lOb. the grade the respondents were in at the time of 
the study. All other students were eliminated .from 1;he study. 
No a1;tempt has been made to reconcile the differences in responses found 
in 1;hie study as compared with the Detroit Area Study. However, the more not-
able trends whioh agree will be stated as well as the definite issues on which 
the two studies do not concur. 
In background, the two groups t students in Catholic school and those in 
91Lenski, pp. 24Q..25}. All references in the remainder of this chapter 
are taken from this source. 
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public school, differed in a number of ~s. The attendance at the parochial 
schools by those of northwest ~~opean paternal descent was 58.4 per oent as 
opposed to those of eastern and southern European nationalities, 45.4 per cent. 
This trend. agrees with Leuski 'a findings of 46 and 28 per cent, respectively, 
for his two adult groups. 
Weekly Mass attendance for the students in the two school systems differed 
by onl~' 4.8 per centt 95.4 to 90.6 per cent, Catholic and publio schools, 
respectively. Weekly Wass attendance for the Catholic fathers of these same 
students was far less. 86.6 and 6}.} per oent. For the Catholic mothers of 
these same students, the percentages were 90.5 and 18.1 per cent. These per-
centages are higher than thoee of the Detroit Area study" but follow the same 
pattern of relationship of higher .Mass attendance for those affiliated with 
Catholic education. It must be remembered thai this study contains only Cath-
olics who are committed to the Catholic Church, at least to the extent of send-
ing their children to religious instructions. Families in. which no oo~~itment 
to Catholicism is shown other than claiming Catholic religiOUS affiliation are 
not inoluded in this study as they were in the Lenski study. 
Lenski found that Catholics with a Catholio education were more orthodox 
than those with a public education. His peroentages were 68 to 56 per cent. 
The peroentages in thi8 present study were 95.4 to 81.5 per cent. The differ-
ences here m~ be partly attributable to a re-wording on the questions used to 
investigate this orientation. (See pages 52-5;, Chapter U.) 'file immaturity 
of the students and selective quality of the group would also be faotors of im-
portanoe. 
In the Detroit Area Study it was found that Catholic education a180 appearl 
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to inorease lIomewhat the possibility that Catholic. will adopt a devotional 
orientation. In this present study a. 2.4 per cent difference was noted accord-
ing to the present education of the students; ;4.4 and 32.8 per cent for paro-
chial and public sohool students, respectively. Howevex, when respo~~es were 
oheclced according to the type of educa.tion of the parents ill this same study, 
the percentage. were 58.8 and. 24.1, respectively. 'rhis raises the question 
of the possibility of a :new emphasis (or de-emphasis) in the Catholic schools 
within the last generation. 
In agreement with Lenski 'a findings, this writer noted a high relationship 
between Catholic education and Ca.tholic subcommunity involvement. The Detroit 
Area Study revealed that 44 per oent of those who had received a Catholio edu-
cation were highly involved in the Catholic subcommunity and ;2 per cent of 
those who did not have a Catholic education were highly involved. This present 
study showed a 45 per cent differenoe between students in the two school 
systems, 73.5 to 28.1 per cent, respeotively. 
Lenski found that the images of' Protestants t Jews, and Negroes were vir-
tually unaffected by the type of Bohool Catholics attended. On this issue the 
findings of this study do not agree with those of the Detroit Area Study. 'rhe 
percentages for the expressed unfa.'VOrable image of Jews getting too much power 
was 7.8 in Catholio school children to 20.3 per cent for publio school CatholicS 
for the Negro it was 32.8 and 4,.8 per cent, respeotively. On the question of 
their approval of integration of neighborhoods, the responses were 51.5 and 
40.6 per cent. When the comments of the students on integration of neighbor-
hoods was categorized, the percentage differences between the two groups reach-
ed 18 per cent differences on two of the five categories; that is, on selection 
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of the concept of equality and brotherhood of all men, and on the definitely 
expressed negative attitude toward lle,grOi:Js. (See Ta.ble XLVIII, page 15:,.) 
In each of the above issues, it was the Catholic students enrolled in the pub-
lic SChools who expressed the more negative im~ of the other groups. 
Adult responses of the Detroit Area Study on the evaluation of divorce as 
al~s or usually wrong were 13 &ld 60 per cent according to achool attended; 
the teenat~ responses of this present study reached 93.7 (Catholic school) and 
'15.0 per cent (public sohool). 'rhese findings substantiate Lenski~s conclusion 
that Catholio educ~tion does seem to strengthen the commitment <at least. ver-
bal commitment) of indiViduals to Catholic teachings particularly in the area 
of family life. 
Among the Catholic adults in the Detroit Area Study, no difference was 
noted with respect to the attitude toward Sund~ business according to CatholiC 
or public education. Among the teenagers in this study, the differenoe was 
11.2 per cent: while 64.1 per cent of the students in Catholic school felt 
Sunda.y business was alu.;ys or usually wrong, 46.9 per cent ot those in public 
school responded in this .~. When the question was restructured to personal 
shopping for olothing and furniture on Sund.a3's. the percentages increased to 
67.2 and 54.7 per oent. On both of these moral issues, divorce and Sunday 
shopping. the higher percentages were those of the students in Catholic schoolsl 
these responses were more in keeping with Catholic teachings on these issues. 
The middle clus men with e. Catholic eduoation in the Lenski study were 
les8 likely to hold positive attitudes toward work than were their public 
sohool oOWlter:pa.rts. Sinoe there we:!'e only b4 boys in the entire study and 41 
of these were in the working olass, the group was too small to suMi vide 
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a.ccording to middle class.!!!! type of eduoation. An analysis done with ea.ch 
\)f the two variables separa.tely did show, however t the aa.me general trends as 
noted in the 1enski study J i.e., the public school boys and the working class 
boys did show a positive attit'ude (40.6 and 41.5 per cent) toward work with 
greater frequency than did the parochial school or middle class males in this 
study (28.1 and 21.7 per cent). Vnlen the sophomore girlst responses were in-
eluded, the ma:rgins between the groups were not as wide but the trend is still 
in the same direction (see Table XXIll). 1enski pinpoints this as one of the 
sources of the difference between Ca.tholios and non-Catholics in vertioal mobil. 
ity. 
Lenaki found that a Catholio eduoation increased the probability of Cath-
olios shi.fting to the Republican party. He attrUrutes this to a. response to 
appeals to traditional morality of Revublican candidates acqu.ired through years 
of exposure to the Catholic system of education. The responses in this present 
st~ suggest that Catholics ma.,y also find the appeala of traditional individ-
ualism and rejection of welfare state concepts as puah-or-pull influences which 
oould. possibly lead to shifts in party preferenoe. This ia a presumption, of 
course, because the party prei'erences of the families in this study" were not 
examined. 
In agreement with the Lenaki study t this author found Ca.tholic education 
in the present study was linked with less inolination to give a great deal of 
thought to world probleDl8 (20.,3 to 28.1 ~r cent); but, in OPPOSition to Lenald.'. 
findings t hwrtanitarian tendenoies in the area. of foreign. aid were not rela.ted 
to present attendanoe at Catholio schools but with attendanoe at public school. 
While 21.9 and 15.6 per cent of the students felt that we should not give 
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finanoial aid abroad, the res ponses oheoked according to the type of eduoation 
of the parents brought a reyersed pattern. The children of Catholio-educated 
parents fayored finanoial aid to foreign cOl111tries more frequently than did 
the ohildren of parents educated in publiC sohool (94.1 to 87.0 per cent). Is 
this, too, a new emphasis or lack of emphasis within the parochial schools or 
simply a quirk of sampling since the differences here are not too great? 
Lenski found no appreoiable differenoes in the area of freedom of speech. 
Three questions were asked in this present study on interpretation of the Bill 
of Rights, two of them paralleled tenski's questions and one of them was 
definitely sharpened (see pages 55-56). Contrary to Lenski's findings. differ-
ences were shown on all three que.tiona. '!'he right of criticilling what the 
president does was aoceptedby 87.5 (Catholio sohool) and 75.0 per oent (pUbliC 
sohool), the right of others to speak against one' 8 religion was permitted by 
10.3 and 51.8 per oent, respectively; and the right to make speeohes for Com-
muniSM was allowed by 81.3 and 71.9 per cent, respectively. In each cue it 
was the parochial school group which was aore willing to grant the liberal 
interpretation of the Bill of Rights. 
In Lenaki fa study, adults in the Detroit Area were "overwhelmingly in 
favor of the man who follows the rules" a.s the type of candidate they would 
prefer to see in the White House. Ninety one per cent in the Lenski study with 
Catholic education favored this and 81 per cent with public education. The 
responses for the Catholic sophomores were not so "overwhelmingly" in support 
of constitutional government although they followed the same general pattern 
(19.1 and 11.9 per cent). Even cheoking the responses acoording to the type 
of eduoation of the parents did not olarify the trend here, for the responses 
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were very similar to those already given here according to the tYl~ of educat~ 
of the children. 
Among Detroit adults 68 per cent of those with a Catholic education valued 
ties with relatives more thal, ties with friends, while 63 per cent of those 
with a public eduoation did this. The teenage responses brought the opposite 
pattern and far less agreement with this preference. The Catholic school 
students' choioe of ties with relatives was 4;.8 per cent while 48.5 pel' cent of 
the public school students made this choice of relatives in preferenoe to 
friends. 
The sophomores in this study who are attending public school were a little 
more inclined to ohoose thinking for oneself over obedienoe (59.4 per cent to 
56.; for Catholio sohool stUdents) as the most important thing for a ohild to 
learn. The responses are not strikingly different, but follow the same trend 
as was noted ll1. the 1eneld. study. 
Lenald • s finding that the j'ami~ size did not differ acoording to type of 
eduoation in his group is not substszltiated by the respor~es of this stu~1 
the students in Catholic schools are from familiee with a mean number of 
ohildren of 4.4, ~lile the public sohool students reported a mean number of 
3-; Children in their families. 
In summary, it is possible to say tha.t the findings of this present study 
of a group of Catholio teenagers in Detroit agreed in general with the Detroit 
Area Study on the patterns of attitude responses in relationship to public 
educa.tion and Catholio educa.tion in the following instarlcefU nationality baok-
ground; lias attendance of child's pa:rents, Ca.tholic BUDoommuni ty oohesion, 
moral eValuation of divoroe as always or usually wrong; positive and negative 
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attitudes tOW8.Td work. amount of thought given to world problems. preferenoe 
for a man who follows constitutional government in the ~bite Housel ohoice of 
obedience over thinking for oneself as the most important thing for a child to 
learn. 
This study did not conour with 'the 1enski study in these areas a images 
of Protasta.."1ts, Jews, and lie.groes t and acoeptance of the idea of integrated 
sohools and neighborhoods i Sunday bUSiness practioes, interest ill 6i ving finan-
oial aid to foreign countries; interpretation of the lUll of Rights regarding 
freedom of speeoh J preference for kinship group or friends J and family size. 
Limitations .2! .!l!!. Study ~ Buggestior:! !s!L Further !esearch. One of the 
areas in which the writer feels that this study is limited is the del:l,:tu.o.tion 
of social olass by one factor, tne occupation of the father _ Since income waul 
not be available on a study such as this, then possibly the amount of educa.tion 
of the mother and father would 'be a second fa.ctor to \~e here. 
Also, this sample is not representa.tive of a. complete cross-sectional grou 
of t~enager8 who are Catholic. It is restricted to one metropolitan area and 
to student. who are committed to Catholic education to the point of a.ttending 
either a. Ca.tholic school or CC£1 ClasS8S tor religious instructions. There are 
presumably other high school studenta who are Catholic and atterw Mass on Sun-
daJ but do not a.ttend Catholic high school or CeD 01&8se8. 
The fact that the survey was done within Catholic auspices by religious mU 
l~ teachers would offer a. question of possible bias although every effort was 
made to negate this possibility_ 
There were eo number of are&lill whioh showed promise of interesting and 
possibly significant results but which had to be bypassed for various practioal 
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reasons. Assooiational involvement in the Catholio Church and communal involve 
ment in the Catholio suboommunity suggest an avenue of investigation of many 
possible insights into "Catholic" daily living~ Instead of using an either/or, 
high/low rating in this investigation, a high, average, low eValuation might 
proTe more fruitful. Also, it seems to this writer that the two commitments 
might be combined for a clarification of aome of the differenoes noted among 
Catholics • For example t Catholios who are high in aesociational involvement 
and high in communal involvement could be expeoted to differ significantly from 
Catholios who are high in &8sociational and low in oommunal involvement. 
No attempt was made in this stu~ to determine the stability of family 
life for the general population of Catholic students in the two schools. Does 
attendance at a public school by a Catholic child show a relationship with l~ck 
of parental unity due to death, divorce. or sepa;ration? Also, how do Catholio 
students from these "broken" homes differ in responses from those in which 
there is parental marital unity, particularly if it includes parental religious 
unity? 
Also, what relationships are to be found bet1leen all-Catholic eo.ucation, 
all-public education, and "mixed" education of Catholic student. or their 
parents? A few samplings made by this writer showed that the "mixed" education 
group did not simply take a stand between the reeponses of the all-C atholio or 
all-~~blio school groupe on all questiona. 
Does all-Catholic education from grades 1 .. 6 and public high school educa-
tion present more signifioant differences or public education from grades 1-6 
combined with Catholic high school education? 
As s~s~sted on page 142, the responses of the students educated in Cath-
olic school and those of the public school should be examined for their 
cross-relationships with social class responses. 
In the area. of CatholiC and public education for CatholiCS, further study 
on a large national scale hae recently been initia.ted through the llational 
Opinion Researoh Center of the University of Chicago in cooperation with the 
Uni versi ty of :Notre Dame. Financed by a. Carnegie Corpora.tion grant, resea:rcher 
include Father Alldrew Greeley, Gerhard 1ensld. and fJ:erry Denny, whose works 
have been among the pioneering explorations of this Whole area of Catholio and 
public school education. 
It ia hoped that interest in this previously neglected area of 8ociolog1~ 
and religious inquiry will continue to grow and be of value to both sociologistii 
and Catholio eduoators. 
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THE QUESTlillIllAlRE: SOURCE OF EACH ITll:ll1iARKED ACCORDING TO CATEGORIES 
EXPl.tAllam IN CHA.PrER II, PAGES 41-46 
DETROIT T"F.ENAGE S1JRVl!:'Y 
Explanation to Detroit teenagers I This questionnaire looke long and compli-
cated at first. but that is because there are only seven or eight questions on 
a page. These questions &Te a part of 8. study which is being done on the 
opinions and interests of students in high schools in the Detroit area. It 
oOYers many subjeots, such &8 politics, f&milT life, recreation, and religion. 
We feel it is important to understand the ideas of these teenagers who will 
soon take their place as 8. part of the adult population. As you will notice, 
some of the questions can be answered by simply ohecking a number or selecting 
an answer I but not all questions oan be made that simple. Some of them will 
need a statement from you in order to be clear. Do not bother with 8. complete 
sentence when you feel that you can. give the answer in a few words or phrase •• 
Plaue do try to make yourself clear, thoUt;,)h. so we will have an accurate 
record of your views and some facts about life around you. 
There are no right or wrong answers. We just want your honeat opinions and 
ideas on the.. important topic.. Some of the questions may not 8eem as clear 
as they could be t so if you feel that you want to wi te a comment on 8. question 
or add another &nawer, please do so. That is why we left so much room on ea.ch 
170. 
otice that we have purposely omitted your name and address from the question-
e 80 that you will teel particularly free to express your opinions and 
Your teacher is not going to use the queationa or anawers t they are 
eing used in a study being done L~ a university in another city. 
THANK lOU FOR YOUR TU!E, INTE..~;8T, .A1m COOPERA~~ION. 
Source 
See pg. 47-8. 
II 
• How ~ brothers and sisters do you have altogether, including any 
wbo died after birth? II 
How ma:l,Y adults are there in your home? (Do ~ count your older 
brothera and aiaters in thiB). _ What relation &1"8 each of II 
these adul ta to you? (for example J Mother, lather, Uncle, Grand-
mother, friend of the family tete.) _____________ _ 
• In how IIl8.lI.7 other citi.s or areas have you lived? _ 
• Please show the years you attended public or parochial school by 
oircling the g'l"ades. 
GRA.MIva SCHOOL 
Public School 1, 2, " 4. 5. 6, 7. 8, 
Parochial School 1, 2. " 4, 5. 6, 7. 8, 
HIGH SCHOOL 
1,2,',4, 
1 f 2. " 4, 
• What is the original nationality of your family on your father's 
II 
II 
side? I 
Was your father born in the United States? Yea Your Mother? I 
----yo Yes No 
Were any of your four gran4p~ents born in ~United"'"'St'&tes?- II 
_Yes (how~?_) 
_lio, none were born here 
• Circle the number in each group which shows approximately how ma.ny 
yeara ot sohooling e1il.Ch ot your p&l'ents completed. (ThiB is aome- III 
times a dUficult question to &nswer, even it TOU cannot give an 
exaot anawer, try to give us an approximate answer.) 
FOR YOUR FA.THlm I GBAMlIJAR SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL OTHER 
Public achool 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, It 2, 3, 4, 
Parochial School 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 1, 2, 3, 4 t 
l!"'OR YOUR :ooJ.lJlElh 
Public school 1, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6, '7 t 8, 1, 2, ;; 4, 
Pe.'rochial Bchool 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6. 7, 8. 1, 2, 
" 
4, 
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7. 'Ie are interested. in the kind of work and the places where the II 
parenta of Detroit teenagers work. If your fatber 1s retired or 
not living, tell what his ocoupation was, or, if you are being 
brought up by some relative or guard.ian, what is the guardian or 
relative·. occupation? Or, if your mother supports your fam.ily 
for some reuon, what i8 her occupation? 
Is this person your father, mother, guardian, eto. '( 
Doea this person work for himself J or is he or she: 
----employed by someone else or aome oom~ 
What kind of compai'i'yOr business is it? (auto plant, superma.Tket, 
post oftice, etc.) ___________________ _ 
What is his or her partioular job? Please try to explain olearly just what job is done. ____ -_____________ _ 
S. Some people tell ue tha.t they oouldn tt really be happy unleSB they II 
_1'8 working at some job or keeping house. But others say tha.t 
they would be a lot happier if they didn't have to work and could 
take life easy. Do you agree with the 
let statement 
2nd statement 
Why is that? 
9. Wh.ich thing on this list would you most prefer in a job? 
_high income 
_no da.n~r of being fired 
_working hours are short, lots of free time 
chances for advanoement 
-the wrk ia important and gives a feeling of accomplish ... 
ment 
10. All things considered. do you think that soienoe is a good field II 
for a young man to go into tod~? 
Yes 
- No 
~by1-_,--____________________________________________ __ 
11. Some people say the {~vermnent should eo more than it haa in oon- III 
Mction with problema suoh as housing,. unemployment,. sooial 
aecuri ty,. and so on. But others say the government is already 
doing too much along these lines. O:N 'Ni"E VmOLE,. would you s8\Y 
that what the governmerit is doing now is: 
too much 
-
_about right 
_not enough 
112. 
If' you anawered "not enough" on that question, would ;you like to II 
see the government go so far as to take over and run the big 
industries in this oountry such as the railroads, or the steel 
industry? 
_Yes 
1'10 
- ,Unce:rtain 
12. Looking ahead to the day when you oan vote, .. 're interested in II 
finding out what 80rt of ~&n Detroit teenagers most like to see 
in the Mlite House as president. Would you prefer a man who, 
_Gets things done by never letting governmental rules 
and regulations stop him 
_Take. longer to get II10st things done but generally 
abides by the rules and regulations 
l~. In our country the Constitution guarantees the right of free 1 
speeoh to everyone. In your opinion. does this include the 
xi~lt for someone to make speeohes oriticising what the Pres-
ident doe8? 
-Jf18 
_no 
Do you think that the right of tree speech lllcludes the right III 
for someone to make speeches ab~t your religion? 
---3ea 
no 
-
In your opi.nion. does the right of free speeoh include the 
rip,ht for someone to make speeches in favor of Communism? 
(SPeeches only) 
----7es 
no 
-
14. Personally t do you think wi te students and colored students 
should go to 
the same schools 
-----separate schools 
-
'Would you be at all duturbed or Wlhappy it a l>iegro wi tb. the 
same income and education M you. moved into your block? 
----7es 
no 
-don't know Would-yQU explain ~? ____________________________________ __ 
I 
I 
II 
15. How much thought have you given to world problems--thinga such as II 
our oountry's relatiOns with E.'1g1an.d, li'rance. Russia., ar ... d other 
countries? _____ very great deal ot thought 
____ some thought 
very little thought 
Some people say we are spending too much to help other countries 
and that '" ahouldn tt spend a pe~ abroad except when we hav. to 
in the interest of national defense. Do you 
_agree 
_disagree 
Do you think that you would be interested in g~ing to some 
foreign country for several years and work in the Peaoe Corp 
teaching the people how to improve their living conditions? 
---J •• 
_DIJ 
173 .. 
II 
IV 
16. Here is a question about children. If you had to choose, which II 
thing on ttu.slist would you pick as .!h!. !2!i. im:egrtant tor a 
oh11d to learn to prepare him for life? Mark 1t "lat." 
_to obeY' 
_to be well liked or popular 
_to think for himself 
_to work hard. 
to help others when they need belp 
Pleue-iark your second and third chOices with. "2" and ", .. 
Here is • statement which you sometimes hear people make. II 
"Children born t~ have a wonderful future to look forward to." 
Would you 
_____ &gree with this statement 
_dis.gee 
17. Do you intend to go to college? 
to business school? 
to a trade school? 
None of the above 
IV 
Many students say that they hate school, but many others like it IV 
very much. 9!!.!h!. whole f what would you eay your attitude would 
be. like school &11 the time 
-like school JIlOst of the time 
-----neither like nor dislike it 
-----dislike 80hool most of the time 
-----dislike sohool all of the time 
-
18. What is your religion? II 
19. What il the religion of your father? II 
Wu this the religion in whioh he was raised "I 
---Ies no II 
-
20. ''hat i8 the religion of your mother? II 
Was this the re1 ;g1on in which she was raised? 
---7es ~o II 
174. 
21. Looking back to the months of June, July. and August. about how II 
often, it ever, did you attend xeligious services or Mass in 
your church or synagogue'i 
once .. week or lIore 
-two or three times -.. month 
~ouce a month 
a few times 
- never 
-
22. About how often, if ever, does your mother attend religious 
services or Mass in her church or synagogue? 
once a week or more 
----two or three times a month 
-----once a month 
----a few times a year or les8 
never 
-
II 
23. About how often, if ever, does your father attend religious II 
services or Mass in his church or synagogue? 
once a week or more 
-two or three times a month 
-once a month 
~a f .... time. a year or less 
N.ver 
-
24. In what organizations, clubs, and activities in g,onneotion .!!!h II 
lOur church are you participating this year? -rexample t Teen 
club, Sunday choir, Altar servers tete.) __________ _ 
25. All things considered, do you think you are as interested in 
religion now aa you weN five years ago? 
as interested 
-----more interested 
-less interested. 
Can yO'U'"'explain why? 
26. Some people wonder whether there is a God. How do you :feel? 
Do believe there is a God 
- • Do not believe this 
II 
II 
Do you think God is like a Heavenly Father who watches over you, II 
or do you have some other belief? 
_____ »elieve God i. like a Heavenly Father 
_Have another belief. Please explain ________ _ 
Do you believe that God listen. to people's prayers? 
---':;-6S 
no 
-
III 
7. Looking back to the months of June, July, and. August, abou.t how 
often, if ever, did you pray? 
_more than once eo day 
once a. day 
-several t1mes a week 
-very seldom 
- never 
-
175. 
III 
28. Do you believe in a life after death. that is, heaven and helH' III 
~s 
no 
-
Do you believe that in >Ghe next 11£e aomepeople will be pu ... "lished II 
and others rewarded by God? 
----J'ftB 
no 
29. Do yoU'"'be'lieve tbat,when they are able, God expects people to II 
worship Him in ""heir churches Ji.,'VE:RY week? 
----1"0s 
_M 
:50. What do you believe about Jasua? II 
_Jesus was God .• s only Son sent into the world 'by God 
to save sinful man X 
_he 'flU simply & very good man and teacher 
bave some other belief. 
-
:51. When you have deoisions to make in your everyday life, do you oon- II 
sider what God would want you to do? 
often 
=sometime8 
never 
-
:52. Do you feel that you have the right to disbelieve or doubt some III 
things which your ohurch teaches as truth? 
~8 
no 
-
:53. O~ those relatives lOU feel really close to, what proportion are II 
of the same religion as you are ~f 
all of them 
-nearly all of them 
~~re than half of them 
----about half of them 
-----les8 than half of them 
-none of them 
-
176. 
~. Thinking of l..our closest friends, what proportion are of 'the same II 
faith as you are? 
all of them 
-nearly all of them 
lIore than hal! of them 
----about half of them 
-l.ss than hal! of them 
- none of them 
-
'5. Do you 'think that Protestants have too much power in this 
country? 
-Jes 
_'DO 
}6. Do you think 'that Catholics are trying to get too much power 
in this country? 
--Je8 
no 
-
II 
II 
'7. Do you think that the Jewish people have been trying to get too II 
much power in this country? 
---.J&8 
no 
-
38. Do you think the Negro people have been trying to get too much III 
power 1». this country? 
.-Jes 
no 
-
39. On the whole, which mean more to you, your II 
____ 'ties with your relatives 
____ ties with your friends 
40. From the moral. standpoint. do you think it is wrong for a business II 
to rema1n open on Sun4lq? 
_always wrong 
usually wrong 
-sometimes wrong 
_never wrong 
Do you 'think the government ought to have laws against tbis? 
.-J •• 
no 
-
41. From the moral standpoint. how do you reel about divorce? 
always wrong 
-usually wrong 
-sometimes wrong 
-
_Mver wrong 
I 
I 
42. If you had to ohoose t would you say that your family is in 
____ the upper class 
the middle class 
_the working olus 
_____ the lower olass 
4;. What magazines or newspapers do you read regularly either in 
sohool or at home? 
44. Assuming that you 'f1ll3:rry and have a. family, would you probably 
decide to have your children attend a 
----publio sohool 
----Feligious school 
Why?--------------------------------------------------
177. 
II 
IV 
II 
45. If you attend a parochial or religious school t is it IV 
_in your own parish 
____ in another parish 
46. About how much spending money do you usually have for one week? IV 
$ • 
Do you earn any of this money yourself? 
____ yes, I earn part or all of it 
~Ot I do not 
41. At what age do you feel that young people of this modern generation IV 
can get married and be successful in their marriage '( 
Age tor a boy ____ 
Age tor a girl_ 
48. If you had a personal problem that worried you (for example t a IV 
difficult decision to make), whom would you prefer to talk it 
over with? (examples, member ot the family t teacher, member 
of the clergy, social worker, etc.) 
------------------------
49. Some people think that the children of workingmen ha.ve little II 
ohance of beooming well-to-do and important businessmen, while 
other people think they have a good chance. Would you agree with 
the 1st statement 
-2nd statement 
-
50. It is often said that it is hardly fair to bring children into II 
the world the way things look for the future. Would you 
~ee 
disagree 
118. 
51. How much influence do you think your reliE:,"ious beliefs should bave IV 
in your ohoices of amusements such as TV, movies, and books? 
_very muoh influence 
Bome influence 
----a little influence 
-no influenoe 
52. How muoh influence do you think your religious belief's should have IV 
in your daily oocupation when you are an adult? 
very muoh influenoe 
----some influenoe 
----a little influence 
- no influenoe 
-
53. How muoh influenoe do you think your religious -Deliefs should have 
in your decisiona in voting for various laws and candidates? 
_very muoh influence 
some influence 
----a little influenoe 
-no influence 
-
54. Bow much influence do you think your religious beliefs should have IV 
in your choice !.t friends in your adult life'/ 
_very muoh influence 
some influenoe 
-a little intluenoe 
-no influenoe 
-
55. Suppose a sixteen-year-old teenager were interested in some II 
worthwhile activity that gave him (her) little time to spend with 
other teenagers. 'rhe things the others were dOing were just as 
worthwhile, but they don't interest this particular teenager. Do 
you think he (she) should 
~ on with the interest 
_ohange to something that he (she) can do with other teen ... 
"&ers 
56. From the moral standpoint, do you think it is wrong to shop for IV 
furni ture or clothes on SUt.I.<iay? (wrong for you, speoifically) 
al ways wrong 
=USually wrong 
_sometimes vong 
_Mver wrong 
57. We are interested in wha.t students would do if they really had II 
free leisure time. Suppose you had graduated from high school, you 
didn't have to work, and you had 80me extra money. Imagine this 
started in the summer. List the thing you would want to do most. __ _ 
APPENDIX III 
SUGGESTIONS TO THE !EACHER WHO ADMINISTERS 
TEE QU~~TIONNAIRE 
(Time to allow--approx1matelY' ;5-45 minutes. some students will need le •• 
than this but allow enough time for all students.) 
1. Read. the top directions sheet together, calling attention to the fact that 
there are no right or wrong answers. 
2. UsuallY', do not encourage the students to ask questions before the whole 
group, but rathel', go around and &8sist exr:! student who asks your help in 
clarifying .! question. Be very careful not to give him &'I.l'Y hints &8 to 
what would be a "good" answer, simply help him to understand the question. 
:5. If any students want to explain an answer, encourage them to "write it in." 
4. If the child is not living with hia original parents, he should answer the 
question as referring to the "parents" he is living with at the present 
time. 
5. Do not allow students to oompare answers or discuss the questions among 
themselves. 
6. StUd.ents may haud in tests ... they are oompleted. (You may want to have 
an assi~ent ready for these students.) 
7. Give the impression that this questionnaire is considered iaportant and 
that their answers are important. but .!2 .!!2! .!h2! !!.! interest in their 
personal answers on the paper. This might cause the students to put down 
an answer that you might approve of t rathn' than their own sincere opinion. 
8. Please use the back of this directions sheet to jot down your comments 
about the reactions of the students. We are particularly interested in 
knOwing which questions do not seem olear to the students. If there are 
phrases or words which a students asks you to clarify t please note this 
on your copy. 
'I'HAllX YOU FOR YOUR TU'J1J, INTEREST, AND COOPERATION. 
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